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INTRODUCTION: PRINCIPAL CURVATURES AND HARTREE-FOCK ENERGIES 
Let Y be a separable complex Hilbert space, and let h be a self-adjoint 
operator in Y. Assume that h is bounded below and has compact resolvent, 
and let 1, (n > 1) be the eigenvalues of h arranged so that, counting 
multiplicities, 
II,<1,<***<A,<**-, I,+ al (n-t co). 
The main theorem to be proved in this paper is a topological minimax 
characterization of the sums 1,1 + . . . + &, where p is any positive integer 
and the aj are integers satisfying 1 < c1r < ... < ap. This result (Theorem 5, 
in Section 5 below) generalizes a formula proved by Wielandt [36] in the 
finite dimensional case, and at the same time generalizes the familiar Weyl- 
Courant characterization of the eigenvalues 1, themselves (case p = 1). 
The work has as well a larger purpose: to undertake a study of the 
Hartree-Fock theory of quantum mechanical Hamiltonians for atomic and 
molecular systems, and to show the connection of this theory with the 
topology of Grassmann manifolds and with Theorem 5. The extended 
remarks which follow are directed to that end. 
The Grassmann manifold GJX) of all p-dimensional subspaces S of the 
unitary space X = Cd, exhibited as a projective variety by the Plucker 
imbedding, 
K: G,(X) -, G,(APX), s b LIPS, 
has been in one form or another among the central instruments of algebraic 
geometry for over a century. Here K is covered by the wedge-product map 
7 Deceased. 
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A: Fp(X) -, F,(APX), w  h ere F&X) is the manifold of all independent p-tuples 
u = (24, )...) up) in Xp; the projection K taking u to its linear span S = [u] 
makes II: Fp(X) + G,,(X) a principal GL,(C)-bundle, and similarly 
K: F,(s) --t G,(5) with Z = IIpX, the Plucker image E(X) = KG,(X) is the 
projection x0(%) of the submanifold D(X) of all nonzero decomposable 
elements 4 = Au = 24, A ... A up of J?Y; and D(X) is determined by the 
Grassmann p-relations, a family of homogeneous quadratic equations in the 
coordinates of 4. Meanwhile, G,(X) with the cell structure provided by the 
Schubert cells u,(X) has acquired a key role in the classification theory of 
smooth manifolds [19]. Here X = ({O} cX, cX, c SW. cX,) is the flag in X 
associated to the standard orthonormal basis e = (e, ,..., ed) in X, i.e., X,, is 
the linear span [(e r ,..., e,)] of the first 12 basis vectors; a = (a, ,..., ap) is a 
sequence of integers satisfying 1 Q a, < ... < ap < d, so that there are (i ) 
choices of a; the dimension of the cell w@(X) is 2 C(aj - j); the closure 
Q,(X) of w,(X) is a subvariety of G,(X), namely, 
0,(X) = {S E GPO: dim@ n X,l> 2 j (1 <j< P>li 
and each C!,(X) is a cycle which carries a nonzero Z-homology class [a], 
which is in fact independent of the flag X used in the definition. For 
a = (L..., p), fl,(X) is the singleton {X,}, while for a = (d - p + l,..., d), 
0,(X) is the whole manifold G,(X). The family [d, p] of all a indexes the 
homology basis { [a] }, and also indexes the standard (unordered) basis {e,} 
of %, where e, = eal A as* A emp. This is a notable coincidence. In the 
special case p = 1, with X replaced by a space of dimension D, the Schubert 
index set [D, 1 ] has just (y ) = D elements. Since dim X = D = (,” ), the 
homology basis for G,(s) has the same number of elements as the 
homology basis for GJX), even though the manifold dimension 
dim, G,(X) = (g ) - 1 is generally much larger than dim, G,(X) = p(d - p). 
All these constructions have analogues when C is replaced by IR, with 
some modifications; e.g., the 0,(X) form a homology basis with coefficients 
Z, instead of Z. 
The subject of the present work is Gp(X) in a third context, which incor- 
porates the elements listed above. Given a smooth function g: G,(s) -+ IR, 
one obtains by composition a smooth function 5 = g o K: G,(X) + IR, and 
one studies the critical-point structures of g and 2 with the help of Morse 
theory [ 18,201 or Lusternik-Schnirelman theory [5], [23,29]. In particular, 
starting with an indexed set {A, : a E [d, p] } of real numbers A,, one has a 
Hermition operator H in X determined by He, = &err (a E [d, p]), and its 
quadratic form (( 1 H#) for d E X, where (I) is the inner product in 
5 = ApX induced from the standard inner product (( ) in X. The Rayleigh 
quotient 
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is constant on each fibre of rr, hence defines a smooth function g on G,(s), 
and one has a commutative diagram 
A Fp(x> - D(X) c F,(X) --J-4 R 
7% 
i 1 I- lid 
CD) 
Gp(X) A E(X) c G,(X) --% R 
For each a, L, = [e,] is a critical point of g; hence S, = K-‘L, = 
[(e,,,..., cap)] is a critical point of g” = g o rc, with the common critical value 
1,. If all the 1, are distinct, then the L, and S, are nondegenerate with 
easily computed Morse indices, g and g’ have no other critical points, and 
one can apply the abstract Morse theorem to recover the homology modules 
of G,(X) and GJX). This is done in [ 18, pp. 26-271 for G,, and in [8] for 
G, ; and one has a nice explanation of the coincidence noted above. 
My purpose is to connect up these Morse-theoretic considerations on 
G,(s) and fl,(X) with certain results and problems of a variational 
character which have not hitherto been placed squarely in this context, 
namely, 
lo A minimax characterization of p-fold sums of the eigenvalues of a 
Hermitian operator in X [36]. 
2” Extremal values of pth-order sectional curvature on Riemannian 
manifolds [9,33,35]. 
3’ The Hartree-Fock theory of quantum mechanical systems of p 
electrons [7, 14, 15,281. 
To make the connection among these items, and to prepare for a description 
of what will be done in this Part of the work, we have to make an excursion 
through I”, 2’, and 3” in turn. 
The characterization in item lo can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM [26, Theorem l’, p. 1081. Let h be a Hermitian operator in X 
with an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors e = (e, ,..., ed) and corresponding 
eigenvalues h = (A ,,..., A,) ordered so that A, < ... < 1,. Fix an integer p, 
l(p<d. For given a E [d, p], consider any sequence X, = 
FL, c . . . c XJ of linear subspaces of X with dim Xaj = aj (1 < j < p). 
Then, for each a E [d, p], the sum A,, + a.. + ;EaP of eigenvalues of h 
satisfies 
A,, + a-* +lZap=mxin max f: Cu./ I Hugh ~2 uj'x*j*(Ujl Uk)=Sjt jz 1 
(w) 
and the min-max is achieved in Xaj= [(e,,,..., e,S] at uj= enj (1 <j< p). 
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In case p = 1, (W) is the well-known Weyl-Courant minimax charac- 
terization of the eigenvalues A,, of h, and Wielandt assumes this in proving 
(W) for p > 2. He asserts that the result extends to the case of a suitable 
self-adjoint operator h in Hilbert space; but since the proof given for d ( co 
involves induction on d, it is not immediately clear how to carry out the 
extension. 
We shall now examine the form of (W) with reference to the general 
context set out above. On the right-hand side of (W) appears a quantity 
formed by an iterated variational process. In the inner problem, the object- 
function f(x) = J$ (ui ) hu,) of the primary variable x = (ui ,..., u,) E F,,(X) is 
maximized as x ranges over a certain set A, which we recognize as a subset 
of F,(X) which projects to the Schubert cycle B,(X) determined by some 
flag X in X. The maximum M(A) in this problem is then regarded in the 
outer problem as the value of a new object-function, of the secondary 
variable A, and M(A) is minimized as A traces out the family Y(a) deter- 
mined by varying X over all possible flags but keeping a fixed. The 
minimum value m, in this problem has the same label as the homology class 
[a] carried indifferently by all the different n,(X). When a = (l,..., p), 
f is constant on each A E ST(a), the inner problem is trivial, and the 
outer problem makes m, = global minimum of J When a = 
(d - p + l,..., p), T(a) is the singleton {A} where A = F;(X) is the set of all 
orthonormal p-tuples u, the outer problem is trivial, and the inner one makes 
m, = global maximum off. 
On the left side of (W) appears another number A, = A,, + **a + & 
associated with the datum h by the index a. Letting a run over [d, p], we 
generate a family (A,} of the sort used to construct the operator H on Z 
and hence the functions g and f from its Rayleigh quotient f as in (R). But 
here the special sum-form of the 1, is associated with a particular kind of 
operator H, induced on % = ApX from the operator h on X by 
H = H,(h) = antisymmetrized reduction of 2 (1 0 . . . Oh@ **a @ l), (A) 
j=l 
where h replaces the identity 1 on X in thejth place of thejth summand. For 
a decomposable element 4 = A u obtained from an orthonormal p-frame u = 
(U r,..., up), one calculates (4 ] 4) = 1 and 
f(4) = (A u I H(A U)> = 5 (uj I huj)* 
j=l 
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Thus the object function on the right-hand side of (W) is really T(u) = f(A u) 
with f as in (R), and, passing to the quotient in diagram (D), we may state 
(W) as the assertion 
where g(a) = (Q,(X) : X is a flag in X}. But for any B c G,(X) and any 
bE R, 
and hence the assertion (W) reads 
A., = min{b E iR: B c G,(X)b for some B E F(a)}. 
Since I, is critical value of i, and each B E .!?‘(a) carries the homology class 
[a], the last assertion is of just the kind supplied by the Morse theorem, at 
least when all the I, are distinct. 
This suggests a new proof of Wielandt’s formula (W) and at the same time 
a significant strengthening of it. We know in any event, by the explicit choice 
B = Q,(X), X = eigenflag of h, that the indicated minimum is a,, and 
hence the force of the assertion is really the inequality I, < minBE 3,n) ..a. 
This force is strengthened the more we enlarge the competing family Y(a). 
The strongest assertion is obtained by taking Y(a) to be the family of all 
carriers B of the class [a]. So we assert; and so we shall prove, including the 
extension to d = 00. 
In item 2”, one begins with a Riemannian manifold M of dimension d. The 
tangent space X = M, at each point r in A4 carries an inner product ( I), . For 
each even positive integer p = 2k (d, the curvature tensor gives rise in a 
natural way to a symmetric operator H= H, on Z=ApX [35, p, 8701. The 
function g= g o K on GJX) associated as on diagram (D) to the projec- 
tivized Rayleigh quotient g of H is called the pth order sectional curvature 
function of M at r [35, p. 7831 (or kth order, [l, (13), p. 2571). Its value 
g(S) is the Lipschitz-Killing curvature of the geodesic submanifold through 
r whose tangent space at r is S [34, p. 4321, and its extreme values as S 
ranges over G,(X) are therefore of some geometrical interest. For instance, in 
case d is even, if g(S) > 0 (all S, all r) for certain values of p, then this 
information propagates up to p = d to give results on the sign of the Euler 
characteristic of M [35, Corollary 1, p, 7841 [9, Theorem p. 3.31. One is also 
interested in the set of S, for given r, on which g achieves its extrema; cf. 
[33, Theorem B, p. 3841. 
Two points are suggested in reference to our general scheme. First, as 
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soon as d 2 3, there ought to be other critical values of g’ besides its 
minimum. For given p = 2k and a E [d, p], we propose a definition: the ath 
principal pth order sectional curvature m,(r) of M at r is 
where y(a) is the family of all subsets B c G,(X) which carry the Z,- 
homology class [a], and X = M,. Relations can be expected among the m, 
for different values of p and a; but since H is not induced from any h acting 
on X, one cannot expect a simple explicit formula like (W). 
Indeed, the first question to ask is for given r E h4, does there exist a 
critical point of g on the level g(S) = m,(r)? But here we can use the known 
homology of G,(X) together with Lusternik-Schnirelman theory [23, 
Theorem 4.18, p. 1281, [5, Example (d), p. 91 to give the answer: For each 
r E M and each a E [d, p], g’ has at least one critical point S, with g(S,) = 
m,(r). 
Second, the whole problem is parametrized by r E M, and we have an 
example of a fibred minimax problem as discussed in [27, pp. 217-2201. 
Because of the compactness of each GJM,) and the local compactness of the 
parameter space M, we can show that each principal sectional curvature 
function r I--+ m,(r) is continuous on M, and the m,(r)-realizing subset 
{S E GJM,): r E M, S is a critical point of i= gr;, and g&S) = m,(r)) 
is a compact subset of the total space G,(M) = (Jr,, G,(M,) of the 
Grassmann bundle over M. If M’ c M is the subset consisting of all r E M 
for which the m,(r)-realizing critical point S = S,(r) is unique, it follows 
that the map r k S,(r) is a continuous section of the Grassmann bundle 
projection over M’. Of course it is possible that M’ is void. 
In item 3”, one is perforce dealing with an extension to the infinite dimen- 
sional case. It is not immediately clear what space ought to play the role of 
X, and we therefore begin with the complex Hilbert space Y = Lz(R3) of all 
one-electron wavefunctions u = u(x) of position x E iR3, with the usual inner 
product (( )O. Actually x should include as well a spin coordinate, but we 
need not put this into the notation. Then ‘J? =/ipY is the space Li(R 3P) of all 
antisymmetric square integrable functions d = #(x1 ,..., x,) with its usual inner 
product (] )0, and 4 (~0) is the wavefunction of a system ofp electrons. For 
such a system in the presence of k fixed nuclei carrying charges Zi > 0 
located at Ri in IR3 (1 < i < k), the Hamiltonian H with domain D(H) c $Y 
is a suitable self-adjoint antisymmetrized realization of the formal differential 
operator 
,gl [-dj+ v(xj)l + ,,izG, ixi-xjI-19 
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where A is the Laplacean in IR3, V(x) = --Cf=, zi Ix - Ril -’ acts on u(x) by 
pointwise multiplication, the jth summand in the first sum acts on the jth 
variable of 0(x i ,,.., x,), and similarly for the second sum. When the system is 
in the state L = [#] E Gi(%/) represented by 4, its energy is given by the 
Rayleigh quotient 
at least if $ ED(H). In the numerator, the -Aj term in H represents the 
kinetic energy of the jth electron, the V(xj) term represents its potential due 
to the attraction of the nucleus, the Ixi - xi1 - ’ term its potential due to the 
repulsion of the ith electron, and the antisymmetrization reflects the 
indistinguishability of the electrons. In the expression for H, certain physical 
constants have been scaled to 1; and the charges zi might be non-integral, 
since a “nucleus” might be a nucleus together with some tightly bound 
electrons, presenting a net effective charge zi E iR ’ to the distant electrons. 
One is interested in the bound states of the system, i.e., any state whose # 
is an eigenfunction of H for which the eigenvalue ,U has tinte multiplicity and 
is an isolated point of the spectrum a(H). Such ,B, if any, form the discrete 
spectrum a,,,,(H); and, with pi = info(H), it is known in certain cases that 
odisc(H) contains a finite or infinite sequence ($0 such that, counting 
multiplicities, 
with the rest of a(H), including other points of a,,,,(H) if there are any, lying 
in [Z, co). This is the case for atoms (k = I), where (~0 is infinite, ,D( -+ Z as 
t--f 03, and the essential spectrum u,,,(H) = o(H)\o,,,,(H) occupies all of 
[Z, co) [2, Theorem 10.1-10.3, pp. 267-2751 (cf. also [26, Theorem X111.7, 
p. 89, Theorem XIII. 17, p. 121, Example p. 1361). In any case, to the extent 
that they exist, the ,u! are characterized by a suitable version of the Weyl- 
Courant minimax principle, as in formula (W) with p = 1, pup in place of A,,, 
and H in place of h (cf. [26, Theorem X111.1, p. 761, which is a max-min 
formulation dual to (W)). One approximates the ,u~ by restricting the trial 
function Q in the Rayleigh quotient f(4) to a subspace $$ CD(H) with 
dim $Z$ = N < 03 and projection YN : $? -+ yN, calculating the Rayleigh-Ritz 
eigenvalues pu,, of HN = CYNHLYN by some numerical technique, noting by the 
min-max principle that ,u, < ,A+,,, (1 ,< e < N), and seeking lower bounds 
,u:,,, < ,D( by some other method. The results of such a calculation involving 
the ground state (e = 1) of the Helium atom (k = 1, z1 = 2, p = 2) with 
N = 1078 are summarized in [26, Example 3, p. 851. 
For general values of p and k, the cost of such calculations leads one to 
adopt the Hartree-Fock approximation, in which the trial function 4 in f(4) 
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is subjected to the drastic restriction that it be a Slater determinant, i.e., an 
antisymmetrized product 
4,(x1 Y..., x&J = l - Wui(xj)), v% 
where u= (U i,..., up) is a linearly independent p-tuple of functions in 
D(d) c Y. Taking v to be orthonormal and calculating formally, one finds 
the Euler-Lagrange necessary conditions for an “extremal” of f(d,) among 
such v: the space S = [v] must contain an orthonormal u which, for some 
choice of real multipliers E = (ei ,..., EJ, satisfies the Hartree-Fock equations 
h,uj = ejuj (1 <j<P), V-W 
where, for given u, h, = h + U, - K, is a selfadjoint operator in Y, 
h = -A + V(x), and U, - K, is an operator which depends quadratically on 
the uj. It has been proved [14, 15, Theorem 2.4, 3.2, pp. 191-1921 that, if 
p < Zizi + 1, then there exists a solution (u, E) of (HF) with uj E D(-A), 
(ui 1 uj)O = 6,, ej < 0, such that 
f(#.) = m, = inf{f(#,): uj E W-A), (vi I oj)o = 6, (1 < i, j < P>} 
and [ 15, Theorem 4.1, p. 1931 that, with ,u, = inf{f($): Of Q E D(H)} and 
no assumption that the inlima m, and ,ui are achieved, if the parameters 
(zi, (R,l, p)+ 03 in such a way that zi/p+ const, and IRil/p1’3 + const,’ or 
co, then ml/p1 + 1. Nothing seems to have been proved about other possible 
critical values of f(d,), about other solutions of (HF), or about the relations 
of these to the other discrete eigenvalues pc of H when they exist. 
Nevertheless (HF), or rather a finite-dimensional restriction of it, it used 
to make predictions. Taking the candidates uj from some subspace Y,, c Y 
with p ( dim Y, = n < co and projection P, : Y-t Y,, one calculates by 
some iterative scheme an orthonormal n-tuple (ui”,..., upn,..., u,,) in Y, and a 
nondecreasing n-tuple (E,,, < .a. < E,, < ... < E,,) of reals such that, with u 
as thefirst p vectors (u i “,..., up,,), the Hermitian operator h,, = P, h,P, has 
Ih u,n Ujn - cjnUjn10 FZ O (1 <j< n). 
Then one forms other p-tuples (u,, E,) from the n-tuples (u, E), and one 
guesses, suggests or affirms various relations among the values f(d.,), the 
numbers Zjeaj, the true excited levels ,u, E o&H), and their approximations 
4,. 
We ask: What do all these numbers really have to do with one another? 
To begin the process of asking better questions, we note that the Slater 
determinants 4. are exactly the decomposable elements d = r\ u in y’, and 
we shall once again have our diagram (D), at least formally, as soon as we 
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say that X and X are. Since H is never bounded above, the quadratic form 
(# ] H#)O is discontinuous at each # E D(H) if convergence is taken with 
respect to the y-norm (1 I],, ( c f. remarks in [7]). But the completion of D(H) 
in the stronger norm 1) ]I, coming from the inner product 
(4 I w>, = (4 I HWh + GUI + 1x4 I w>o 
is another Hilbert space, the quadratic-form domain Q(H) of H. As a linear 
manifold, Q(H) satisfies D(H) c Q(H) c j2, hence is I( ]I,-dense in $’ 
because D(H) is. The form ($1 Hyl),, extends to a 1) I],-bounded (hence Coo) 
quadratic form qH on Q(H). We therefore take % = Q(H) and insert q&4,$) 
as the numerator in the Rayleigh quotient for 0 f $ E Z. Similarly 
h = --d + V(x) gives us a form qh extending (U / ho),, and a Hilbert space 
Q(h) with inner product (])i ; and we take X= Q(h). Then, results to be 
proved below, slightly extended by standard techniques [25,26], show that 
the diagram (D) can be completed, with all manifalds and maps of class C”. 
We emphasize two facts. First, ,,% is not /i”X, but is a different completion 
of the algebraic exterior power of X. Second, the function 
f’= f 0 A : FJX) + IR, and hence also its projection g= g 0 K: GJX) -+ [R, 
has a contribution from the interelectronic repulsion term ,Yici in H, as well 
as the ontribution from the core term zj = H,(h); cf. (A) above, and cf. the 
Hartree-Fock operator h, in (HF). Further, as we shall show, with [co, p] 
denoting the family of all multi-indices a = (a, ,..., a& with 
I <a, < a.* < ap < 03, the Grassmannian G,(X) of any such space X has a 
free L-homology basis {[a]: a E [co, p]}; and, for any suitable infinite flag 
x = (X0, x, )..., X,,...) in X, and for each a E [a~, p], the Schubert cycle 
n,(X) carries the class [a]. 
Assuming these results, we now propose a definition: for given p > 1 and 
any a E [co, p], the ath Hartree-Fock energy leuel m, of the p-electron 
system with Hamiltonian H is 
where P(a) is the family of all subsets B c G,(X) which carry the class [a]. 
In particular, m(,,...,,, is the global intimum of g, and is equal to the number 
m, which appears in the results of [14, 151 on (HF). Further, given a 
subspace X,, c X with p < dim X,, = n < co and (( ),-orthogonal projection 
P,:X+X,, we set N= (F), restrict the whole diagram by f,= f r F,(X,), 
&=f,o A, etc.; and define analogously the Galerkin-Hartree-Fock 
energies man (a E [n, p]) associated to X,,. The existence results mentioned 
in connection with item 2” then apply equally well here to show that, for 
each n > p and each a E [n, p], there exists a critical point S,, of & such 
that gJS,,) = man. Each S,, is the span S,, = [u,,] of an (I),,- 
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orthonormal u,, = (uldn ,..., upan ) in XP, which satisfies the n-dimensional 
Hartree-Fock equations 
where h,, = P, hUmnP,, and E,~ = (&inn,..., span) is some p-tuple of real 
numbers. Also as in 2”, the whole problem is parametrized by 
I = (k; z1 ,..., zk, R1 ,..., R, ; 7 ,... ), where r,+,... stands for various “coupling 
constants” which might be introduced, e.g., in front of the repulsion term 
Cicj in H; and similar results on continuity and compactness follow in the 
same manner. For each a E [co, p), it is clear from the definitions that 
m, < ..- < ma,n+, <man f ..a (n > a,), 
and, using techniques in [5, Section 81, we can show that the sequence m,, 
converges to m, as n -+ to. 
In article [28], which appeared just as the typescript of the present work 
was being proofread, Rosensteel and Ihring deduce from the Morse theorem 
that the finite dimensional restriction g’r GJX,) has at least (i) critical 
points, under the assumption that it has no degenerate critical points. These 
authors do not define a priori the levels mcrn, nor do they consider the 
homology carriers B,(X), the behaviour of the critical values and critical 
points as n + co, nor the infinite dimensional Hartree-Fock problem. 
In general, the Hartree-Fock energies m, for various a might coincide 
with one another, and some or all m, might lie above Z = inf aess(H), just as 
the true excited energies p, defined by the Weyl-Courant minimax values of 
the Rayleigh quotient f(#) of H in general coincide with C for e > some N 
126, Theorem X111.2, p. 781. In any case, we have well-defined numbers m,, 
indexed by a E [co, p], to compare with the numbers ,u~, indexed by 
eE [co, 11=z+; and we have, for each n > p, the Galerkin-Hartree-Fock 
energies man, a E [n, p], to compare with the Rayleigh-Ritz eigenvalues prN, 
e E [N, 1 ] = { 1,2,..., N}, N = (i ). The question asked above now resolves 
itself into three questions: 
(1) Can one assign a priori a sequential ordering a + /a 1 E H ’ on the 
family [co, p] of all multi-indices, in such a way that m, is generically 
related to pla, for all a, and that man is generically related to ,ulolN for all 
a E [n, Pl? 
(2) For fixed a E [n, p], is there a subsequence Sani of San(n > nP) 
such that SaflI converges to some S, in G,,(X) as i+ co? If so, it follows that 
S, is a critical point of g’ with g(S,) = m,. 
(3) If one has satisfactory answers to (1) and (2), and if a is such that 
p,,, E u&H) with corresponding true bound state L,,, , how is (m,, S,) 
related to (L,,, ,L,,,)? 
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We shall develop a tentative answer to question (1) in the body of this 
part. It is worth noting that (1) could hardly be asked had we used the usual 
family g(k) of all subsets B c G&Y) with Lusternik-Schnirelman category 
cat@, G&Y)) > k (k = 1,2,...) [23, Section 61 and its subfamily Q(k, n) = 
{B = G,(X,): B E g(k)}, and had we defined Hartree-Fock energies mk and 
Galerkin-Hartree-Fock energies mkn as the inf-sup of g’ over 5?(k) and 
?T(k, n), respectively. Indeed, the analogous families with p = 1 and <% in 
place of X would do very nicely to characterize the true energy levels ,LL,, and 
pkN, since cat(G,(X,), G1(sN)) = cat(G,&), G,(%)) = k (cf. [27, 
Lemma 3.1(b), p. 240; Remark, p. 2481 for the corresponding result with IR 
instead of C). But for B c G&Y,), cat(B, B,(X)) < cat(B, G&Y,)) < 
dim B + 1 ,< 2p(n - p) + 1; hence %?(k, n) is void and mkn would be 
undefined, whenever k > 2p(n - p) + 1. For general n > p, and N = (I: ), 
there are many k lying in 2p(n -p) $ 1 < k ,< N, ,uk,,, for such k would have 
no partner mkn ; and question (1) would be ill-posed. Similarly, our questions 
cannot be posed in the setup of [28]. 
One approach to question (2) would be to ask whether g’ satisfies the 
compactness Condition (C) of Palais-Smale [20,31], which demands that, 
for any subset B c G,(X) on which g is bounded and ]@I is not bounded 
above 0, the closure of B must contain a critical point of i. Unfortunately 
this approach seems to be closed. As we shall show in the degenerate case 
H= H,,(h), the corresponding g’ satisfies Condition (C) on Go(X) if and only 
if CT,,,(~) = #. Since o,,,(h) = [0, co) for h = -A + Y(x), and since the 
repulsion term Zicj in the physical H only makes Condition (C) harder to 
verify, that condition all but certainly fails for the Hartree-Fock g coming 
from a quantum-mechanical H. 
An affirmative answer to (2) will probably involve (3) as well, through a 
simultaneous study along the lines of [S, Section 81 of the finite dimensional 
approximations S,n and L,,,,. 
So much for item 3”; and a brief look back at items 2” and 1’ will end 
our excursion. Regarding 2’, we have already noticed the presence of a 
manifold M, with points r = (k; z1 ,..., zk ; R1 ,..., R, ; v ,... ), over which the 
whole family of quantum mechanical systems is tibred. Submanifolds of M 
defined by various simple scaling relations, such as the relation zi = 1 Ri13 
occurring in the asymptotic result quoted from [15], would seem to be the 
natural theatre in which to place such results. Second, we note that the elec- 
tronic repulsion term ciCj in the p-electron Hamiltonian H is generated 
rather simply out of the fundamental two-body interaction, a point which has 
not escaped the notice of practitioners of the Hartree-Fock scheme. Thus 
our H is more than superficially similar to the pth sectional curvature 
operator obtained from a Riemann curvature tensor; and the mechanism by 
which geometrical information propagates up from p = 2 to general p in 
situation 2” merits a closer look from the standpoint of 3O. 
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Regarding lo, we now see the simple form H= H,.,(h) entering formula 
(W) as a degenerate case of the quantum mechanical problem in which the 
electronic repulsion has been, as one says, “switched off’ (q = 0). For such 
H, the Hartree-Fock operator h, in (HF) is just h itself; the HF energy m, is 
the right-hand side of our proposed extension of (W), the sume 
Aa, + .a. + lzup is one of the energy levels ,u! of H, and the content of 
Theorem 5 is that ,u, = m,, under the further unrealistic assumtions that 
aess(h) = 4. One can envisage further arguments to lift the last restriction; 
and then one might hope to turn the repulsion back on by moving the whole 
problem continuously over some path of r in the parameter manifold M, 
which would take r = 0 to q = 1 while allowing some control of 
I,uu((r) - m,(r)1 as r traces out the path. 
The excursion is over, we have come back to Theorem 5, and the reader 
can now decide whether to continue on the route lying ahead. No more will 
be addressed to items 2“ and 3”, excepting a brief hail at the very end 
(Remark 5.4). In particular, there are no proofs in this part of the work, 
beyond the brief indications already given, for the existence and convergence 
results announced in connection with 2” and 3’. Details of these will appear 
elsewhere. 
It remains to sketch what is to be done in this part. First, the left-hand and 
middle portions of diagram (D) are established for the case in which 
X= Q(h) is the quadratic-form domain of a semibounded self-adjoint 
operator h in a separable complex Hilbert space of dimension d, 1 < d < co, 
and .% is Q(H) for the induced operator H = H,,(h) acting in $’ = APX, and 
at the same time the basic facts about the homology generators n,(X) and 
0,(%) are obtained. We work with a non-negative operator h, i.e., one with 
,~r = inf u(h) > 0, t o avoid having to carry ,~r in the notation; but no other 
assumption is made on u(h). Thus u,,,(h) # 4 is allowed, the quantum 
mechanical one-electron operator h = -A + V(x) is covered (up to notational 
changes), but of course the “p-electron” operator H = H,,(h) has no 
repulsion term. This business takes up Sections 1, 2, and 3, and the main 
results are summarized at the end of each section in a theorem with the 
corresponding number. Particular attention is drawn to Theorem 3(c), which 
underlies our proposed answer to question (1) in item 3”; cf. Remark 5.4. 
Theorem 3(c) asserts that 
n,,,(~)nE(~>=U{~~,(X):pE MjM-W41 (each a E [d, PI), 
where cz~+laI~Z+ is a suitable sequential ordering of [d, p], X is a 
suitable flag in X, and Z is the flag in Z associated to X by the ordering 
a ti Ia\. I would expect that this result is known to the experts on such 
matters, but I have not found it in the literature. 
In Section 4, with the Rayleigh quotient f of H,,(h) completing the 
diagram (D), the Morse theory of g and g = g 0 K is taken up, beginning 
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with the basic formulas for their critical points. Then Condition (C) for both 
g and g’ is obtained under the assumption that aess(h) = d which is shown to 
be necessary, and the further assumption that h is strictly positive, i.e., 
pi > 0, which is for convenience only. The non-degeneracy of all the critical 
points is given by the further restriction that the eigenvalues 1, of h are such 
that their sums 1, = A,, + ..a + Amp are distinct for all a E [d, p]. The Morse- 
theoretic version of our extended formula (W) characterizing the A, is 
established in Theorem 4 under these restrictions; and a slight relaxation of 
the non-degeneracy restriction is shown to be permissible, in Remark 4.3. 
In Section 5, Theorem 4 as extended in Remark 4.3 is translated into the 
minimax version, and the result is extended to the case of degenerate 1, by a 
direct continuity argument. The final version is Theorem 5. 
The reader who is familiar with diagram (D) in case X= Cd (d < co) 
might be wondering if the results for X= Q(h) and d = co will come by 
routine translation, and we shall end this introduction with a few technical 
remarks about such questions. In Section 1, one has to place on G,,(X) a C” 
structure compatible with the quotient topology coming from the strong 
norm 1 II on the frame bundle F,(X). Bourbaki [4, item 52.6, p. 38) tells how 
to do this, with the familiar graph-charts. But the appropriate closed linear 
complement of a given S E F,(X) is, for us, the Y-orthogonal complement S’ 
of S in X. This choice can handly be avoided, because selfadjointness of h is 
relative to the Y-inner product (I),,, and because both (I),, and (I), have 
physical meaning, the first relating to probability of states and the second to 
their energy. When one comes to carry out the Bourbaki imperative, one 
finds that the standard treatments of G,(X) for d < co, as well as the study 
[ 161 of the case d = co, appeal significantly to the fact that G,(X) is a 
homogeneous space under the left-action of some unitary group. But for us 
the appropriate group would be U(Y), which does not act continuously on 
G,(X) (cf. Example 2.1 in Section 2). We are driven back to first principles, 
and find it convenient to develop everything anew by a systematic and 
elementary use of the Y-Gram-matrix K”(u, v) = ((ui / uj&) of two given p- 
frames u and v in X, keeping in mind the presentation of F,(Cd) as a prin- 
cipal GL,(C) bundle over G,(Cd) as in [6, p. 731. Similarly, the appropriate 
Riemannian structure on our G,(X) is the one created by (I), in the model 
space S’. For completeness of G,(X) in the associated Riemannian metric, 
completeness in the standard gap metric [ 161 is irrelevant. Appeal must be 
made to completeness of the closed submanifold F;(X) of F&X), where 
F:(x) consists of all p-frames in X which are orthonormal in Y, and the 
proof requires the construction of a (] ),-horizontal lift in F;(X) of a given 
path in G,(X), by straightening out the (1 ),-Gram-Schmidt orthonormalized 
lift (Proposition 1.7(c), (d)). 
The Schubert cycles n,(X) of Section 2 present no reai surpises, but one 
has to keep in mind the distinction between the topologists’ space G,(X,) = 
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Un>p G&Y,) and our rather larger space G,(X), most of whose points S do 
not lie in G&X,) for a given flag X in X (cf. Example 2.1). The inclusion of 
FJX,) with the fine topology into F,,(X) with the 1 II topology is a 
homotopy equivalence, and this gives the homology basis of G,(X) by 
standard techniques (Proposition 2.5). The characterization of Q,(X) as the 
set of all points S E G&Y) which do not belong to certain chart domains in 
the standard atlas associated to a flag X should also be noted 
(Proposition 2.4(f)). 
In Section 3 on the Plucker imbedding K: G,(X) -+ E(X) c G,(X), one 
main technical problem is to see that K is in fact a closed C” imbedding, in 
particular that K-~ is continuous. Here the finite dimensional case gives no 
insight whatever, and the proof depends on a consideration of the weak 
topologies on Xp coming from both inner products (] )0 and (] )1. The 
elementary fact that weak convergence together with convergence of norms 
implies strong convergence is applied after a two-stage bootstrap argument 
has provided the needed estimates (Proposition 3.2(e)). Other proofs are 
conceivable, using more exterior algebra. The other problem is to set up the 
class of orderings a t+ 1 a] of [d, p] (cf. condition (3.5 1)) which will make 
for a convenient correspondence between the L?,(X) and the L?,,,(Z); and 
one should note the inappropriateness of the usual dictionary ordering of 
[co, p] (last part of Example 3.2). The essential result, that 
%&v-w~) = W,(X) for suitable orderings (Proposition 3.4(b)), rests 
on the characterization of 32,(X) just noted, and gives in turn the identity in 
Theorem 3(c) whose importance has already been stressed. 
In Section 4, one expects some technical problem with Condition (C). 
Here the essential estimate is Proposition 4.1(e), in which the reader will 
recognize more than a vestige of [5, Proposition (6.1)(b), p. 341. One should 
also note the fact that, for our g obtained from H = H,,(h), the gradient flow 
of g has the Plucker image E(Z) as an invariant submanifold 
(Proposition 4.1 (b)). This comes from a Slater-Condon rule 
(Proposition 3,1(e)), familiar to users of the Hartree-Fock scheme, and 
underlies our easy proof that g has no critical point other than the obvious 
ones (Proposition 4.2(c)). This proof should be compared with the chase 
through the dictionary by which the same assertion is proved in [8, 
pp. 365-367; case d < co], in the case that H is not necessarily of the form 
H,(h). 
In Section 5, one uses the idea of treating the original datum of the 
minimax problem as a parameter, and of arguing from a generic case, for 
which the desired result has already been proved, to a limiting case of 
interest. Such an argument relies on an equicontinuity property of the family 
of functions over the relevant parameter range, and the property is obtained 
here by keeping all but finitely many of the eigenvalues of the varying h 
fixed at the eigenvalues of the limiting case. 
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1. GRASSMANNIANS OF QUADRATIC FORM DOMAINS 
Let Y be a separable Hilbert space of dimension d, 1 < d < co, over the 
complex field C, with inner product (U ] w),,, assumed conjugate-linear in the 
first argument, and with norm 1 v I,,. 
Let D(h) c Y be the dense linear domain of h: D(h) + Y, a non-negative 
selfadjoint operator in Y. Then another inner product is defined in D(h) by 
the sum 
Recall that the quadratic-form domain Q(h) of h is the completion of D(h) in 
the metric induced by (( )i. We shall use the same symbol for the inner 
product extended to the new Hilbert space Q(h), and ] u 1, for the norm, but 
for clarity we shall use q(u, w) for the extension, i.e., the form-closure, of 
(v 1 hw),. Thus 
(0 I W>I = 4(u, w> + @ I whl (01 w E Q(h)>. w 
Since (v ] v), > (v ] o& in (1. l), the I /,-completion of D(h), namely, Q(h), is 
contained in Y, which is the 1 [,-completion of D(h). With each of ( l)0 and 
(])i there is associated a weak topology, making altogether four vector space 
topologies on Q(h). 
Of course if h is a bounded operator in Y, in particular if d < co, then ( /, 
is equivalent to I I0 and D(h) = Q(h) = Y. In general, the non-negativity and 
sesquilinearity of q give Schwarz’ inequality, 
Id% WV ,< c7(b v> dw w> (~3 w E Q(h)>. 
Also, the subset D(h) is characterized in Q(h) as follows: u E Q(h) belongs 
to D(h) if and only if there exists a constant C such that 
ldw u>l s c I WI0 (all w E Q(h)>, (1.3) 
and in that case, q(w, u) = (w I hu), as in (1.1). 
Henceforth we shall put X= Q(h), with the Hilbert space structure given 
by (u ) w),, and we shall refer to the data 
X (lh; K (lh,;Xl I,-densec Y (1.4) 
as a standard pair of Hilbert spaces. In fact, any standard pair as in (1.4) 
arises by completion of the form belonging to a unique selfadjoint operator 
in Y. For details of this and other aspects of the basic setup above, the 
reader is referred to [ 11, Chapter VI] or to [24, VIII.6, [25, X.31. It might be 
useful to keep one concrete example in mind. 
6X37/54/2-2 
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EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Y = L*(O, l), (V ] w),, = j; fiw. Define 
D(h) = {V E Y: II’ is absolutely continuous, U” E Y, v(0) = v(l) = 0}, 
and set hv = -0” for u ED(h). Then Q(h) = WiV’(O, l), and 
(v ( w), = I,’ t7’w’ + I,’ cw; 
cf. (24, Example 3, p. 2801. 
Given a standard pair (1.4), whenever S c X is a ( (,-closed linear 
subspace we shall put 
S’={vEX:(v]s),=O, allsES}, (1.5) 
noting that S’ is a ] ],-closed linear complement of S in X. Thus 
l,=P,+Ps. 
is the sum of projections which are / (r bounded, (( ),-orthogonal, but (1 )r- 
oblique. 
Let p be a positive integer, with p < d in case d < 00 (we shall henceforth 
write p < d + 1 for this condition), and define the p’th order Grassmannian 
of X as 
G,(X) = {S c X: S is a linear subspace of dimension p}. 
We consider the p-fold Cartesian products XD and Yp, with elements 
v = (VI )...) u,,) etc., and with the usual inner products and norms, which we 
denote by the same symbols as in X and Y: 
(Y I z>o = E (Yj l4l (Y, z E Y”), 
j=l 
lYli= i IYjli 
j=l 
(YE y9 
Cv I w)I = ,gl [4C”j, wj> + tvj I wj)Ol (v, w E XP) 
IvIi = 5 [4C"j9 "j) + Ivjlil 
j=l 
(v E XP). 
A pair S, S’ of ] I,-closed (] ),-orthogonal complementary subspaces of X as 
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in (1.5) induces another such pair S,,, Sp in Xp, and a corresponding pair of 
] Ii-bounded (] ),-orthogonal projections Z’s@‘, P$’ acting by 
P$qv) = (P, u, )...) P, up), P$‘(v) = v - PP’V. 
We define the p-frames, respectively the (1 ),-orthonormal p-frames, in X by 
Fp(x) = (v EXP: {v , ,..., up} is linearly independent }, 
F;(x) = {v E xp: (Vi 1 Vj), = l(j = i), = O(j # i)}. 
For any y E Yp, we set 
[y] = subspace of Y spanned by ( y, ,..., y,} 
and note that [vi E G,(X) if and only if v E Fp(X). We define restrictions of 
the map [ ] as 
7~: Fp(X) --$ G,(X), no: F;(X) --) G,(X), u t-+ [VI. ( 1.6) 
We shall consider several structures on G,(X) related to these maps. 
With c = (cl,..., c,)~ denoting a column vector in C”, we have a product 
Xp x GP -+X given by 
P 
(v, c) k+ w  = v . c s 1 qc’; 
i= I 
and more generally, with C = (cj) E M,(G), the set of all p x p complex 
matrices, we have an action Xp x M,(C) + Xp, 
P 
(v, C) t-+ w = v . c, wj= c vie; 
i=l 
which is jointly continuous in v and C, where Xp is equipped with any of our 
four distinguished topologies. We note the elementary properties 
(V-B)*C=v.(BC), v * Ip=v, (L(P),) * C=L’P’(v * C), 
where L@‘: Xp + Xp is induced by any linear map L acting in X. It will be 
important to consider the action by the subgroups GL,(C) and U,(C) of the 
algebra M,(C), namely, 
GL,(C) = {B E M,(C): B is invertible}, 
U,(C) = {A E M,(c): A is unitary, i.e. A *A = lp}, 
where A * = JT. We also note the decomposition of M,(C) into the direct 
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sum over IR of the complementary R-linear subspaces of all Hermitian 
symmetric, respectively skew-symmetric, matrices 
H,(C) = {C E M,(C): C” = C), 
Sk,(C) = {C E M,(C): C” = -C}. 
The set H,(C) is partially ordered, as usual, by means of the associated 
quadratic forms: 
B~cCo(c,B*c),~(c,C~c),, all c E CP. 
Finally, we define the Gram-matrix map K”: Xp x Xp + M,(@) by 
K’(v, w) = (cj), c; = (vi 1 wj), ; (1.7) 
and we put 
P’(v) = K’(v, v), L’(v, w) = J”(v) -‘K’(v, w), (1.8) 
the last item being defined whenever p(v) E GL,(C). Each of K”, Jo, and 
(where defined) L O is Cm with respect to the 1 lo-topology on Xp (or Xp X XP) 
and a forriori with respect to the / [,-topology. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let v, w, w’ E Xp; let S = [v], T= [w]; let B, 
C E M,(C). Then 
(a) K’(v, w + w’) = K”(v, w) + K’(v, w’); K’(w, v) = K’(v, w)*. 
(b) K”(v v B, w . C) = B*K’(v, w)C; p(v . B) = B*.J@(v)B; 
L”(v . B, w . C) = B-‘L’(v, w)C. 
(cl v E qx> u Jo(v) E GLJC); v E F;(X) 0 Jo(v) = 1, (unit 
matrix). 
(d) Let v E FJX) and w = v . B. Then w E F,(X) o B E GL,(C); and 
w=v~B=$,. 
(e) Let v E F;(X) and w = v . B. Then w  E F@?) u B E V,(C). 
(f) w E S’* o K’(v, w) = 0, (zero matrix). 
(g) Let v E FJX). Then P?‘(w) = v . L’(v, w); and indeed for any 
w f x, 
Ps(w) = v * LO@, w), 
where L”(v, w) denotes the column vector P(v)-’ q ((v, ( w)~,..., (vD ( w),,)r. 
(h) Let v, w E FJX). Then P,(T) = S o K’(v, w) E GLJC). 
(i) Let v, w E F&Y). Then S = To w = v a B,fir some B E GL,(G), 
tj) P(v) E H,(C), and P(v) >, 0,. 
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Proof(a), (b). Immediate from (1.7), (1.8). 
(c) Let vEXP, cECP, and assume w=v.c=OEX. Then 
P(v) * c = KO(v, w) = 0 E cp (1.9) 
Now vEF,(X)ov.c=O only when c=OECPe(1.9) holds only when 
c = 0 o p(v) is nonsingular. The other claim, that v is (( ),-orthonormal o 
J”(v) = l,, is immediate from (1.8). Q.E.D. 
(d) By (c), w  E Fp(X) = p(w) E GL,(C). By (b), Jo(w) = B*J’(v)B, 
and this matrix is invertible just in case B* is invertible. Q.E.D. 
(e) As in (d): J”(w) = B * 1,B = 1, o B E U,(C). Q.E.D. 
(f) Immediate from (1.5) and (1.7). 
(g) With v E F,(X), S = [v] E G,,(X), and w  E Xp, the p-tuple of 
projections z = P?‘(w) is characterized by 
z = v . C for some C E M,,(C), and w  - z E Sp. (1.10) 
By (f), the latter condition amounts to K”(v, w  - z) = O,, and this, by (a), 
(b), and (1.8) is the same as 
KO(v, w) = KO(v, z) = KO(v, v)C = P(v)C. 
Since J”(v)-’ exists by (c), condition (1.10) is equivalent to z = v . C, 
c = P(v) - ‘KO(v, w), as claimed. The further claim follows by taking 
w  = (w, w  )...) w). Q.E.D. 
(h) Certainly P,(T) c S, with equality just in case dim P,(T) = p, i.e., 
pip’(w) E Fp(X), where T = [w]. By (g) and (d), P?‘(w) E Fp(X) u 
L”(v, w) E GL,(C), and by (1.8), the last condition holds o 
K”(v, w) E GL,(C). Q.E.D. 
(i) If v EFp(X) and w=v. B, then T= [w] c [v] =S; if also 
w  E F,(X), then dim T= p so [w] = [v]. Conversely if T= S, then 
w  = P?‘(w), = v - L’(v, w) by (h). Q.E.D. 
(j) For any v E Xp and any c E Cp, we compute 
Iv * cl; = -+- ci x (Vi 1 uj)o c’ = c &P(v) * c)i 
j L 
= (c, Jvvc),,. 
But ]v + c]: is real and >O for all c; so J”(v) is Hermitian and non-negative. 
Q.E.D. 
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We next record a few facts about the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 
process. It will be convenient to use the notation 
Wk = (w, )...) w,J whenever w  = (wi ,..., w,), l<k<p. 
We define maps 0’ and No as follows: for w  E Xp, 
x = O’(w) has x1 = w,, xk = PtWk-,]. (w,J P<k<p); (1.11) 
and for y E Xp (all yk f 0), 
” = No(y) has Vk = Yk/i YkiO (1 < k < P>. (1.12) 
Then the (( ),-orthonormalization map on p-tuples is p = No . 0’. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) Let z E Xp. Then z E F,(X) o dim[zk] = k, 
l,<k<p. 
(b) Let w E F,(X) and x = O’(w). Then (xi ) x,& = 0 (1 < j # k < p) 
mui txkl = iwk] (1 < k ,< P>* 
(c) Let y EFJX) and v = No(y). Then Jv~(~ = 1 and [vk] = [yk] 
(1 <kkp). 
(d) Let w E F,(X) and v = p(w). Then v E F;(X) and [vk] = [wk] 
(1 < k < p). Moreover, vk = wk if wk E F:(X), and in particular p(w) = w if 
w E F;(X). 
(e) O”, h@, and hence P are Cm maps with respect to the ) \,-topology 
on F,(X); and 7~’ . p = 7c (cf. (1.6)). 
(f) D(w, t) = tP(w) + (1 - t)w, with w E F,(X) and 0 < t < 1, defines 
u C” deformution retraction of F*(X) onto F;(X). 
Proof: (a) Obvious. 
(b) By induction on k: [xi] = [wi] is clear, so assume [x&i] = 
[wk-,I. BY (1.11), 
xk = w,-combination of (w, ,..., wk- ,) 
so [xk] c [wk]. But dim [wkJ = k, by (a); and 0 # xk is (( ),-orthogonal to 
[wk-i] = [xk-i], so that dim[xJ = k also. Hence [xk] = [wk] and the 
induction is complete. Q.E.D. 
(c) Immediate from (1.12). 
(d) x = O’(w) is (I),-orthogonal, by (b), and No preserves that 
property; and v = N“(x) is ] IO-normalized; hence E F;(X). Also [v,J = [x,], 
by (c), and hence = [w,], by (b). If, for some k, wk is already (l)o- 
orthonormal, then xi = wj in (1.11) and vj = xi in (1.12), for 1 < j < k. 
Q.E.D. 
(f) By (e), D(w, t) is C” jointly in (w, t). By (d), D(w, t)= w, 
0 <t < 1, if w  EFi(X); and of course D(w, 1) = P(w E F;(X) for all 
w  E FJX). In general, z = D(w, t) has 
Zk = tv, + (1 - t)w, = --G+t 
IXtlO 
1 - t)w, (1 <k<P) 
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(e) By Proposition 1.1 (g), relations (1.8), and (1.1 l), the vector 
x/(=P [Wk-l]JQ=Wk-p IT-11 wk (1 < k < P) 
depends Cm on wk, hence on w  E F,(X), with respect to the ( (,-topology, 
hence with respect to the 1 1 ,-topology. Similarly uk in (1.12) depends C” on 
yk so long as ] yk10 stays away from 0. Thus P = No 4 0’: F&Y) + l$(X) is 
C” as claimed. It is clear from (d) that [P(w] = [w], i.e., x0 . P = 7~. 
Q.E.D. 
with xk as in (1.11). Thus zk E [wk]; while one computes 
P IWk-,I’ Zk = t 
-+(1-t) x,#O ,x:i, 1 
to<t< 1) 
since xk # 0 follows from w  E FJX); so zk @ [wk-,I. Thus [zk] = [wk], 
1 < k ,< p, and so z E FJX), by (a); that is, D(., t) maps FJX) into itself, 
for O<l,< 1. Q.E.D. 
Henceforth any topological statement about Xp and its subspaces F,(X) 
and F;(X) is to be understood as referring to the / I,-topology unless the 
contrary is stated. We reconsider now the mappings z and x0 of (1.6); cf. 
[ 19, pp. 56-571. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (a) GL,(G) acts freely on FJX), the orbits being 
precisely the fibres of x: F,(X) -+ G,(X), so that 71 induces a bijection 
FpGWG~,(~) -+ G,(x)- 
(b) U,(C) acts freely on F;(X), the orbits being precisely thefibres of 
no: F;(X) + G,(X), so that 71’ induces a bijection Fi(X)/U,(C) + G,(X). 
(c) The quotient topologies induced on G,(X) by n and by 7~’ are the 
same. 
(d) G,(X) with the quotient topology as in (c) is connected, and is 
compact in case d = dim X < co. 
ProoJ (a) Proposition I(d) and (i). 
(b) Proposition I(d), (e), and (i). 
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(c) We have a continuous inclusion i: F;(X) + F,,(X) by 
Proposition 1.2(e) and (f), a continuous retraction p: F,(X) + F;(X), such 
that no = 71. i and rc = 71’ . p. Hence, for any subset W c G,(X), each of the 
subsets 
(n”)-‘(W) = i-k’(W) and n-‘(w) = (I+-‘@O)-‘(w) 
is open just in case the other one is. Q.E.D. 
(d) Let v and w  E FJX), and put S = [v], T= [w]. The assignment 
vi --) wj (1 Q j < p) extends to a linear map L: S + T. Choosing ( 1 )1- 
orthonormal bases (vf) and (wf) in the (I),-orthogonal complements S’ and 
T’-, respectively, and extending L by 0; + wi (i = 1,2,...), we obtain a 1 11- 
bounded linear map L: X+ X with ] Ii-bounded inverse. But the set GL(X) of 
all such maps is path-connected [21, Theorem 15, p. 1131; so there is a 
continuous map rt+ L, E GL(X), 0 < t < 1, with Lo = 1, and L, = L. Then 
v(t) = (L,u, )..,, L,v,) defines a continuous path in F,(X) joining v to w. By 
continuity of 7r, t t-+ S(t) = [v(t)] is a continuous path in G,(X) from S to T. 
If d < co, then the 1 II and ( lo topologies agree, the I IO-closed bounded 
subset F;(X) c Xp is compact, and with it G,(X) = n’Fi(X) is compact. 
Q.E.D. 
We now seek a Cm structure on G,(X) with the help of suitable charts on 
Fp(X). For any fixed v E Fp(X,), we let S = [v] and denote by F,(S) the set 
of independent p-tuples Fp(X) n Sp. We define a set U, c F,(X) and a map 
Qy : U, -+ F,(S) x Sp by 
U, = {w E F,(X): K”(v, w) E GL,(C)}, (1.13) 
G,(w) = (v * LO@, w), w * L(v, w)-1 -v}. (1.14) 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (a) U, is open in Fp(X), and @, is a Cm isomorphism 
onto the product. 
(b) Pr, @,(w’) = Pr,@,(w) o [w’] = [w], where Pr, denotes the 
projection of F,(S) X Sp onto Sp. 
Cc> W,),(5) = <for 5 E spa 
(d) If Q,(w)= (s,z), then @v.B(w eB)= (se B,z + B) for any 
B E GL,(G), 
Proof: (a) K”(v, .) is I lo- con inuous, t hence ] Ii-continuous, and GL,(G) 
is open in M,(C); also Fp(X) is open in Xp; hence U, is open in Xp and in 
Fp(X). The map QV is clearly Cm, and one calculates directly that the Cm 
map 
@; ‘(s, z) = (v + z) * LO(v, s) (1.15) 
carries F,(S) x Smp to U, and inverts Qp, on both sides. Q.E.D. 
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(b) By (1.14), Prz@,(w’)=P~2~v( w  is equivalent to the condition ) 
w’ . LO(v, w/)-l = w  . LO(v, w))‘, and hence to 
w’ = w  * LO(v, w’)-’ . L(v, w). 
Since this product of matrices is of the form B E GL,(C), the condition 
certainly implies that [w’] = [w]. Conversely, if [w’] = [w], then by 
Proposition 1.1 (i), w’ = w  . B for some B E GL,(C); and then by 
Proposition 1.1 (b), 
w’ . L’(v, w’)-’ = we B[L’(v, w) . B]-’ = w e L’(v, w)-’ 
so that Pr, 4,(w’) = Pr, Q,(w). Q.E.D. 
(c) BY (W, Lo@, v) = l,, and so by (1.14) and (1.15), Q,(v) = (v, 0) 
and (@,)-‘(v, 5) = v + c (c E V). Accordingly d(@;‘),,,,(c) = 5, which is 
the desired result since the map on the left side is precisely (d@,); ‘. Q.E.D. 
(d) Immediate from (1.14) and Proposition 1.1(b). Q.E.D. 
The desired charts on G,(X) can be defined as follows. Again with 
v E F&Y) and S = [v] E G&Y) fixed, define a set ps c G,(X) and a map 
Yv:Fs+Sp by 
Ps= (TEG,(X):P,(T)=S), (1.16) 
Y”(r) = z E Sap e T= [v + z]. (1.17) 
PROPOSITION 1.5. (a) (“s is open in G,(X), U, = ~‘(ff”), and !Py, is a 
homeomorphism onto Sp. 
(b) &’ = ((Fp,, ul,): S E Gp(X), v E F,(X), S = [v] } is a Cm atlas on 
G,(X), compatible with the 1 J,-topology as in Proposition 1.3(c), and with 
transition maps r,,,, = Y,,- Y;‘: Yv(@s~)-+ Yly,(psCPS,ps,)given by 
7,,.,(z)= (v + z) * L(v',v + z)-' -v'. (1.18) 
(c) Relative to the C”O structure on G,(X) defined by JZ?‘, 
7~: Fp(X) -, G,(X) is a C” principal Jibre bundle projection with j?bre and 
group GL,(C); in charts we have a commutative diagram 
U, 2 F,(S) x S’” -% GL,(C) x Sp 
where the Cm isomorphism of the Jibre F,(S) --t GL,(C) is given by 
s -+ LO@, s). 
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(d) The map xv: @s -+ U, defined by x,(T) = v + Y”(T) is a local C” 
cross section of 71. 
(e) Representing the tangent spaces F,,(X), and G,(X), as Xp and Sp 
respectively by means of the bounded linear isomorphisms (d@,), and (dY’,),, 
we have 
(d!P& . dn, . (d@,); ’ = Pf.‘. 
(f) If t E G,(X), is represented by 5 = (d!PJ,(r) E Sp then 
(dY&(t) = C - B, for any B E GL,(Q. 
ProoJ: (a) By Proposition 1.1(h), (1.13), and (1.16), U,=n-‘(0”); so 
Fps is open in G,(X), by Proposition 1.4(a) and the definition of the quotient 
topology. Also, YV . 71 = Pr, . QV by (1.14) and (1.17), so that YV . 71 is 
continuous and hence YV is continuous. By Proposition 1.4(b), Yy, is one-to- 
one. Then, with i2(z) = (v, z) for z e Sp, the inverse of YV is 
yl;‘=n. @;‘. i, 
and is accordingly continuous from Sp to es. Q.E.D. 
(b) Formula (1.18) for r,,,, follows directly from (1.14) and (1.15), 
restricted to points (s, z) with s = v. But for fixed v and v’ E U,, (1.18) 
defines a C” map Sp + (S’yp. Q.E.D. 
(c) Immediate from (a) and (b). 
(d) x,(T) = v + Y”(T) is certainly C”O on @s ; and by (1.17), 
n(XJT)) = [v + Yv(T)] = T. Q.E.D. 
(e) Immediate from (c), since F,(S), z Sp. 
(f) Wehave[v+z]=To[v~B+z~B]=T,soinviewof(1.17), 
Y&T) = z - B = V”(T) . B. 
Thus W’vY,.,MO = PV’vM~)l - B. Q.E.D. 
In discussing the C” structure on F:(X), we find it convenient to use the 
following notations. For v E FJX) and 2 c X a linear subspace, we consider 
two R-linear subspaces of Xp: 
HZ(Z) = {p E xp: IP(v, p) E H,(C)}, 
Sk;( ) = {o E Xp: K’(v,p) E Sk,(G)}, 
where HP and Sk, are the Hermitian and skew-Hermitian matrices. 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Let v E F#J and S = [v]; let U, and @s be us in 
(1.13) and (1.16); let q = U,nFi(X). Then 
(a) Ker(e) = Sk:(X) g Sk:(S) x Sp; Image (0,) = H,(C). 
(b) F,(x) is a closed C” submanifold of Xp, with tangent space at v 
F;(X), r Sk:(S) x Sp. 
(c) xp=P *xv:&* c is a C” local cross section of no. 
(d) @z : q -+ 4 x U,(C) defined by 
w I-+ ([WI, ~OO1:(bd>~ WI> 
is a C” isomorphism; hence no: F;(X) + G,(X) is a Cm principal fibre 
bundle projection, with fibre and group U,(c). 
(e) (dYJ, - dnt = P$?, acting from F;(X), E Sk:(S) x Sp onto Sp. 
Proof: (a) By (1.7) and (1.8), P: Xp+ M,(C) is C”O with derivative 
given by 
fg(z) = KO(v, z) + KO(z, v) = KO(v, z) + KO(v, z)*. 
Thus e(z) E H,(G) for all z E Xp, and a(z) = 0 just in case K’(v, z) = 
-K’(v, z)*, i.e., K’(v, z) E SkJC), so that 
Ker(@) = Sk&Y) z Sk:(S) x Sp (S = [VI). 
Moreover, for any given C E H,(G), put z = iv e p(v)- ’ . C. Then, by 
Proposition 1.1 (b), 
e(z) = $O(v, v) f JO(v)- ’ . C + (same)* 
=fc+$*=c, 
so that e maps Xp onto H,(C). Q.E.D. 
(b) Immediate from (a) and [ 12, Proposition 2(ii), p. 27). 
(c) Propositions 1.2(d), (e) and 1.5(d). 
(d) no = n r F;(X), xt, and K” are all C”, hence so is @“,. To see that 
~"OIx[wl>~w) E qm Put u =x,"([wl), so that [u] = [w]. By Proposition 
1.1(i) and (e), w  = u . A, for some A E V,,(c). Then by Proposition 1.1 (b) 
and (c), 
KO(u, w) = KO(u, u) * A = 1, * A E Up@) 
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as claimed. By similar calculations, one finds that the C” map 
& x U,(C) + q defined by 
inverts @I on both sides. Thus @t is a C”O isomorphism as claimed, and 
since 7~’ = Pr, - @t is obvious, @t is a C” bundle trivialization of R’ over 
4. Q.E.D. 
(e) Proposition 1.5(e) together with (b) just proved. Q.E.D. 
At this point, G&Y) has been equipped with the structure of a C” Hilbert 
manifold, modelled on the spaces {Sap, ] I,}, and has been realized as the base 
space of two principal fibre bundles. The purpose of the second realization is 
to facilitate the definition of an appropriate Riemannian metric on G,(X). 
We recall (cf. [23, Theorem 2.12, p. 118, Theorem 3.6, p. 1201) that the 
closed C” submanifold F;(X) of the real Hilbert space (Xp, Re( I),) inherits 
a CW Riemannian structure, i.e., a smoothly varying inner product in each 
tangent space, by 
(w ) co’), = Re(w 1 o’)~ (for 0 E F@J,). (1.19) 
If [a, b] c IR and f: [a, b] --) F:(X) is a C1 path, the length off is defined by 
yf) = j* If’ Wlm 4 0 
where of course the norm is given by ]w]t = (o 1 o),; and the Riemannian 
distance between two points v, v’ E F;(X) is 
p(v, v’) = inf{Y(f): f is a C’ path in F;(X) from v to v’}. 
Then p is a compatible metric on F;(X), and F;(X) is complete with respect 
to p [23, Theorem 3.3, p. 119, Corrollary of Theorem 3.6, p. 1201. 
Now we define, similarly, an inner product in each tangent space to 
G,(X), as follows. For v E F;(X), S = [v] E G,(X), represent tangent vectors 
c E G,(X), by < = (d!PJ&) E Sp, and set 
(t I OS = ReG I 5’11, taken in S’“. (1.20) 
PROPOSITION 1.7. (a) (r 1 t’), in (1.20) is well-defined, independently of 
the choice of v E F;(X). 
@I {(l)s:SE G,(x)1 is a C” Riemannian structure on G,(X), whose 
metric pG is compatible with the C” manifold topology. 
(c) Each C’ path g: [a, b] --t G,(X) admits LI C’ lifted path f: [a, b] -+ 
F;(X), i.e., g = x0 . f, such that Y(f) = Y(g). 
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(d) G,(X) is complete with respect to pG. 
Proof: (a) Any other v’ E F;(X) with [v’] = S is of the from v’ = v . A 
for some A E U,,(C). By Proposition 1.5(f), the representatives <, 6’ of t, <’ 
change in the chart YV., over to c . A, 6’ - A. But since 
(Z ] z’)~ = 5 (zj 1 zj’), = Trace K’(z, x’), 
j=l 
where K’(z, z’) has (i, j) element (zi ] zj’)i, we have 
(&4 ] C’A), = Trace K’(5 - A, t;’ . A) 
=Trace(A*K’(?,,<‘)-A) (as in Proposition 1.1 (b)) 
= Trace (A *AK’& 6’)) 
= Trace K’(c, <‘) (since A E U,(C)) 
= (C I C’h 3 
so that (1.20) does not depend on the choice of A. Q.E.D. 
(b) To check the smoothness of (( )s, we must expess its value on 
representatives of tangent vectors at S given in an arbitrary chart (&, Y,,) 
with SEe, [u]=R. A g iven r E G,,(X), is represented in Yy, by 
rl = WuY,),(O E R’*, so that < = (dYJ;‘(q). Bu then 
where t = r,,, is the transition map as in (I. 18). Hence 
(t I<% = Re(T IC’h = ReW,h) dr,W))l 
depends C”O on y = Y”(S) in an arbitrary chart YU. Compatibility of the 
metric topology and the manifold topology is proved in (23, Theorem 3.3, 
p. 1191, cited above. Q.E.D. 
(c) Any C’ path g: [a, b] + G*(X) has compact image; hence 
a < t < b admits a finite partition a = a,, < a, < + - - < a, = b such that each 
restriction g, = g ] [aimi, ui] maps into a single chart domain pR,. If each gi 
can be lifted to a path A in F:(x) with g(jJ = 4p( gi), then the result will 
follow by patching the A together as in [23, Lemma 3.1, p. 1181; note we do 
not require that paths have non-vanishing velocity vectors. 
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Thus it suffices to consider g: [a, bb] + eR, R = g(a). Put S = g(t), 
< = g’(f) E G,(X), ; then 
Choose u E F;(X) with [u] = R, and lift g, by Proposition 1.6(c), to 
f” =x”. * g: [a, b] + F;(x) n u,. 
Put v = f”(t), 0 = f”‘(t), o = P?‘(o), 5 = P$?(o), so that w  = o + c is the 
decomposition of o ino its components in Sp and Sp (we are identifying 
F;(X), with Sk:(S) X Sp as in Proposition 1.6(b)). The relation rr” . f” = g 
gives drc~(o) = r. Applying (NJ, and Proposition 1.6(e), we obtain 
as the representative of r in S’P. Thus by (1.19) and (1.20) 
(1.21) 
and we would like to modify f” to get rid of the unwanted cr. 
For each t, o is the projection of w  E F;(X), into Sp, and so by 
Proposition 1.6(a) and (b), K”( v, u is skew-Hermitean. Define a path in ) 
Sk,(C) by 
e(t) = j’ KO(v, a) dC’ (a < t < b). 
a 
and note that 
v  * e’(t) = v  * KO(v, 0) = v  * LO(v, a) (since v E F;(x)) 
= Pfycl) (Proposition 1.1 (g)) 
=U (since u E Sp). (1.22) 
Put A(t) = exp(-8(t)) E U,(), and define the modified lift f(t) =f”(t) . A(t). 
Then 
f’(t) =fO’(t) * A(t) +f”(t> * A’(t) 
= (a + .Q * A(l) + v * (4(t)) * A(r) 
= (0 + c - v . P(t)) * A(r) 
= < . A(r) (by ( l-22)). 
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Thus, by part (a) just proved, 
which, in view of (1.21), is ip( g) as desired. Q.E.D. 
(d) Let S(‘) E G,(X), n = 1, 2 ,..., be a pG-Cauchy sequence. To prove 
convergence of V, it suffices to find a convergent subsequence. By thinning 
and relabelling the given sequence, we can assume 
PG(S 00, ptl’) < 2-n-1 (n = 1, 2,...). 
For each n, find a C’ path g = g(“): [a’“‘, b”“] + G,(X) joining SC”) to 
S’“’ ‘) and having 
Yy g’“‘) < pG(S 00, pw)) + 2-n-1 < 2-“* (1.23) 
By (c), find a C’ lift fen): [a’“‘, b’“‘] + Z$(X) of gcn) with 9(S”“) = Y( g’“‘). 
Put II(“) =f(n)(u(n)), so that [II(“)] = Scn) for each n. Then, for m > n > 1, 
m-n--L 
p(u("), U(m)) < -y p("(n+k), "("tk+H) 
kY'0 
m-n--l 
< -S yyj-(n+k) 
k:O 
) (definition of p) 
m-n-1 
= s qg’“+k’) 
k=O 
m-n-1 
< \‘ 2-n-k 
kY0 
(by (1.23)) 
< c 2-n-k=2-ntla 
ky0 
Thus II(“) is p-Cauchy in F;(X). By the completeness of F;(X) already noted, 
there exists u E J’;(X) such that p(u(“), u) + 0, so u(“) -+ u in F;(X)), as 
n --) co. Put S = [u]. By continuity of 7t”, p’(P), S) + 0. Q.E.D. 
We gather up the main results of this section into the following statement. 
THEOREM 1. Let XC Y be a standard pair of Hilbert spaces as in (1.4), 
with d = dim X < co. For 1 < p < d + 1, let G&X), F,(X), F;(X), x, and 7~’ 
be as in (1.6) and above. Then 
(a) FJX) is an open submanifold of the Hilbert space A?, 1 1,. 
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(b) F;(X) is a closed C” submanifold and a C” deformation retract 
of F,(X), compact in case d < 00. 
(c) G,,(X) is a complete connected Cm Riemannian manifold, with 
respect to the structures defined by the atlas (1.16), (1.17) and the inner 
products (1.20); and G,(X) is compact if d < a~. 
(d) 7~: F,(X) + G,(X) and 71’: F;(X) + G,(X) are C” principal fibre 
bundle projections, with groups GL,(C) and U,(C) respectively. 
2. SCHUBERT Cycles 
We continue with a standard pair of Hilbert spaces XC Y as in (1.4). The 
main objective of this section is to describe the singular homology 
H,(H,(X); Z) of the Grassmannian G,(X), by means of a CW- 
dedomposition of a dense subspace G,(X,). To some extent, especially at 
the beginning, we follow the treatment of the case d = dim X < co in [ 19, 
Section 6, pp. 73-791. 
Let e = (e, ,..., e, ,... ), 1 < n < d + 1, be a (] ),-orthonormal sequence of 
elements of X. Set 
x0 = IO}, X, = k , ,..., 41 (n > 11, x,= u x,, P-1) 
n>l 
so that dimX,=n and X#CX,+, c X for n > 0. The sequence X = 
(&I 3 x, ,***, X, ,...) is called the flag associated to e = (e ,,..., e, ,... ), and we 
shall say 
e is an admissible basis, and X is an admissible flag, in X 
o X, is ) j,-dense in X; Gw 
in other words, a (I),-orthonormal sequence e in X is an admissible basis 
provided that the set X, of all (finite) linear combinations on the family e is 
a form-core of the selfadjoint operator h for which X = Q(h) [24, p. 2771. 
There is no problem about the existence of admissible bases in X. Indeed, 
suppose u, = (u, ,..., u,) is a (possibly empty) (] ),-orthonormal sequence in 
X. Put S = [IQ], and find a complete (I),-orthonormal sequence 
(u Un+2¶--) I#+19 in the ] II-closed subspace S’ (cf. (1.5)). Now 
u = (u, ,...) u,, u,+ 1,“. ) determines a flag X as in (2.1), for which X, is 1 iI- 
dense in X, by (I),-completeness; and the (1 ),-orthogonalized sequence 
e = F’(u), defined in the usual inductive manner from the operators p = c 
of Proposition 1.2, determines the same flag X as u does, by 
Proposition 1.2(d). Thus e = (u, ,..., u, , e, + , , e,, 2 ,...) extends the given (( )0- 
orthonormal sequence u, to an admissible basis in X. 
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If X is an admissible flag in X, then X, is also ( [,-dense in Y, on account 
of the inequality 1 IO ( ( 1, from (1.1). Accordingly, for a given o E X, the 
(I ),-orthogonal projection of v onto X, converges in 1 (, to u, and the (( ),,- 
orthogonal projection of u onto X,, converges in ) 1, to v, and the (I )0- 
orthogonal projection of D onto X, converges in I I,, to V. 
Let us fix an admissible basis e, and its associated flag X, in X. For a 
given integer p, 1 < p < d + 1, we have XP, ) (,-dense in XP, and we define 
families of p-frames and p-planes in X, by 
G,(X,) = (S E G,(X): S c X,} = u G&X,). 
n>P 
When dealing with multi-indices a = (a, ,..., ap) of non-negative integers 
aI < .a. < ap, we shall use the notations 
[n,p] = {a: 1 <a, < ‘a. < a,,<n), (2.3) 
[d,pl= u [n?Pl, (2.4) 
p<n<dtl 
so that [co, p] denotes the family of all a without restriction on the size of 
ap < 03. For each a E [d, p], set 
e, = (e,,,..., e,J E FWk) c F~(Xh 
S, = kl E G,GLJ~ 
and, recalling the charts (1.13~(1.14) and (1.16~(1.17), define Qa=Qe, 
and yd = YS, on respective domains 
U, = Ue, = {v E Fp(X): K’(e,, v) E GL,(G)}, (2.5) 
Pa=?,*= {TEGp(X):Psa(T)=S,}. (2.6) 
The next proposition is not quite obvious when d = CO. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let e be an admissible basis in X, and X its flag. 
Then 
(a) Let v E Xp. Then v E Fp(X) o v E U, for some a E [d, p]; thus 
{(U,, a,): a E [d, p] } forms an atlas for Fp(X). 
(b) rf v E Xz and C E M,(C), then v . C E X: (n = 1,2,...); hence 
FpK> = r- ‘Gp(X,J, and Fp(X,) = or-‘G,(X,). 
(c) Let v E Fp(X). Then v E F,(X,) o v E U, for only finitely many 
a E [d, P]. 
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Proof: (a) If v E Xp is linearly dependent, then T= [v] has 
dimension < p; so for each a, P,*(T) # S, and hence K’(e,, v) 6Z GL,(C) by 
Proposition 1.1 (h). 
Conversely, suppose v E F,(X), and put S = [v]. We have a linear map 
i, : C, --t X, defined by 
is(c) = v . c = C vj c’, 
whose kernel is {0) by the independence of v. For each n = 1,2,..., let P, 
denote the (] ),-orthogonal projection of X onto X, . Since X, is ] IO-dense in 
Y, the Parseval relation gives IP,i,(c)li + li,(c)(i (n + co), and so 
P,is(c) # 0 for 0 # c E GP and all large n. Thus Ker (P,i,) = (0) for some 
n < co. But K’(e,, v) is the matrix of P, i, with respect to the standard basis 
of Cp and basis e, = (e i ,..., e,) of X,. Hence the column rank of K’(e,, v), 
which is the rank of P, i,, is p-dim Ker (P, is) = p; and so also the row rank 
of KO(e,, v) is p. Thus there is a selection a = (a, ,..., a,) of rows whose 
minor K’(e,, v) is nonsingular, and v E U, by (2.5). Q.E.D. 
(b) w  = v . C has each wk a finite combination of finite combinations 
of (e, ,..., e,), hence wk E X,. 
(c) If v E F,(X,), then v E F,(X,,) for some n, and the matrix K’(e, v) 
has all entries (ei ( Uj)o = 0 (i > n); thus K’(e,, v) E GL,(C) implies that 
a, < n, so a belongs to the finite set [n, p]. 
Conversely, assume that v E F,(X)\F,(X,). By (a), there exists a E [d, p] 
such that K’(e,, v) is invertible; put w  = v . K’(e,, v))‘. Then w  & XP, by 
(b), and K’(e,, w) = 1, by Proposition 1.1(b). Say wk 65 X,, so that 
(ein ] w,Jo # 0 for an infinite sequence i, + co. For each i, > ap, put 
/3 = /3(“) = (a, ,..., Gk ,..., ap, i,), (2.7) 
where the A means that ak is removed. For each such /I, K’(e,, w) is the 
matrix KO(e,, w) = 1, with its kth row removed and with the last row 
((ein / w~)~),<~(~ added; and so the minor associated to (tin ] w~)~ in K’(e,, w) 
is the minor associated to (eak ] w,Jo in K’(e,, w), namely, the unit matrix 
1 p-, . Thus det K’(e,, w) = +(ein ] wJo # 0 and K’(e,, w) E GL,(C), for the 
infinite sequence of indices /I in (2.7). Q.E.D. 
Continuing with a fixed admissible flag X, we consider an arbitrary 
S E Gp(X), and define its intersection sequence 6(S) and its jump sequence 
p(S) with respect to X as follows: 
S,(S) = dim(S n Xi), i = 0, 1, 2,...; 
pi(S) = min{i: Si(S) > j), 1 <j<P, 
where it is understood that pj(S) = co in case there is no i with hi(S) > j. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be an admissible flag in X, and let S E G,(X). 
Then 
(a> 0 < W) < rnin(i,p}; 6i_,(S)~6i(S)~6i-,(S)+ 1 (i> 1) 
(b) 1 G&S> ,< 00 (I,< j < P); P~-~(S> < ,q(S) if~#) < ~0 (j > 2). 
(c) ,@I < n 0 S = X, ; ~4s) E I4 PI - S E G,KxJ 
(d) LetuE [d,p]. Then,uj(S)<aj*dim(SnX,i)>j(l <j<p). 
(e) ,u(S) = a o dim(S n X,,) = j and 
(1 <j< PI. 
dim(S n X,,.-r) = j - 1 
Proof: (a) The first statement is obvious, since dim S = p and 
dimXi = i. For the second, note that s t+ s + Xi-r induces a linear 
isomorphism of S n Xi/S n Xi- r onto a subspace Z of the one-dimensional 
space Xi/Xi-r ; thus Si(S) is either Si-l(S) or Si-r(S) + 1, according as 
dimZ=Oor 1. Q.E.D. 
(b) The first statement is evident by definition. For the second, let 
pj(S) < 03. Then SGj(S) = j but 6,,- r(S) = j - 1 since the jump in 6 cannot 
exceed 1. by (a). Hence 
Pj-r=min{i:6i(S)>j- 11 <pj- I <,ffj. Q.E.D. 
(c) p,(S) < IZ o dim(S n Xi) > p for some i < n o S c Xi for some 
i<noScU,,,X,=X,,. For d= co, p(S)E [d,p]op(S)E [n,p] for 
some n < co o p,(S) < some n c, (by the first statement of (c)) S c X,, 
some noScX,. Q.E.D. 
(d) pj(S) < Qj o min{i: dim(S n Xaj) > j] < aj o dim(S n Xmj) >, j 
(1 <j< PI. Q.E.D. 
(e) cl(S) = a o min{i: dim(S n Xaj) > j} = aj (I < j < p) o 
dim(S n Xn,) = j but dim (S nXmj- r) < j (1 < j < p); and the last 
inequality makes dim(S n Xaj- ,) = j - 1, by (a). Q.E.D. 
As the following example shows, when d = co the jump sequence p(S) of a 
given S E G,(X) will in general have pj(S) = co for all j past a certain point; 
indeed, the condition p(S) E (co, p) is rather stringent. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Y = L’(O, l), h = -d*/dt* on D(h) = Wi,*(O, l), and 
X= Q(h) = W~02(0, 1) as in Example 1.1. This operator h has purely discrete 
spectrum, admitting a complete (I ),-orthonormal sequence e = (e, ,..., e, ,...) 
of eigenvectors with corresponding sequence I = (,I1 ,..., A,,,...) of eigenvalues, 
given by 
e,(t) = L/z sin nnt, A, = n*x*. 
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The sequence e is also (I),-orthogonal, with \e,l: = n%* + 1. Here 
X= Q(h) consists of precisely those functions u E Y whose Fourier coef- 
ficients c” = (e, 1 2~)~ satisfy 
x (A,+ l>Ic”l< co, 
na1 
the flag X associated to e has X, 1 II-dense in X, and so e is an admissible 
basis in X. Since each function in X, is real-analytic, it is clear that a 
subspace S E G,(X) spanned by e =,,..., eak and p - k non-analytic functions 
V k+ r ,..., v, will have pj(S) = aj (1 < j < k) and pj(S) = co (k + 1 < j < p). 
This example also affords a demonstration that, when d = co, FE(X) with 
the 1 [,-topology is not a homogeneous space in the usual way familiar when 
d < co : for the operator U: X + X defined by extension from 
ue, = qzk- l)! (n = (2k)!, k = 1, 2 ,... ), 
= e(2k)! (n = (2k - l)!, k = 1, 2 ,... ), 
=e n (n # E!, all integers e), 
is (I ),-unitary but I I ,-unbounded, since 
1 Ue(2k_,)!l:/(e(2k-,)!I: = ((2kY2n2 t l)l(W - lY2n2 + 1) 
diverges to co as k + 00. 
Resuming the main development, we shall use the partial ordering < 
defined on the family [d, p] of p-multi-indices by 
We shall as usual write a < /3 when a < /3, but a # /?, i.e. when (2.8) holds 
with at least one strict inequality. This is clearly a lattice-ordering, with the 
greatest lower bound of a and /I defined by 
y=aA/?oyj=min{aj,/?j} (1 <j< P). 
Once again let X be a fixed admissible flag in X. For each a E [d, p], we 
define the ath Schubert cycle Q,(X) and Schubert cell o,(X)---names to be 
justified presently-by 
Q,(X)={SEG,(X):dim(S~Xx,,)>j(l<jjp)}, (2.9) 
o,(X) = {S E G,(X): dim@ E Xaj) = j and 
dim(SEXaj-,)= j- l(1 < j<p)}. (2.10) 
By Proposition 2.2(d) and (e), the conditions of membership S E n,(X) and 
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S E w,(X) in (2.9) and (2.10) amount to p(S) < a and p(S) = a, respec- 
tively. It is clear that 
I, = Q,(X) = qJKp)* 
We write fi, = a,(X) and w, = w,(X) when no confusion can result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be an admissible flag in X, and let 
a,P,yE [dp]. Then 
(4 fLnQ,nfL,; in particular, R, c 0, 0 /I < a. 
0’) w, = %\U ?< a aye 
(c) w,f7cowg=#jix- a#@. 
(d) Q, is the disjoint union of {co,: y < a}; G,(X,) is the disjoint 
union of {on : a E [d, p] }. 
Proof: (a) SER,na,op(S)<a and p(S)</?op(S)<aA/?o 
SEfia*,. Q.E.D. 
(b) S E cc), up(S) = a -p(S) < a and y < p(S) whenever y < a o 
S E Q, but S & an, whenever y ( a. Q.E.D. 
(c) Ifa#/?thenyaAp<a. Hence 
u,nw,ca,ni2n,=a, (by (4) 
c complement of oa in L!, (by @)I 
andsow,nwD=$. Q.E.D. 
(d) By definition (2.9), SE 0, -p(S) < a *p(S) = y for some 
y E [d, p], by Proposition 2.2(c), where y < a. Thus J2, is the union of the 
family {oy : y < a}, which is disjoint by (c)just proved. Also, S E G,(X,) o 
,u(S) E [d,p] by Proposition 2.2(c) o S E w,(~). Thus G,(X,) is the union 
of (w, : a E [d,p] }, disjoint by (c). Q.E.D. 
x (X) = v E F,(X): vj E xaj 
a 
(1 <j<pP)L (2.11) 
O,(X) = {V E am: Uj E X-j\X=j- 1 (1 <j< p)L (2.12) 
i (x) = C (x) n F&V, (2.13) 
i,(X) = ia n F@T). (2.14) 
We write 2, for C,(X), etc., when it is convenient to do so. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be an admissible flag in X, and let a E [d, p]. 
Then 
(a) o,=~,nU,;o,=)J,nU,. 
(b) C, is the closure of u, in F,(X); Cz is compact. 
(c) R, = 7r(CJ = 7cO(c;); co, = n(a,) = x”(u;). 
(d) o, = a, n fl, is a Cw submanifold of e,, carried y the chart vl, 
(cj (2.Q (1.17, and Proposition 1.5(c) onto the / I,-closed subspace 
{z E Sp: (ei ) zj)o = 0 (i > aj, 1 Q j < p)] (2.15) 
of sp; in particular, o, is homeomorphic to an open Euclidean cell of 
dimension 2d(a), d(a) = cj(aj - f). 
(e) R, is the closure of w, in G,(X), and is compact. 
(f) ~,={S~G,(X):S~~forall~~a}. 
Proof (a) From the definitions (2.1), (2.1 l), and (2.12), we have 
C={VEF,(X):(~,IU~)~=O (i>q,l<f<p)), (2.16) 
a 
u, = {v E Fp(X): (ei 1 uj)o = 0 (i > aj) and 
Cemj I vj)O # O (1 Gj< P)I. (2.17) 
Hence, by (1.7), v E C* oK’(e,, v) is upper-triangular, and v E u, * 
KO(e,, v) is upper-triangular with all diagonal elements ~0. But an upper- 
triangular square matrix is invertible just in case all its diagonals are #O, so 
by (2.5), u, consists of precisely those elements of C, which belong to U,. 
Q.E.D. 
(b) Let v E C,\u,. For each j = l,..., p, define a sequence ~j”) 
(n = 1, 2,...) by 
US”) = uj 
= Uj + (l/n) eaj 
if (eaj I uj)* f 0, 
if (eaj 1 vj)o = 0. 
Then ~1”) E Xajptij- I (all n) and ujn) + vj (n -+ a~) in Xaj c Xe,, hence in 
any vector topology on X; and so v(“) E u, and v(“’ + v in XtP, hence in the 
1 II-topology of F,,(X). This shows that the 1 (,-closure of ua contains C,, 
which, on the other hand, is evidently closed, by (2.11); so c = 2,. The set 
Cz in (2.13) is therefore closed and 1 IO-bounded in the finite dimensional 
space XL,, hence compact. Q.E.D. 
(c) First we check that rr(C,) c R, and n(u,) c w,. Let v E C, and 
put S = [v]. For each j, yi is an independent set in S n Vai, so 
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dim(S n VJ > j and S E G,. If in particular v E u,, then also, for each j, 
(Uj+ 1 s**Y p o ) is an independent set in S\Vaj, so dim(S n V,J = j; and vj-, , 
respectively (Vj,.,., up), are independent sets in S n Vajml, respectively in 
S\Va,- i, so dim(S n Vaj- i) = j - 1 precisely; and we have S E w,. 
The inclusions rr’(Cz) c 7c(Ca) and n’(n8) c ~(a,) are immediate from 
(2.13) and (2.14); therefore it remains to check that J2, c rc”(C~) and 
0, c 7r”(o~). Let S E Q,. Since dim(SnV,I)>l, find O#v,ESnV,,. 
Since dim(Sn V,,) > 2, find v2 independent of ul, v2 E S n Va,. Induc- 
tively, find an independent set v = (v , ,..., vp) with vj E S n Vaj; then v E C, 
and [v] c S has dimension p, so [v] = S. By Proposition 1.2(d), the ( ])o- 
orthonormalized p-tuple p(v) has the same sequence of subspaces as v, so 
that p(v) E CL and S = [P(v)]. Thus S E Ox” as desired. If the given 
S E 0(a) lies in w(a), then in the inductive choice above, we can arrange 
that vj E (S n V,i>\V,j-, for 1 <j < p; then we arrive at p(v) E 0: and 
[P(v)] = s so s E 7r”(c7;). Q.E.D. 
(d) o, = rc(c,), by (c) just proved; ~(a,) = II n rc(U,) by (a); 
and x(C,)n n(U,) = Q, nPa by (c) and Proposition IS(a). So w, = 
.n,nP;. 
Bearing in mind definition (1.17) of the chart ‘u, = Y’,, characterization 
(2.17) of cn. and the fact that w, = I, we study !Ya(w,) by noting that 
u, n {e, + z: z E Sz) 
= (e, f Z: Z E Sz, (ei 1 Zj)O = 0 (i > Qj, 1 < j < p)). 
Thus S E w, = 7~0, o S = [e, t z], i.e., Ya(S) = z, with z in the subspace 
(2.15). The free C-coordinates on this subspace are 
z k-+ (ei 1 zj)o : 1 < a/, i # a, ,..., aj, 1 < j < p, 
the total number of which is d(a) = cj(aj - j). Q.E.D. 
(e) Immediate from (b) and (c). 
(f) Let S E a,. By (c), find v E C, with S= [v]. By (2.16), 
(ei 1 uj), = 0 (all i > aj, 1 < j < p). Choose any p E [d, p] with /I 4 a. By 
(2.8), this means that Pk > a/, for some k. Then in the matrix K”(es, v), the 
lower-left block 
(e,, 1 ujo): k ,< E < P; 1 <j < k 
is indexed by pairs (i, j) with i =/?, >Pk > ak > aj, i.e., with i =/I, > aj; 
hence all such entries (ebl 1 vj)o = 0. Thus K’(e,, v) has a zero-block which 
meets the main diagonal, so is singular; hence v @ U, by (2.5), and 
S = [v] & e, = n(U,). So far, we have R, contained in the set on the right in 
statement (f). 
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Conversely, let S belong to that set; i.e., S E G,(X) and S = [v] where 
v 65 U,, i.e., K’(e,, v) @J GL,(G), f or all /? with ,d & a. In particular, v 65 U, 
for all but finitely many /3, so by Proposition 2. I(c), v E F,(X,) and 
S E G,(X,). Then by Proposition 2.3(d), S E wY for some (unique) 
y E [d, p]; by (d) just proved, S E: R,n F”, ; by (c), v E U,; and by 
assumption, y cannot satisfy y 4 a; so y < a. Thus S E LJ {w,: y Q a} = R,. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X be an admissible flag in X. Then 
(a) For p < n ( d + 1, the compact manifold GJX,,) is the underlying 
space of a Jinite cell complex whose open ceils are {w,(X): a E [n, p]}. 
(b) For d = CO, the set G,,(X,) = Un>p G,(X,) equipped with the fine 
(i.e., inductive limit) topology, is the underlying space of an infinite CW- 
complex whose open cells are {o,(X): a E [ 00, p]}. 
Proof: (a) Since X, =X,, =X when n = d < co, Proposition 2.3(d) with 
n = d ( co shows that G,,(X,,) is the disjoint union of the sets w,(X) with 
a E [n, p], and each w,(X) is homeomorphic to an open 2d(a)-cell D, : 
indeed, by Proposition 2.4(d), we can take D, to be the open ] I,-unit disk in 
the subspace (2.15) of Shp, and obtain a homeomorphism 
~:D,+cc),,zH Yu,‘((l-]z];)-‘.z). (2.18) 
The relative frontier O,\w, is the relative complement fla\m,, by 
Proposition 2.4(e), and this set is contained in the union of {R,: y < a}, by 
Proposition 2.3(b), and hence in the union of {my: y < a}, by 
Proposition 2.3(d); i.e., ti,\w, is contained in the union of lower- 
dimensional cells, since d(y) < d(a) when y < a, by (2.8) and the definition 
of d(a). 
By the definition of a cell complex (e.g. [ 19, Definition 6.1, pp. 73-74]), to 
complete the proof of part (a), we must show that, for given a, the 
homeomorphism f: D, -+ w, of (2.18) extends to a continuous map - - 
f: D, -+ G,(X,), where 0, is the closed ] ],-unit disk in the subspace (2.15). 
But since R, = Wa is compact by Proposition 2.4(e), the proof of existence 
of f is an exercise in point-set topology. In fact, if zcrn) + 2 in O,, some 
subsequence f(~(“‘~)) must converge to some S E Q,, and continuity of f ’ 
implies that the whole sequence f(zfm)) -+ S. The same argument shows that 
also f(wcm)) + S if wtrn) is some other sequence in D, with wcrn) + z. Thus 
f(z) = S is well-defined. To check continuity of the extension 7, suppose 
z(“‘) E Da, ztm) + z C Da. For each m, find w(‘“) in D, such that 
Iw (m) - z(m) I’ < J$ (2.19) 
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where pG is the Riemannian distance on G,,(X). The first inequality of (2.19) 
gives wcm) + z E 0, ; then the definition off gives f(~(~)) -t?(z); then the 
second inequality of (2.19) gives flzcm)) + s(z), so that f is continuous at 
ZED,. Q.E.D. 
(b) Immediate from (a), the definition of the tine topology on G,(X,), 
and the defintion of CW-complex; cf. [ 19, Theorem 6.4, p. 791. Q.E.D. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let XC Y be a standard pair of Hilbert spaces, with 
d = dim X,< 00, and let G,(X) be the Grassmannian of all p-planes in X, 
with 1 < p < d + 1, as in Theorem 1. Then 
(a) For any integer k > 0, the singular homology module H,(G,(X); 12) 
is the free Z-module on generators 
W,(X): a E [d, PI, 24a) = kl, 
where X is afzxed admissibleflag in X (c$ (2.1) and (2.2)), 0,(X) is the ath 
Schubert cycle associated to X (c$ 2.9), and d(a) = cj(aj - j). 
(b) Forfixed a E [d, p] (c$ (2.4)), the compact set Q,(X) carries a Z- 
homology class of GJX), of dimension 2d(a), which is independent of the 
admissible Jag X in X. 
Proof. (a) For a given admissible flag X in X, Proposition 2.5 implies 
[30, pp. 60-621 that the homology H,(G,(X,); P) is generated by the 
closures a,(X) of the cells w,(X), as a ranges over [d, p]; and since all 
these cells have even R-dimension, all the boundary homomorphisms are 
zero, each n,(X) is a cycle, no nontrivial cycle is a boundary, distinct 
generating cycles carry distinct homology classes, and there are no relations 
among the generators. Thus (a) is proved with G,(X,) in place of G,(X), 
where G,(X,) carries the tine topology. But we have a commutative 
diagram, with FJX,) = Unap FJX,,) also given the fine topology 
WL) - F,(X) 
n’o: 
I I 
z 
WL) - G,(X) 
in which the horizontal maps are inclusions, and the vertical maps are prin- 
cipal fibre-bundle projections with the same group GLJC), by Theorem l(d) 
and Proposition 2.1(b). By [22, Corollary of Theorem 17, p. 51, the inclusion 
FJX,) + FJX) of the total spaces is a homotopy equivalence. Hence, by the 
long exact homotopy sequence of a weak fibration [32, Chapter 7, Section 2, 
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Theorem 10, p. 3771 hence of a fibre bundle [32, Chapter 2, Section 7, 
Corrolary 14, p. 961, the inclusion G,(X,) + GJX) is also a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Then by a theorem of Whitehead [32, Chapter 7, Section 5, 
Theorem 9, p. 3991, the latter inclusion induces isomorphisms on all singular 
homology modules, and (a) is proved for G,(x). Q.E.D. 
(b) Immediate from (a), since the result of (a) is independent of the 
flag X. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Our choice of scalars C, rather than R, has intervened so far 
only in the fact that all the cells w,(X) are even-dimensional, and hence that 
the homology generators Q,(X) are free over Z. In the case of scalars R, 
dim, o,(X) = d(a) need not be even; but a more explicit analysis of the - - 
characteristic cell maps f: D, --t S2, (cf. Proof of Proposition 2.5(a)) shows 
that each f restricted to the bounding sphere of fi, has degree 2, and hence 
that the results of Theorem 2 remain true if the coefficient group Z is 
replaced by E,. This analysis can be found in [30, pp. 75-761. 
3. THE PL~~CKER IMBEDDING 
In this section, we shall associate with a given standard pair of Hilbert 
spaces Xc Y another such pair Xc j?, where X and y are suitable 
exterior pth powers of X and Y, respectively. There is a natural imbedding of 
GJX) into G,(X), and our main purpose is to establish the relation, under 
this imbedding, of the homology generators in G,(X) to those in G,(X). 
To begin, we fixp as usual (l<p<d+ 1, d=dimX<co), and recall 
the pth tensor power @’ Y of Y and related constructions, referring to [24, 
11.5, VIII.lO] for details. Several distinct realizations can be given, but in 
any case BP Y is a Hilbert space with inner product ( I),, , and can be charac- 
terized as follows: there is a bounded p-linear map 
such that (I),, is given on O-images by 
~ovIow),=(v,l~1)~“‘(vpIp)o (3.1) 
and such that each (] ),-complete orthornormal sequence e = (e, ,..., e,,...), 
1 < n < d t 1, in Y gives a (] ),-complete orthonormal family (unordered!) in 
BP K 
(0~: ui = some enci, (1 < i < p)}. (3.2) 
General elements of @p Y will be denoted by $, w, etc.; and the norm 
(4 I 9%’ by II Alo. 
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The group of all permutations u of p labels {l,..., p} acts 1) II,,-unitarily on 
@p Y, by a(@~) = u,(,) @ . . . @ u,@). Then the operator 
A,=~~(sgno).o:OpY~O’Y 
* * 
satisfies At = A, = Ai, so is an orthogonal projection in @’ Y, and satisfies 
A,(@ u>) = iiT s n 7 . A,(@u), so that the range of A, is the 11 I/,-closed 
subspace @“, Y c Op Y of elements which are antisymmetric under the action 
of {a). It is oftent more convenient to use the scaled antisymmetrizer 
dp = - ’ r (sgna).a=fiA, 
fi7 
which is no longer a projection, but satisfies 
dp* = -Fs,, 2d~ = ~$2 -dp = C (sgn o)u. 
0 
(3.4) 
We define the pth exterior power ApY of Y as ApY = @“, Y, and the pth 
wedge product map A by 
/h\:Y~~A~Y,v~v,A.~.Avp~sBp(~v), (3.5) 
noting that A is an alternating bounded p-linear map. It follows from (1.7), 
(3.1) and (3.3) that (I),-, is given on A-images by 
(A v 1 A w)~ = det K”(v, w). (3.6) 
Since Av = 0 if v has any repeated elements, the family (3.2) associated to 
any (1 ),-complete orthonormal sequence e in Y projects to a (I ),-complete 
orthonormal family (unordered) in Ap Y, 
1Ae a : e, = (em, ,..., e,J E Yp, a E Id, PI 1. (3.7) 
The scaling factor in (3.3) is chosen just to make (1 Au )I0 = 1 when u is (1 )o- 
orthonormal. We note that, for any sequence v(“) in P, 
v(“) + v weakly in Yp Z- A v(“) + A v weakly in Ap Y. (3-g) 
Indeed, the hypothesis gives K(v(“), 
hence (A v(“) 
w) -+ K(v, w) in M,(C) for fixed w  E Yp; 
I Awjo -+ (Av I Awjo by (3.6); hence (Av’“’ I ~9, -+ (Av I 4>, 
for fixed 4 E ApY, since the family {A w: w  E Yp } is total in ApY, in view of 
(3.7). 
Recall that X = Q(h), where h: D(h) -+ Y is nonnegative and self-adjoint. 
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Let ap D(h) denote the set of all (finite) linear combinations in @’ Y of 
elements @v E 0 (Do). For each j (1 < j < p) define 
hj: D(h) -3 YP, v t--+ (Ill ,.**, hUj )...) up), (3.9) 
Hj:@PD(h)+@P Y,OV~O(hjU)=U,O”‘OhUjO’.‘OU,. (3.10) 
Then each Hj, hence also the sum s Hj, is well-defined, non-negative, and 
is essentially self-adjoint on @‘D(h) [24, Corollary to Theorem VIII.33, 
p. 3011; and we define H, to be the closure of JJj Hi, so that H, is 
nonnegative and self-adjoint on its domain D(H,) 2 ap D(h). 
Let APD(h) denote the linear subspace Ap(Op D(h)) of ApY. Since the 
projection A, commutes with z Hj, hence with Hz, the part H, of H, in 
ApY is non-negative self-adjoint on D(H,) = A,(D(H,)) and has A”D(h) as 
an operator core. The definition H, = Hz . A, = A, . Hz, (3.3), (3.5), and 
(3.10) give the explicit formula 
H,,(/jv) = &pZ;(vl @ . . - @ huj @ -. . @ up) (v E D(h)P). (3.11) 
We now define our standard pair X c J! associated to Xc Y, as 
y =APY, S = Q(H,,). (3.12) 
The inner product (I ),, in $? is determined by (3.6), and the inner product in 
.ST is 
(3.13) 
where q,., denotes the form-closure of the form associated to H,: 
q/,(4, w) = (4 I HA w>o (0 E QWJ, w E WHJ); (3.14) 
cf. (1.1) and (1.2). The norm (4 I#):” will be denoted by /l#lll. 
We note that the wedge product A takes Do into 
APD(h) c D(H,) c %; but it requires checking to see that A(XP) c X and 
that A is bounded as a p-linear map from (Xp, ( I,) to (%, II Ill). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X c Y and SF c 9 be standard pairs as in (1.4) 
and (3.12), with 1 <p < d+ 1, d=dimX< co. Then 
(a) Let v E Xp and w E Do. Then, with hj as in (3.9), 
(A W IHA(A w))o = 2 det K”(V, hjW)* 
(b) A maps Xp into ST = Q(H,J. 
(c) Let u E F;(X). Then qA(/\u, Au) = z q(uj, uj)* 
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(d) Let u EF#), S = [u], and let v E Xp be obtained from u by 
replacing one element, say uk, by zk E S’. Then 
s/&l z9 A u) = 4(z, 3 u/J* 
(e) Let u E F;(X), S = [II], and let z E Xp be obtained from u by 
replacing at least two elements, say uk and uI, by zk and z( E S’. Then 
4A(A z3 Au) = 0. 
(f) Let v E Xp be ((),-orthogonal. Then 
(g) I\:XP-+.~isboundedfrom I II toI1 II1,i.e.,forsomeM<oo, 
IIAvllI GM’ n bill (v E xp>, 
where M can be taken as (p + 1)“’ when v E Xp is (1 ),-orthogonal. 
(h) Let e = (e, ,..., e, ,... ), 1 < n < d + 1, be an admissible basis of X 
(cf: (2.2)). Then the family {A e, : a E [d, p]} of (3.7) is I/ II,-total in .S (i.e., 
its space offinite linear combinations is aform-core of q,,). 
Proof: (a) By (3.5) (3.11) and (3.4) we have 
(A v I HA( A w)) 
x(w,@...@hwj@...@wp) 
j 0 
which is cj det K”(v, hjw) by (3.1) and (3.9). Q.E.D. 
(b) By definition of u E Xp = Q(h)“, there exists a sequence 
II(“) E D(hy such that Ju(“’ - UJ 1 + 0 (n -+ co); in particular, by (1.2), 
q(u!“’ - uj, u!“) - u.) J J J -+’ (n-t ~0; 1 <~QP); (3.15) 
also III(“) - ulo + 0, hence II Au(“) - Aullo -+ 0 (n -+ co). To see that 
Au E Z, it suffices to check that Au(“) is )I \I,-Cauchy, and in view of the 
II II,-convergence just noted, it will sufftce to check that 
q(/j u(“) - A @), A UC”) - A @)) -+ 0 (n,m-t 00). (3.16) 
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But the left side of (3.16) is the sum of four terms, two with minus signs, 
each term, by (3.14) and part (a) just proved, having the form 
ztq,,(r\V, A W) = f JJ det K’(v, hjW)* 
i 
(3.17) 
For each j, the (i, k) entry of the matrix in (3.17) is (ui 1 wJo when k # j, 
and is (ui 1 hwj), = q(v,, wj) when k =j; and these entries converge to 
(ui 1 U~)~, respectively (by (3.15)) to q(ui, uj), as n, m + co. Hence the jth 
determinant in (3.17), belonging to any one of the four terms in (3.16), 
converges to one and the same determinant, the four terms cancel in pairs in 
the limit, and (3.16) is established. Q.E.D. 
(c) First take u E F:(X) n D(h)p. Then (a) gives q,,(r\u, Au) = 
& det K”(u, hju). The matrix K”(u, hju) is just K”(u, u) = 1, with its jth 
column replaced by (ui 1 huj)o (1 < i < p). Expanding the determinant by that 
column, we find that the cofactor of (uj 1 huj), is 1, while whenever i # j, the 
cofactor of (ui 1 /zu~), has all zeros in its column coming from the ith column 
of X0. Hence for each j, the determinant reduces to (uj 1 huj), = q(uj, uj), and 
the result is proved in case u E D(h)P. Since this set is 1 II-dense in Xp, the 
result follows for u E Xp by the limit over a sequence u@) E Do with 
IU 
(n) _ UI, --+ 0. Q.E.D. 
(d) Arguing as in the proof of (c), with u E D(h)P, we have 
q,,(r\z, Au) = xi det K”(z, hju). In case j = k, we find as before that 
det K”(z, hju) = (zk I hu,), = q( zk, u,J. But in case j # k, all entries in the kth 
column of K’(z, hi, u), namely (zi I u,Jo (1 < i < p), vanish; hence the sum 
over j reduces to the single term q(z,, uk). Taking limits, we obtain the result 
for general u E F;(X). Q.E.D. 
(e) Again as in the proof of (d), for u E D(h)” we have to consider 
Zj det K”(z, hju). This time, for any j, at least one of the alien indices k, t,... 
is distinct from j, so that at least one column of K”(z, hju), say the kth, has 
all its entries (zi I u,Jo = 0 (1 < i < p). Thus det K”(z, hju) = 0 (1 < j Q p), 
and the result follows as before. Q.E.D. 
(f) If vi = 0 for some j, both sides of the equality at issue vanish. If all 
vj # 0, then U, = uj/l ujlo (1 < j < p) defines u E F;(X), and (3.13) and part 
(c> give IIAuIlf = C.d u,, uj) + 1. Multiplying this by Hi Iuili and;zDg 
thep-linearity of A and the quadraticity of q, we obtain the result. . . . 
(g) In case v is (I ),-orthogonal, part (f) just proved, together with 
q(v, u) < 1~1: and Iulz < 1~1: from (l.l), give 
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as claimed. To prove the boundedness of the alternating p-linear map A on 
general w  E Xp, it suffices [3, Theorem (2.1.22), p. 701 to show that A is 
continuous at 0 E X as a function of any one of the p arguments, say w,, 
with the other p - 1 held fixed. Accordingly let Iw(1”) II + 0 (n + co), fix 
w, ,..., w, in X, and set w(“) = (WY), w2 ,..., w,). The (I),-orthogonalized p- 
tuple x(“) = O’(w’“‘) defined in (1.11) has Ax(“) = /1\w(“)) (all n): one 
checks this inductively on 1 < k < p, noting that x(ln) = I and xk = wk- 
(combination of WI”), wa ,..., w  k- ,), 2 < k < p, so that for each n and each k, 
$‘A . . . AxXk=w(ln’A ... A wk plus a sum of wedge products each 
containing a repeated factor. Hence we have 
II/wcn~Il: = lI/wll: < (P + 1) Iwl: . n lxkl: 
2<k<p 
= (const) ] WY) 1: --) 0 (n+ co>, 
remembering that x(1”) = WY) in (1.11). Q.E.D. 
(h) The space ApD(h) of all finite linear combinations on the family 
l\(D(h)P) of wedge-products from D(h) is, as remarked above (3.1 l), an 
operator-core of H,.,, hence [ 11, Theorem VI-2.1, p. 3221 a form-core of q,,. 
Thus it suffices to show that, for given w  E Ap D(h) and E > 0, there exists 
an integer N and an element $ E ApX, with I]# - will < E, where X, = 
k 1 ,..., e,)] as in (2.1). S ince w  is a finite combination of elements A w  with 
w  E Do, it suffices to show that for each such w  and given E > 0, there 
exists N and v E Xi such that I( Av - A ~(1, < E. By the continuity of A just 
proved in (g), there exists 6 > 0 such that v E Xp with Iv - w  IL < S has 
)I A v - A w  II I < E. But by definition (2.2), X, is I I ,-dense in X, hence XP, is 
] [i-dense in Xp 3 Do. Therefore there exists N < co and u E Xg with 
Iv-w/,<6,hence]IAv-Awll,<~,asdesired. Q.E.D. 
Parts (d) and (e) of Proposition 3.1, commonly derived in the physics 
literature (without much attention to domain-questions) under the heading 
“Slater-Condon Rules,” will not be used until Section 4, below. We have 
placed them here because of their similarity to (c), needed for (f). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Y = L2(0, l), h = -d2/dt2 on D(h) = Wi*‘(O, l), and 
X= Q(h) = W~~‘(O, 1) with 
(u I w), = j’ O’w’ + I,’ fiw 
as in Examples 1.1 and 2.1. A concrete realization of @’ Y is furnished by 
L*((O, l)p), with (Ou)(t, ,..., fp)= v,(t,) .a. up(tp) [24, Example 1, p. 531. 
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Then /ipY appears as the subspace consisting of all L2 functions of (ti ,,.., fJ 
which are totally antisymmetric in the p arguments: 
j? = APY z Li((O, l)P), 
with the wedge product Av of (3.5) given by the “Slater determinant” 
(A VP I T--V tp) = L det (vi(tj)). 
da 
One finds D(H,) = W~;~((O, l)“), and 
,227 = Q(H,,) = W$$((O, 1)‘) 
with the usual W’y2-inner product (cf. Proposition 3.1 (f)) 
This example shows that when d = co, Z = Q(H,,) is in general a larger 
subspace of y’, with a weaker norm, than npX = Ap(OP X). In the present 
case, the standard inner product in ApX c BP X, derived from (I ), in X as in 
(3.1), would involve partial derivatives of order p. 
Resuming the main development, we assume Xc Y and X c R/ given as 
in (1.4) and (3.12). The whole of Section 1 applies to the new standard pair 
xc 9, and we have in particular with p = 1 two C” principal libre 
bundle-projections (denoted, abusively, as in Section 1) 
7~: F,(S-?r G,(Z), no: F;(X) -+ G,(X), (3.18) 
in which G,(X) is the projective space of all l-dimensional subspaces 
L c X, F,(Z) is the set of all nonzero elements 4 # 0 E X, and the bundle 
groups are the nonzero complex numbers GL,(C) and the complex numbers 
of unit modulus U,(c), respectively. Our interest is in the parts of these 
spaces filled by the image of A, namely the nonzero decomposables D(X), 
the 11 [lo-unit decomposables Do(X), and the projectivized decomposables 
E(Z), defined as 
D(X) = I\(Xp)\{O} = (4 # 0 E ST: 4 = v, some v E Xp}, (3.19) 
Do(X) = D(X) n F$%), (3.20) 
E(Li%-) = a(D(X)) = ~“(Do(3”)). (3.21) 
All spaces (3.18)-(3.21) have the 11 I[,-topology or its quotient by 7c or 7~‘. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Xc Y and Z c p be standard pairs as in (1.4) 
and (3.12), with 1 <p<d+ 1, d=dimX< co. Then 
(a) Let y E Yp and C E M,(G). Then /j(y . C) = (A y) . det C. 
(b) Let v E Xp and 4 = Av. Then v EF,(X)o 4 ED(S), and 
v E F;(x) 3 $ E Do@-). 
(c) A: Xp + .% carries each GL,-orbit in I;,(X) onto a GL ,-orbit in 
Fl(.W), carries each Up-orbit in F;(X) onto a U,-orbit in F:(S), and carries 
distinct orbits to distinct orbits in each case. 
(d) A induces a bijection K: Gp(X) + E(S) by K . 7c = 7c . A, where K 
is given explicitly by K(S) = ApS. 
(e) E(g) is closed in G,(S), and K: G,(X)+ E(S) is a 
homeomorphism. 
Proof. (a) Direct computation, using the alternating p-linearly of A; cf. 
[ 13, p. 4501. 
(b) If v f.Z F,(X), then some vi is a combination of the other vj, and 
Av is a combination of wedge products each containing a repeated factor, so 
Av = 0. If v E F;(X), then Av E s and ]] Av]]: = 1 by (3.6). If v E F,(X) 
then the (/ ),-orthonormalized u = p(v) E F;(X) has [II] = [v], so v = u . B 
for some B E GL,(C), and by (a), Av = (AU) . det B # 0. Q.E.D. 
(c) That A takes each orbit in F,(X) or F;(X) onto an orbit in D(Z) 
or Do(%), respectively, is immediate from (a) and (b). Suppose now that v 
and w  in Fp(X) have distinct GL,(C) orbits, i.e. (Proposition 1.3(a)) S # T 
where S = [v] and T= [w]. Then dim(S n 7’) = k < p and dim(S + r> = 
2p - k > p. Find a (I),-orthonormal basis e’ = (e, ,..., ezpek) of S + T such 
that u = (e, ,..., e,) is a basis of S and u’ = (epmk+, ,..., ezp-J is a basis of T, 
and extend e’ to a ( j ),-complete orthonormal sequence e in Y. Then [u] = S 
and [u’] = T, while Au and Au’ are distinct elements of a (] ),-orthonormal 
system (3.7) in ‘jZ’, hence Au # Au’ . c (all c E C). Thus [Av] = [Au] f 
[Au’l=[A 1 d w as esired. If v and w  are in F;(X) and have distinct U,(C)- 
orbits, then again (Proposition 1.3(b)) S # T and the same argument shows 
[Avl f [Awl. Q.E.D. 
(d) By (c), A induces a map A :_G,(X) -+ E(%) c G,(X), by 
h(bl>= [Avl f or v E F,(X). We claim that A is the map K defined in the 
statement of (d). Indeed, we can represent S = [v] by u E F;(X) and put 
d=Au. Then fiS= [#I = {# . c : c E C} is the l-plane in g through 4, and 
this is precisely A”S, since dim S =p and so, by (3.7), 4 is the unique 
element in a ( ] ),-complete orthonormal family in A “S. Thus K = A satisfies 
rc.rr=n./h\; Image rc=Image (K.z)=Image (n.A)z~(X); and K is 
one-to-one by (c). Q.E.D. 
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(e) Let L(“) (n = 1, 2,...) be a sequence in E(S) and L a point in 
G,(S) such that L(“) + L in G,(X) (n --) oo). We want to prove that 
L E E(S) and 
K-~(L(“)) + K-‘(L) in G,(X) (n -+ Co). (3.22) 
TO this end, find 4 E F,(X) with L = [#I. Then L(“) is eventually in the 
chart domain FpL centered at L (cf. (1.16)); hence, omitting the first few L(“) 
if necessary, we can set d(“) = x,(L’“‘) E F,(X), where xm is the cross 
section of rc : P,(X) + G,(X) as in Proposition 1.5(d), to obtain 
]I #(n) - d]]i + 0 (n + co). Dividing by ]] #(n)]], and ]] $ ]]i and relabelling, we 
can assume without loss of generality that 
L(“) = [qq, L = PI, lIPIll = ll$ll1 = 1, 
IIP - $111 + 0 (n + co). (3.23) 
By assumption L(“) E E(X), so by (3.19), (3.21), and (3.23), #(n) = Av(“) 
for some sequence v(“) in F,(X). We shall show that there is a sequence ni 
(i-+ co) and a corresponding sequence wCni) adjusted from the subsequence 
v(“l), and a point w  (m) E F&Y), such that 
Iw (ni) - w(y, + 0 (i+ co) (3.24) 
and such that $“i) = l\w(“i) and I#~) = /\w(O”) satisfy 
L(“i) = [y(“i)], L = [ly’“‘], 11 @‘i) 11, = 11 I#~) II1 = 1. (3.25) 
This will imply that L E E(X), and that 
K-'(L("i)) = [WC”‘)] j [wCm)] = K-‘(L) (i + a). (3.26) 
But then the whole sequence of preimages K(L(“)) must converge to K-‘(L), 
as desired in (3.22). For if not, some subsequence K-~(L("~)) must stay 
outside some Riemannian E-ball about K-‘(L) in G,(X); and then the whole 
argument applied to the subsequence on (n,) gives a further subsequence 
(n,J as in (3.26), contradicting the supposition that every K-‘(L(~~)) is at 
least .s away from K-‘(L). 
Thus it will suffice to produce w(“‘) and w(O”) as described. In doing so, we 
shall make several successive changes to the original v(“), and meanwhile 
pass to successive subsequences. To avoid clutter, we shall keep the labels 
v(“) for all the thinned-out sequences of modified p-tuples, remembering that 
each change really involves new p-vectors @), etc., and checking at each 
stage that relations (3.23) are maintained in the form (3.25). 
To proceed, we first adjust to new v(“) so that, for some E, > 0, 
Jo@(“)) = ET, - 1, (n = 1, 2,...). (3.27) 
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Indeed, writing v = v(“‘, we choose A = A(“’ E U,(C) so that y = v . A has 
p(y) = A * . p(v) . A in diagonal form, say diag(e:,..., E;) (cf. 
Proposition 1.1(b) and (j)). Note that IIAyII’= lIAvl[, . IdetA = ll#l/, . 1 = 1, 
by (3.23), and all ej = 1 yjlo > 0, since y is independent along with v. Set 
& = (El *** &,p and wj = (c/sj)yj, so that JwjJO = E (1 <j <p), w remains 
(( ),-orthogonal with y, and 
Restoring the index II, putting E = E,, and relabelling w(“’ as v”“, we have 
(3.27) as desired, i.e., 
v(“’ is (I ),-orthogonal, I vj”’ I0 = E, (1 <j < p; all n). 
Now by (3.6), II~v(“‘II~ = det J’(v’“‘) = E?; hence, by (3.23) and 
Proposition 3.1 (f), 
1 = /( /\V(n’ 11: = &P-2 x q($-‘, u;n’) + EP,. 
j 
Since q is non-negative, it follows that 
O<E,<l (all n), 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
By (3.27) and (3.29), v(“’ is a / lo-bounded sequence in Xp. Passing to a 
subsequence (and relabelling) we obtain a point v(O”’ E Yp such that 
v(“) ~ V(m) (I ),-weakly (n + co). (3.3 1) 
By (3.8), $(n’ = Av(“’ --t A+’ (/ ),-weakly in J!. But by (3.23), gcn’ + 
#(O”’ # 0 (I([,-strongly; hence Av(O”’ = tiCa)‘, and also /\v(O”’ # 0 makes vCm’ 
independent (cf. part (b)). As above, A E U,(C) can be chosen so that 
w(O”) = da) - A has p(w (m’) diagonal; and by (3.27) we have 
JYV ‘“‘~A)=A*~E~,~~~A=E;~~; 
so without loss of generality we can assume in (3.31) that Jo(vCm’) is already 
diagonal, say diag(s:,,,..., E;,,). The independence of vCm’, and the weak 
convergence (3.3 l), imply 
O<Ej,*=IUjoo’lO~~IU~“‘lO=~&, (1 <j <PI. (3.32) 
n ” 
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Taking E = fmin{si,, ,..., E~,~ } and omitting the first few terms in (3.32) if 
necessary, we have E, > E > 0 (all n). Thus (3.29) and (3.30) become 
O<&<&,(l (all n>, 
0 < 2 q(z$“‘. US”)) = &yyI - &F) < &2-2* (all n). 
Accordingly, the sequence v(“) is ( ],-bounded in X*, and so contains a (( )i- 
weakly convergent subsequence. Since (3.31) continues to hold for this 
subsequence, we have vCao) E F*(X) and (relabelling) 
v(“) --t V(m) (( ),-weakly and (] ),-weakly (n + a3). 
This implies, by (1. I), that for each w  E X, 
q(q), w) + q(u;y w) (n+ a; 1 aa); (3.33) 
and then the Schwarz inequality for q implies in the usual manner that 
q(p), zljm)) < lim q(L$“), zl;“)) (1 a a>* (3.34) 
n 
We also have, as in (3.28), 
1 = 119111 = lIA~(% =c (n E:,) q($? q’> 
i i+j 
Suppose for the moment that, for somej, the inequality < in (3.32) were 
strict. Then (3.35), (3.32), (3.34), and (3.28~used in that order-would 
give the contradiction 
Hence all the inequalities < in (3.32) are equalities, and we have 
O<&j,,=IV~m)~O=~Iu~“‘lo=~E” (1 a a>- (3.36) 
n 
Incorporating this information into (3.35), we argue in the same way to see 
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that the inequalities in (3.34) must all be equalities. Passing once more to a 
subsequence, we can change “lim” to “lim” in (3.34) and (3.36). But then 
(3.33), (3.34) with equalities and “lim”, and the Schwarz inequality for q, 
give 
and similarly uj”) + yjoo) (1 ),-weakly and (3.36) with “lim” give 
1 p - vjn) 1; -+ 0 (n-, co; 1 <j<p). 
The last two convergence make Iv(“) - v@) 1, + 0 (n -+ co), and the (many 
times adjusted and thinned) sequence v(“) is as desired in (3.24). Q.E.D. 
We turn now to the C” aspects of the bundles (3.18). With Q E F,(X) 
and L = [$] E G,(X), and with the closed subspace 
L’= {IyEX: (v/l$)o=o} c% 
as in (1.5), we have a chart (U,, @,J in F,(X) as in (1.13)-(1.14) and a 
chart (4, Yti) in G,(X) as in (1.16)-(1.17), given by 
u,= ~w~~:(9lYhfol~ (3.37) 
@rn(~>=(#. 11~11,‘(~Iwh~v~ II~II~($Iw)-~ -9>ELxL’, (3.38) 
eL= {MEG,(S):P,(M)=L}, (3.39) 
!qM)=rEL’oM= [$+t;], (3.40) 
and we note by Proposition 1.5(a) that U, = z-‘(@~). By Propositions 
1.5(c), (e) and 1.6(b), (e), the tangent spaces are represented as 
F,(X), z L x L’ (=-q, (3.41) 
F$%-), r [i#] R x L’ ([i#] #q = (it4 : t E R} = Ski(L)), (3.42) 
G,(X), g L’ (3.43) 
and each of dn, and dni acts by projection onto the second factor. 
Consideration of the decomposable elements (3.19)-(3.21) in this context 
leads to a (I ),-orthogonal decomposition L’ z L; x Liz, defined as follows. 
Let u E F;(X) have [u] = S, 0 = A u, and so L = KS (cf. Proposition 3.2(d)). 
Complete u to an admissible basis e = (e,,..., e,,...) of X as in the discussion 
after (2.2), so that ej = uj (1 <j <p) and 
S = [(e, ,..., e,)], S’ =I J,-closure [(e,+r, ep+* ,... )]. 
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According to Proposition 3.1(h), the linear span [ { Ae, : a E [d,p]}] of the 
family (3.7) is ]]I(,-dense in ST, so that 
L = [e, A --. A e,], L’= II II,-closure [{Aee:P E [d,pl,Pf (LP)}]. 
Now define the decomposition L’ z L; x L;2 by 
L; = ]I I],-closure [ { Ae, : Pk > p for precisely one index k}], (3.44) 
L;2 = ]I I],-closure [ { Aeo : Pk > p, /?, > p,..., for at least two 
indices k, t,...}]. (3.45) 
Despite appearances, L; and hence its (I ),-complement Liz in L’ are 
independent of the choice of admissible basis e: for L; appears geometrically 
as the tangent space of E(S) at L = KS in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Xc Y and Xc J? be standard pairs as in (1.4) 
and(3.12),with l<p<d+l,d=dimX<co. Then 
(a) Let v E FJX), S = [v], 0 = Av, L = [@I = KS, and consider the 
chart domains LJ, (1.13), 8s (1.16), U, (3.37), and @L (3.39). Then 
where D(X) and E(s) are as in (3.19) and (3.21). 
(b) A : Xp + % is a C” map, with 
dA\,..(o - C) = d/j”,(o) - det C, 
where v and o E Xp and C E M,(G). 
(c) Let v, S, 4, and L be as in (a). The dA\, carries Xp onto L O0 L;, 
and the restriction d&IS’ is a bounded linear isomorphism of (Sp, I I,) onto 
CL; 5 II II,)* 
(d) E(Z) is a closed C” submanifold of G,(X) with typical tangent 
space 
E(X), = L; (cf. (3.44)), 
and K is a C* imbedding of G,(X) onto E(X) with dtc, represented relative 
to charts !PV (1.16) and Y, (3.40) by dA, r Sp. 
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(e) D(X) is a (relatively) closed C” submantyold of the open subset 
F,(X), with typical tangent space 
D(S), z L x L; (cf. (3.44)) 
and A is a Cm submersion of FJX) onto D(A). 
(f) Do(Z) is a closed C” submanifold of F~(23’) with typical tangent 
space 
D”(~%& z [i#lR x L; (cf. (3.42), (3.44)) 
and A0 = A r F;(X) is a C” submersion ofFi onto Do(S). 
Proof. (a) We have WE U,oK”(v,w)EGL,(C) by (1.13)o 
det K”(v, w) # 0 o (Av]Aw), # 0 by (3.6) o Aw E UA, by (3.37). Thus 
AU, = Ur\” n D(X). For the second claim, we have [w ] E fl,,, o w  E Uv 
by Proposition 1.5(a) o Aw E UA, just proved o [Awl E 4,~“~ o K[W] E 
FpnIVl by Proposition 3.2(d). Thus ~4”~ = OK,,.] n E(Z). Q.E.D. 
(b) The p-linear map A is bounded, by Proposition 3.1(g), hence 
C” [3, Theorem (2.1.22) p. 701, from (Xp, 1 ]r) to (X, ]I ]I,). The formula for 
d/j\,(o) is calculated by expanding 
1 . t=o 
The formula for dl\.(o . C) arises by taking (d/dt)(,=, of the relation 
A(v . C + tw . C) = A((v + to) . C) = A(v + tw) - det C, 
where the latter equality comes from Proposition 3.2(a). 
(c) To study d/j\,, it is convenient to choose B E GL,(C) so that 
u = v . B E F;(X), and to work with d/j\, on I;,(X),. This involves no loss of 
generality, since [u] = [v] = S, Fp(X), g Xp g F;(X),, and, by (a), dr\, is the 
nonzero scalar multiple d/j\, (det B) of dl\, 
For o E Xp, each wi splits as wi = cri + ci with ui E S, ci E S’. Then in 
view of (3.44), 
dA\.(w)=xu, A... AaiA... Au,+xuu, A... A&A... Au, 
I I 
belongs to L + L; ; d/j.(u) = p . Au spans L ; and 
dl\,((O ,..., ci ,..., 0)) = u, A .-. A Ci A . .a A up 
traces out a ]I ]11- complete (I ),-orthonormal family in L; as ci ranges over a 
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( I,-complete (I),-orthonormal basis of S’ and i ranges over 1 < i Qp. Thus 
d& ] S is an isometry from the (incomplete) subset Sp of the Hilbert space 
(Yp, (I),,) onto the (incomplete) subset L; of the Hilbert space ($?, (I )& In 
particular, dl\,lSP is a linear bijection of Sp onto L;. But this map is 
continuous from I II to I] ]]i, and these spaces are complete in these norms, 
respectively; so by the closed graph theorem [24, Theorem III.1 1, p.831, 
dl\,I Sp is a I] ]I,-bounded linear map with a I I,-bounded inverse, as claimed. 
Q.E.D. 
(d) Let v, S, 4, and L be as in (a). In the charts (U,, @,), (0,, Y,), 
W,, @#I and (8, ye), we have a commutative diagram of tangent spaces 
and maps (cf. (3.41), (3.43)) 
SPXS’P -LXL’ 
I I 
S’P - L’ 
where the vertical maps, representing dn, and dn,, are projections which kill 
the first factors (cf. Proposition 1.5(e)), and where the horizontal maps, 
representing d/j\, and dK,, respectively, take Sp x Sp and Sp onto the (1 l/i- 
closed subspaces L x L; and L’, , respectively, the latter map being a 
bounded linear isomorphism (cf. (c)). Each of L x L; and L; has a II 11,. 
closed complementary subspace, namely, L;2 as in (3.45). Thus in 
particular, locally near S, fc is a C co immersion of G,(X) into G,(X). But by 
Proposition 3.2(e), K is a (global) homeomorphism of G,(X) onto its image 
E(X), a closed subset of G,(X); hence K is a C” imbedding onto a closed 
submanifold. Q.E.D. 
(e) According to the diagram in the proof of (d), for d E D(X) and 
L = [(] E E(s), the composite map 
is surjective with split kernel L x L;. Hence [12, p. 271 x:Fi(-%)-+ G,(Z) 
is transverse over the closed C” submanifold E(X), and therefore the pre- 
image D(Z) = K-‘(E(X)) is a relatively closed C” submanifold of F,(X) 
whose tangent space at d is given by the above-mentioned kernel. As noted 
in the proof of (d), dl\, maps onto L x L; , so A is a submersion. Q.E.D. 
(f) By (e) and Proposition 1.6(b), Do(X) = D(X) nFy(X) is the 
intersection of two C” submanifolds of ,a^, the tangent spaces of which 
satisfy (cf. 3.42) 
D(2?), + F&SF), Ei (L X L;) + ([ i#] R X L’) = L + L’ Z S. 
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Thus the intersection is transverse and D’(X) is a C” submanifold of X, 
with 
Do(x), = D(X), n F&K), 2 [id] R x L; ; 
and Do(X) = (rr”))’ (&%‘)) is closed in F,(X) hence in X, since E(%) is 
closed in G,(X). 
To see that A” = A r F;(X) is a submersion onto Do(X), it suffices to 
check that d/J: maps the factor Ski(S) of F#), onto the factor [i#]s of 
Dow>@ 3 since the complementary factor L; is known by (d) to be the image 
of Smp. Put w  = (iv, , 0 ,..., 0). Then o E Sp and K”(v, w) = diag(i, 0 ,..., 0) is 
skew-Hermitian, so o E Sk:(S); and by (b) above, d/j”(o) = 
iv, Avz A . . - A v, = i#. Q.E.D. 
The map K: G,(X) --t E(Z) c G,(Z) of Proposition (3.2(e) and 3.3(d) is 
called the PlzYcker imbedding. We turn now to the main goal of this section, 
the relation between the homology generators in E(X) and those in G,(%). 
Let e = (e, ,..., e, ,... ), 1 < n < d + 1, be an admissible basis in X, as 
defined in (2.2). For each a E [d,p], set 
e, = (e,,,..., e,J E ~@7, % = [cl E G,P3, 
e, = Ae, E Do@“), L, = [e,] E JWQ, 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
noting that L, = KS a; and define the family N(a) of nearest neighbours of a 
in [d,p] (cf. [8, p. 3631) by 
N(a) = {p E [d,p] : pj # aj for precisely one j, 1 ,< j <p}. (3.48) 
Then definitions (3.44) and (3.45) adapted to present notation give 
(L,); = II II,-closure [{eB: P E N(a)}], (3.49) 
(L,);z=I(]I1-closure [{eo:P#a,P6?N(a)}], * (3.50) 
where, as always, [Y] denotes the space of all finite linear combinations of 
elements of the family jr of vectors. 
Since the set [d,p] of p-multi-indices a (2.4) has no preferred total 
ordering, the I] ([,-total (] ),-orthonormal family {e, : a E [d, p] } in X (cf. 
Proposition 3.1 (h)) is not, as it stands, a sequence; but this shortcoming is all 
that prevents it from being an admissible basis in X according to definition 
(2.2). By a sequential ordering of [d,p] we shall mean a bijection a F+ Ial of 
[d,p] into the set Z + of all positive integers, with image { 1, 2,..., (f )} in case 
d < co, and image Z + in case d = co; and among such bijections we shall 
admit only those whose induced ordering of [d,p] refines the partial order < 
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defined in (2.8). Explicitly, a sequential ordering a F-+ 1 a( is an admissible 
ordering of [d, p] just in case 
a<P(i.e., aj</lj for 1 &j<p)*ja)<jpI in Z+. (3.5 1) 
For any such ordering, the first element is of course the (<)-least element 
(4 LP) of [d, PI, i.e., always \(l, 2,...,p)] = 1. The partial ordering induced 
on [d,p] by the cell-dimension function d(a) = Cj(aj -j) of 
Proposition 2.4(d) relines Q, but an admissible sequential ordering a H Ial 
need not refine the d-ordering, i.e., a <p implies that d(a) < d(,8), but 
d(a) < d(jl) need not imply that (a] < I/?]. In case d = co, a total ordering of 
[d,p], even a well-ordering, can satisfy (3.51) yet fail to be admissible 
simply by failing to be a sequential ordering. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The adjoint lexicographical ordering of [d,p], defined by 
Ia(<]/?]~a#/3andaj</Ijforj=max{i:ai#/?i}, (3.52) 
or equivalently and explicity by 
Ial= (“pl)+( “~~~‘)+.--+(“‘,‘) +I, (3.53) 
where the binomial coefficient (i) E 0 if k > e, is sequential by (3.53) and 
satisfies (3.51), by (3.52), hence is admissible. For a concrete instance we 
write out this ordering on [5,2], simplifying the notation a = (a,, aJ to 
ala2: 
I12]= 1, )13)=2, 123\= 3, I14(= 4, 1241=5, 
1341=6, 1151=7, ]251= 8, (35]=9, 1451= 10. 
(3.54) 
Note that d(15) = 3 < 4 = d(34), but ] 15) > 1341. 
Standard lexicographical order on [d,p], defined by (3.52) with “min” 
instead of “max”, is an admissible ordering only when d < co : for if d = co, 
then any a with a, > 2 has infinitely many standard lexicographic 
predecessors, so the ordering is not sequential. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Fix an increasing real sequence b = (Ai ,..., A, ,... ), 
1 < n ( d + 1, such that all p-fold sums I, = A,, + e-S + AmP are distinct. 
Then the bijection a b ] a ] of [d, p] into Z + defined by 
l44W4<& (3.55) 
is clearly an admissible ordering of [d, p]. This class of orderings includes 
the adjoint lexicographical ordering of Example 3.2, as one sees by taking 
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A = (2, 4 ,..., 2” ,..., ). F or a different concrete instance in this class, again on 
[5,2], we take I = (1,6, 7,8, 10). Then (3.55) yields 
I12]= 1, 1131 = 2, I14(= 3, (15(=4, 
]24]=6, (34]=7, 125 I = 8, ]35]=9, 
/23l=5, (356) 
]45/=10, * 
which should be compared to (3.54). Here again we note that d(23) = 
2 < 3 =d(15), but 123) > 1151. 
Let an admissible ordering a E+ I a( be chosen on [d,p]. In accordance 
with the discussion above (3.51), for each admissible basis e = (e, ,..., e, ,..., ), 
1 < n < d + 1, in X, the now sequentially ordered family (3.7) (cf. also 
(3.47)), namely, 
lz,:aE [d,plI, with e, preceding e4 o I a I < ip], (3.57) 
is admissible in 5, and will be called the admissible basis in X associated 
to e by the ordering a t-+ I al. The flag which is in turn associated to the 
basis (3.57) as in (2.1), namely, 
As- = (SO) cxl )...) ,q,, )... ), qal = llec IPI G klI19 (3.58) 
will be called the admissible jlag in .S associated to e by the ordering 
a B (al. The charts (3.37)-(3.40) at the special points (3.47) will be 
denoted as 
(~,a, 9 @la,> at e, E Fr(%), (3.59) 
vial 9 %> at L, = [e,] E G,(K). (3.60) 
With respect to the flag Z of (3.58), the ]a]‘th Schubert cycle and Schubert 
cell defined in (2.9) and (2.10) become 
f&d-V = G,($,,>~ (3.61) 
q,,@-> = G,F-,,,I n 4,, 2 (3.62) 
where (3.62) comes from Proposition 2.4(d); and their covering families 
defined in (2.1 l)-(2.14), cf. also Proposition 2.4(c), become 
c W-J = fwq,,)~ (3.63) 
lal 
~5,W> = m-q,) f-J u,,, 3 
where (3.64) and (3.66) come from Proposition 2.4(a). 
(3.66) 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X c Y and X c jZ be standard pairs as in (1.4) 
and (3.12), with l<p<d+l, d=dimX<a. Let a++ja] be an 
admissible ordering of [d,p] as in (3.51). Let e = (e, ,..., e, ,... ), 1 < n < d + 1, 
be an admissible basis in X (2.2), X its associated flag (2.1), and A%- the 
admissible flag (3.58) in S associated to e by the ordering a I+ ] a I. Let 
a E [d,p] be fixed. Then 
(4 A&&L) = 4GKm) n W-Q; KG~GL) = GG%J n E(z). 
(b) K0,w = f+,(m n Ecv. 
(c) Near L, = KS,, W,(X) is a C” submanifold of o,,,(S) whose 
tangent space at L, is given by 
(K~,WL, 2 [{eB :P E W4 P < a II (3.67) 
(cf. (3.48) for N(a), (2.8) for j3 < a). 
Cd) ~~,(x)=Uk+&OP~ P,PIJG-~~E(~). 
(4 a,,,(~>nE(~)=U{K~B(X):PE ~&PI, IPIO41. 
Proof. (a) By Proposition 3.2(a), v E F,,(X) o Av E D(X). For such v 
and Av, Propositions 2.1(c) and 3.3(a) give 
vEI;,(X,)ovEU, (2.5) for only finitely many a 
-3 Av E u,,, (3.59) for only finitely many a 
0 /Iv E ~I(-%) 
so that I\F,(X,) = F,(X,) n D(X), which is the first claim. This, together 
with Proposition 2.1(b) and the relation K s rr = x e A, then give 
which is the second claim. 
(b) By Proposition 2.4(d) and (f), we have 
Q.E.D. 
o,(x) = wx) n e 
={SEG,(X):SE@,,butS&4(all/3Qa)}. (3.68) 
By Proposition 3.3(a) adapted to notations (2.6) and (3.60), 
s E @b 0 KS E qo,, and so the characterization (3.68) gives in particular 
s E o,(X) * KS E qa,, but KS & qo, (all P 4 a). (3.69) 
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But ]p] 4 ]a] a/?$ a, by the condition (3.59) on the sequential ordering 
a H ]a( ; so any S as on the right side of (3.69) satisfies KS & L& (all 
]/3] 4 ]a]). Then Proposition 2.4(d) and (f) applied to X convert (3.69) into 
s E W,(x) * 6 E WIa,@->, (3.70) 
i.e., KO,(X) c w,,,(%) n E(X), which is one-half of (b). 
On the other hand, if L E w,,,(Z)n E(X), then L E G,&‘&) nE(Z) 
by Proposition 2.3(d) applied to X, hence L = KS for some S E G&Y,) by 
(a) just proved. By Proposition 2.3(d) applied to X, S E as(X) for some 
/I E [d,p], and so L = KS E wlo,(Z) by (3.70). Thus L E o,~,(.%) n 
wlb,(%), and Proposition 2.3(c) applied to .% gives I/I] = ]a], hence p = a, 
hence S E w,(X), hence L E uw,(X). Q.E.D. 
(c) By Proposition 2.4(d), w,(X) and W,=,(Z) are C” submanifolds 
of @a and q,,, respectively, and in the chart Ya (2.6), the tangent space 
e%(w>s~ is represented by the subspace 
(2 E s: : (q 1 zJ* = 0 (i>aj3 1 <j<P)} (3.7 1) 
of Sz of C-dimension d(a), which is spanned by the family 
{< = (0 ,..., Cj,..., 0): I;i = ei (some i < aj, i # a1 ,..., aj; 1 <j <p)}. 
For such r, by Proposition 3.3(b), 
where /3 E N(a) and p < a; and clearly any such e4 arises in this manner. 
Thus d& carries subspace (3.71) onto subspace (3.67) and by 
Proposition 3.3(d), this action represents the action of the bounded linear 
isomorphism dus, restricted to (w~(X))~,. Its image therefore represents the 
tangent space at L, of the image manifold under the imbedding K. Q.E.D. 
(d) In (b) above, with /3 in place of a, take the union of both sides 
over all p E [d,p] with p Q a, and use Proposition 2.3(d) on the left side of 
the result, to obtain (d). Q.E.D. 
(e) As in the proof of (d), take the union over all p with ]p] < ] a / , and 
use Proposition 2.3(d) applied to X on the right side of the result, to obtain 
{Kqm: IPI G Iall =Q,,,v->n~w. (3.72) 
Fix any p with ]/3] (Ial. If YE [d,p] satisfies r<P (2.8), then ]a] < I/?] by 
P-51), hence 1~1 Q I I 1 a a so, and urn”(X) belongs to the family on the left side 
of (3.72). Thus along with KO~(X), the union contains every KwJX) with 
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y Q p, and hence, by Proposition 2.3(d), contains all of &J,(X). Thus we 
may replace wq by 0, on the left side of (3.72). Q.E.D. 
In connection with Proposition 3.4(c), it should be noted that since each 
nearest neighbour /I E N(a) differs from a in precisely one place, it is 
necessarily (<)-related to a: either /? < a or a < /3 for p E N(a); and 
whichever is the case for a particular /3, all admissible sequential orderings of 
[d, p] must concur in the decision. Of course this does not mean that all 
admissible sequential orderings agree globally on N(a). 
The result in Proposition 3.4(d) can be rewritten as follows. By 
Proposition 2.3(d) applied to X, G,(X,) is the disjoint union of all the 
w,,,(S), p E [d,p]. Hence r&,(X) consists of precisely those elements 
ME G,(X,) n E(Z) which do not belong to any olo,(S) for which /3 Z& a. 
By (3.37), (3.39), (3.60), and (3.62), his characterization becomes 
(3.73) 
i.e., r&,(X) is the part of G,(X,) n E(S) cut out by the family of projec- 
tivized hyperplanes 
NOEZ: (qIcl=0~ Ca 4 4. (3.74) 
But it is also a fact, for which we refer the reader to almost any book on 
algebraic geometry, or to [ 17, Theorem 1.4, p. 111, that G,(Z&,) n E(X) is 
itself defined in G,(X,) by the simultaneous vanishing of a family ST of 
quadratic polynomials P(c4) in the coordinates cB = (e4 ] d),, of a representing 
vector 4 E S. These equations P(c4) = 0, usually called the quadratic p- 
relations, are true quadratics (i.e., not sesquilinear), and so exhibit the 
Plucker image E(S) = KG&X), or rather any finite-dimensional part 
rcG,,(X,J of it, as a projective variety in G1(APX,), called a Grassmann 
variety. Then (3.73) exhibits U,(X,) for any a with al, < n as the 
subvariety cut out by the hyperplanes (3.74), called a Schubert variety. 
For our puposes, the more important result is Proposition 3.4(e), since it 
directly relates the homology generators n,(X) and n,,,(S), and moreover 
has reference to the entire spaces X and X. Taking into account that 
Q,c a,, when a &/I (Proposition 2.3(a)), one can reduce the union in 
Proposition 3.4(e) to a union over just those /3 which are (<)-maximal in the 
set {/I E [c&p] : ]p] < (a I}. If this set happens to have a (<)-greatest element, 
which must of course be a itself, the result becomes simply n,,,(S) n 
E(X) = rcl2,(.%-). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let X = Y = C5 and A%- = p = A ‘C5, with the standard 
inner products. Let e = (e r ,..., e5) be the usual basis in C’, and X = ({0}, 
C,..., Cc”) the associated flag in X. If a I+ Ja( is taken to be the admissible 
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ordering of [5,2] defined in (3.54) of Example 3.2, and S is the flag in ST 
associated to e by this ordering, then one finds by Proposition 3.4(e): 
~4c-q n q-q = K.Q,,w-) u Kfi,,@-), 
f&(-q nwq = KfJ34c.q u K-Q,,@->, 
Q&g-> n -q-q = K-Q,,@-) u Kfi,,(.-q, 
4#w-wm = K~,(X> (Ial f 4, 7, 8). 
If instead a F-+ /aI is taken to be the admissible ordering defined in (3.56) of 
Example 3.3, and S is the new associated flag in S, then 
Q,(-%-) nq2q = K.Q,,(X) u K.Q,,(X), 
Q&q f-l q-q = KfJ,,(X) u KQ,,(X), 
Q,(Z) n E(X) = ~fi,,(X) u ~fi,,(x), 
Q,(S) f-3 E(X) = ~q,(x) u KQ,,(X), 
Q,,,W) nE(-+Q = ~.fUx> (Ial z 5,6, 798). 
We end this section by gathering up the main results. 
THEOREM 3. Let W X = Q(h) c Y and X= Q(H,J c ApY= $? be 
standard pairs of Hilbert spaces as in (1.4) and (3.12), with 1 <p < d + 1, 
d = dim X < co. Let (rr, F,(X), GLJG)), (no, F;(X), G,(X), U,(C)), 
(T F,@-), G,@Q GL,(G)h and (x0, F$%), G,(Z), U,(C)) be the C” 
principal bundles of frames over the Grassmannians, with the I-topologies 
from X and S, as in Theorem 1. Let D(S) c F,(X), Do(X) c I;~(.%), and 
E(X) c G,(X) be the decomposable eZements (3.19)(3.21). Then 
(a) D(X) is relatively closed, D’(S) and E(X) are closed, and all 
three are C” submanifalds. 
(b) A : Y+ $? restricts to a bounded p-linear map of (Xp, 1 II) into 
G% II lll>~ restricts further to C”O submersions FJX) -+ D(X) and 
F;(X) -+ Do(X) which respect orbits, and induces a C” imbedding 
K : GJX) + E(S) (the “Plucker imbedding”). 
(c) For any admissible basis e in X (2.2) and any admissible 
sequential ordering a t-+ [a( (3.41) of the set [d,p] of p-multi-indices (2.4), 
let X = (X0,X, ,..., X,, ,...,) and S = (X,, X, ,..., S!?& ,...,) be the associated 
flags in X and X. For each a E [d,p], let O,(X) and a,,,(% be the 
Schubert cycles (2.9). Then 
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4. QUADRATIC MORSE FUNCTIONS 
Continuing with standard pairs of Hilbert spaces X= Q(h) c Y and 
X = Q(H,,) c $Z and with the frame bundles over the Grassmannians, as in 
Theorems 1 and 3, we shall study the real-valued function defined on F,(X) 
by the Rayleigh quotient (0 I HA 6),/(4 14>o, and its restriction to the non-zero 
decomposable elements D(X). More exactly, we consider the function in the 
numerator of this quotient to be closed quadratic form q,,(#, 0) as in (3.14), 
which is of course a C” function on (X, 11 [I,), being the restriction of the 
11 I(,-bounded real-valued bilinear form Re qA@, y) to the diagonal w  = $. To 
secure this smoothness in relation to the (in general) unbounded operators h 
and H,, while maintaining the given notions of orthogonality in Y and $‘, 
has been the objective of all our considerations of pairs of Hilbert spaces. By 
its GL,-invariance, the Rayleigh quotient induces a function on the 
projective space G,($), which pulls back by K to a function on the 
Grassmannian G&X). Our purpose in this section is to connect the Morse- 
theoretic properties of these functions to the CW-decompositions of G,(%,) 
and G,(X,) by Schubert cells as in Section 2. 
Accordingly, with data as in Theorem 3, we define functions as 
f: F,(ss-) --+ R by f(b) = sdd, dY(4l~)cv (4.1) 
$: FJX) -+ R by f=fo A. (4.2) 
Then f is invariant under GL r(C), and 7 is invariant under GL,(G), and we 
obtain functions 
g:G,(X)+R,gon=f (4.3) 
g': G,(X)+ W,go x=x (4.4) 
where we remind the reader that the R’S in (4.3) and (4.4) denote (abusively) 
different maps. Clearly all these functions are Cm, and g = g 0 K. Thus we 
have a commutative diagram of C” manifolds and maps: 
4sx) -% D(2iiT) c F,(X) f. iR 
7c 
I I x1 P 
G,(X) -L E(i%-) cG,(X)B-, R 
Working with chart-representatives of the differentials of these functions, 
one meets various bounded conjugate-linear functionals on X, Y, %, and p. 
We shall identify the space Y* of all such functionals on Y with Y itself, as 
usual, by the Riesz representation 
Y* Y”, u I-+ (*Iu)o, (4.5) 
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which of course preserves norms; but it is then convenient to maintain the 
distinction between X* and X, writing 1 (-, for the norm in X* 
ItI-* = suP,Ex,,+o I e(w)1 (e E x* )* (4.6) 
Because of the inequality 1 wIo < 1 WI, for w  E X, the original dense linear 
injection XC Y of (1.4) extends by (4.5) to a chain of such injections 
xc Y1 Y* c y*. (4.7) 
of which the last is obtained by restricting (. 1 v),, to X. Indeed, writing u for 
the last functional, we obtain from (4.6) 
Iul-1 = suPwex,w#o I(wI~)lo/IwIl (v E n (4.8) 
so that Iv I-, < 1 ulo < co for u E Y, and the I /,-denseness of XC Y insures 
that I u/-i = 0 only if v = 0 in Y. It should be noted that (4.7) and (4.8) form 
the background apparatus in the proof of the fact, mentioned in Section 1, 
that any standard pair XC Y as in (1.4) arises as X = Q(h) for a suitable 
self-adjoint operator h in Y, cf. the references cited there. 
We proceed to the differentials of g and g. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let g and g = g 0 K be as in (4.3) and (4.4). Then 
(a) Let $ EF$?C), L = [#] E G,(s); and let q E G,(s), be 
represented in the chart (@, YJ of (3.39), (3.40) by [= (dY@), (q) E L’. 
Then 
g(L) = g/449 $13 &Ad = 2Re s& 4). 
(b) Let 4 ED’(.%), L = [#] EE(.X); and let q E G,(s), be 
represented as in (a) by 5 E L’ (cf Proposition 3.3(d)). Then 
&L(v) = 0 (all v with i E Lb,), 
where LB2 (3.45) is the (I ),-complement of L; r E(2Q in L’ r G,(2Q, 
(c) Let u E F;(X), S = [u] E G,(X); and let lfE G,(X), be 
represented in the chart (es, !Pu) of (1.16), (1.17) by w = (dY,J, (Q E Sp. 
Then 
i(') = 1 4("j, uj>3 @s(t) = 2Re C q(wj 3 uj)* 
i i 
607/54/2-S 
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(d) Let u E F;(X), S = [u]; let P,. be the projection on S’ (1.5); and 
let u E S, ]u],, = 1. Then 
q(P,. w, u) = 0 (all w  E X) 
o u E D(h) and hu E S, 
(e) Let S E GJX) and S c D(h). Then there exists u E D(h)P n F:(X) 
such that S = [u] and 
where 1Uj = (Ujl huj), , 1 I- 1 is the norm (4.8) in X*, and ] Is is the Riemannian 
norm from (1.20) on both the tangent space G,(X), and the cotangent space 
4(X)s* 2 G,(X), . 
(f) Let S E G,(X) and S c D(h). Then there exists u E D(h)D n F;(X) 
such that S = [II] and 
where ,uj = (uj] huj), ; in fact, u can be chosen to satisfy this estimate and the 
one in (e) simultaneously. 
Proof (a) Since L = n# and (#]#)0 = 1 by assumption, (4.3) and (4.1) 
give g(L) =f(#) = q,,(#, 4). The Frechet derivative of f at a general 
$ E F,(Z) acts on IJI E Z by 
With v/ = < E L’, we have (IJY] #)0 = 0 and the second term drops out; and 
with (# ] #),, = 1 the first term gives the claim. Q.E.D. 
(b) Choose u E F;(X) with Au = 4. Then S = [u] has KS = L. Let u 
be completed to an admissible basis e = (u, ,..., up, up+, ,...,) in X, so that 
{V n : n > p} is I (,-total in S’. Consider the family 
2 = {z E Xp : z is obtained from u by replacing at least two 
elements uk, uI ,..., by .zk = u,(~), q = ZJ),(!) ,..., with n(j) > p}. 
The image AZ is (( I(,-total in L;*, by (3.45); and whenever [ = AZ belongs 
to AZ, we have 
k,(v) = 2Re q,,(C, Au) = 0 
by the formula of (a) with d = Au, and Proposition 3.1(e). Hence dg,(q) = 0 
for all c E ]( (I,-closure [AZ] = LL2 Q.E.D. 
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(c) Since S = mr and u E F;(X) by assumption, (4.2), (4.4), part (a) 
just proved, and Proposition 3.1 (c) give 
which is the first claim. Differentiating S= g 0 K, we obtain dgs({) = 
dg,,,,(&,(r)). But K(S) = L = [$I where 4 = Au, and by Proposition 3.3(d), 
(;IK~ is represented in the charts ul, and Ye by dA,]S.P. Hence part (a) above 
and Proposition 3.3(b) give 
4%0 = 2Re q,@A.(w), Au> 
= 2Re c q,,(u, A . . . A wj A aam A u,, Au), 
where thejth summand, by Proposition 3.1(d), is q(wj, uj). Q.E.D. 
(4 
Pw=w 
Hence 
- 
Since u is assumed (1 ),-orthonormal, P = P,, is given by 
-cj(UjJW)oUj. L e us assume that q(Pw, u) = 0 for all w  E X. Then t 
4(wY u> -x (“jl W)O ’ q(Uj7 U) = O (all w  E X). 
uj10 lw10 I
ujll lull 
=CIwIo 
4C”j 7 uI 
140 (by (1.2)) 
(all w  E X), 
where C=(U],~(U~]~ is independent of w. Hence, by the characterization 
(1.3) of D(h) ([ll, Theorem VI-2.1, p. 3221 or [24, Theorem VIII.15, 
pp. 278-279]), u E D(h) and q(w, u) = (wlhu),, for all w  E X. Now the 
assumption q(Pw, u) = 0 and the (I ),-self-adjointness of the projection P give 
0 = q(Pw, u) = (Pw I hu), = (w 1 Phi), (all w  E X). 
Since X is ] I,-dense in Y, this gives Phu = 0 in Y, so hu E S, and the 
implication (3) is proved. The last argument reverses immediately to give 
the converse (t). Q.E.D. 
(e) We are given S E: G,(X), S c Do. Choose w  E F,(x) nD(h)p 
with [w] = S. Then v = Tow belongs to F;(X) nD(h)P, and [v] = S 
(Proposition 1.2(d)). S ince h is self-adjoint in Y, we have 
Cvi I hvj>O = thvi I vj>O = (vjl huf)* (1 < M<P), 
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i.e., K”(v, hv) is Hermitian, where hv = (hv, ,..., hu,). Let A E U,(C) 
conjugate this matrix to diagonal form: 
A * - K”(v, hv) . A = diagb, ,..., ,u,). 
Put u=v .A. Then u EI$(X)~D(/Z)~, [u] = S; and hu= h(v . A)= 
(hv) - A, so that 
K”(u, hu) = K”(v - A, (hv) - A) 
=A* X”(v,hv)4 (Proposition 1.1 (b)) 
= diag(u, ,..., ,up). (by the choice of A). 
Since Jo(u) = l,, Proposition 1.1 (g) gives PF’(hu) = u . K”(u, hu) = 
01,~~,...,~~~~), i.e., 
P,(hUj) ‘~jujuj, P,.(hUj) = hUj -rujUj (1 a <PI* (4.9) 
Fix j, and let w  E X be arbitrary. Let a be the complex number with (a ] = 1 
such that 
(UWIP,.hUj)O = l(W(P,.hUj)J 2 0. (4.10) 
Put w  = (0 ,...) aw )...) 0) with uw in the jth place. Put 
< = (dY&’ (Pf’w) E G,(% 
and note that the Riemannian norm (1.20) satisfies 
lrls = Ifywl, = lP,.~Wl, = IPS.Wll, 
while ] P,. w ], in turn satisfies 
lpS.wlI= /w-c (uIlw)Oui(l 
I 
~lwl~+~IuilOIwlOluil~ 
i 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
since ] uilo = 1 and ] w  lo < ( w  II. Now we calculate, beginning with the real 
number in (4.10): 
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J(WlP,,hUj)oI = (UWIPs.hUj)()= (Ps.aWlhuj), 
= q(P,.aW, Uj) 
= Re C q(P,. wi, ui) (since Wj = uw and Wj = 0 (i #j)) 
i 
= Nk(r) (by (c) just proved) 
< f ld~sls I& = W& * IPs.4, (by (4.11)) 
< f I@sls * (P + l)(maxil%ld * IWI, (by (4.12)). 
Since w  e X is arbitrary, the last estimate and (4.8) give 
lPS.hujl-l < f(P + l)(maxi Iuill> . l4Tsls. 
By (4.9), this is the desired estimate, with ,uj given as claimed. Q.E.D. 
(f) We retrace the proof of (e) to obtain the same u satisfying (4.9). 
Again fix j (1 <j <p); and this time fix any w  E S’ and put 
w  = (0 )...) w  ,...) 0) with w  in thejth place. Then w  E Sp, so that 
tl = W,), ’ (w) E G,F), , 
with l<lS=lwll=IwI1. Then as before, 
&s(5) = 2 Re s q(Wi, Ui) @Y cc>> 
I 
= 2 Re q(w, uj) (since wj = w and Wi = 0 (i #j)) 
= 2 Re (WlhUj)o (since Uj E D(h) 
= 2 Re (wlP,.huj),, (since w  E S*). 
Hence, since I w10 < I w]r = I&, 
Since < ranges over G,(X), as w  ranges over S’ and j ranges over 1 <j <p, 
we obtain 
which is the desired estimate, in view of (4.9). Q.E.D. 
Recall that, for any C’ function g: M-P IR on a real C’ Hilbert manifold 
M, if dg, = 0 then x E M is a critical point of g, with critical value g(x). For 
C2 data, if M is equipped with a Riemannian structure and x is a critical 
point of g, there is a continuous symmetric bilinear form (Hess g),, called 
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the Hessian of g at x, defined on the tangent space M, as follows [20, 
Proposition, p. 3071. In any chart (0, @) with Q(x) = 0, if k = g o @-I 
represents g and if 4 = d@,(c) represents t E M,, then 
(Hess s>, (L t’) = (d’kh (C, 0 (4.13) 
where (d2k)0 is the second Frechet derivative of k at 0 = Q(x). The critical 
point x is nondegenerate in case (Hess g), is a nondegenerate form, i.e. 
(Hess g), (<, r) = 0 only if < = 0; and then (Ind g),, the index of g at x, is 
the integer i > 0 (or i = co) defined by the condition that (Hess g), (r, 0 < 0 
for all < # 0 in some subspace N, c M, with dim&V,) = i, but not for all 
C # 0 in any subspace of higher dimension. 
The next result characterizes some of these general items for the particular 
case of our data. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let g and i = g o K be as in (4.3) and (4.4). Then 
(a) S E G,(X) is a critical point of g’ with critical value ,u o S = [u] 
and ,u = spji, where u E F;(X) and each uj is an eigenvector of h with 
eigenvalue /lj (1 <j < p). 
(b) L E G,(s) is a critical point of g with critical value ,u o L = [#I, 
where 9 E F$%) is an eigenvector of H, with eigenvalue p. 
(c) S E GJX) is a critical point of g o L = KS is a critical point of g. 
(d) Let L E G,(s) be a critical point of g, let 4 E F’&%) have 
L = [#I, and let q E G,(X), be represented in the chart (oL, @& of 
(3.39) - (3.40) by [ = (d!P& (q) E L’ . Then the Hessian of g at L satisfies 
Proof (a) We shall first establish the intermediate claim that, for 
S E G&O 
dg,=OoScD(h) and hScS. (4.14) 
Indeed, choose u E F;(X) with S = [u], and let P,, be the (I),-orthogonal 
projection of X onto S’ . By Proposition 4.1(c), dgs = 0 if and only if 
Re C q(Ps. Wj, Uj) = 0 (all w  E Xp). 
i 
For any given w  E X, a suitable scalar multiple cw has q(P,.cw, ul) real, and 
so the real-part operation may be dropped from the last condition. By taking 
w  = (0 )...) w  ,...) 0) with the given w  E X in the jth place and letting j run over 
1 <j Qp, we convert the condition into 
4(ps. W9 uj) = O (all w  E X, 1 Q j <p). 
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This condition is equivalent, by Proposition 4. I(d), to 
Uj E D(h) and hujES (1 <.I <P), 
and since [u] = S, the equivalence (4.14) is established. 
Now assume that u E F;(X) is a p-tuple of eigenvectors of h with 
corresponding eigenvalues @i ,..., ,I+ ). Then S = [u] is an invariant subspace 
of D(h), so (4.14) shows that S is a critical point of i, with critical values 
(Proposition 4.1 (b)) 
(since uj E D(h)) 
(since / uj10 = 1). 
Conversely, assume that S is a critical point of i. Then (4.14) makes S an 
invariant subspace of D(h), and one could repeat the diagonalization 
procedure in the proof of Proposition 4.1 (e) to arrive at a p - tuple of eigen- 
vectors u E F:(X) with S = [u]. More efficiently, since we have the result 
4.1(e) at our disposal we simply invoke it to obtain u E F;(X) with S = [u], 
noting that /d&Is = 0 on the right side of 4. I(e) gives immediately 
Ihuj-piui/-l =0 on the left, i.e., huj -,ajpj = 0 in Y (1 <j <p). Then 
g(S) = C~j follows as above. Q.E.D. 
(b) This is implied by the special case of (a) just proved, with p = 1 
and K = identity, and with ,g’, Y, H,, q,,, g, L, and 4 in place of A’, Y, h, q, 
i, S, and u, respectively. Q.E.D. 
(c) Given L =KSEE(X), choose u EFj(X) with S= [u], so that 
0 = Au E D’(s) has L = [$I. In the charts (&, Y,,) and (4, Ye) of 
(1.13)-(1.14) and (3.39~(3.40), dKs appears as a bounded linear 
isomorphism of S’” r G,(& onto the subspace L; rE(S), of 
L’ z G,(S)r. (Proposition 3.3(d)). Representing 9 E G,(Z), by 
[ = (dY@), (v) E L’, and noting that dg, = ds, o dtc,, we then have 
d& = 0 o dg,(q) = 0 (all r7 with 6 E L;). 
But for L E E(S), we have in any case 
&L(v) = 0 (all q with [E L$& 
by Proposition 4.1(b). Since L; z L, x L>,, by (3.44)-(3.45), it follows that 
d& = 0 o dg, = 0. Q.E.D. 
(d) We are given a critical point L E G,(S) of g. We choose 
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4 E F:(X) with L = [#I, and work in the chart (&, YYm) of (3.39)-(3.40), 
noting that vectors [ E L’ respresent points M E &, by M = [d + C], and 
also represent tangent vectors q E G,(X), , by c = (NY,), (q). Computing 
directly from (4.1) and (4.3), we find 
= (4*@3 4) + 4/&T r>> * (1 + II G3-1~ (4.15) 
since (t;] $)0 = 0 for 6 E L’, and Re q,.,([, 0) = 0 since $ represents a critical 
point L (cf. Proposition 4.1(a)). The geometric series for (1 t r)-’ makes 
(4.15) into 
(4.16) 
since ]Icl],-, and q,,([, 4) are both bounded by ]I[]]: (3.13). Since 
g(L) = g,,(#, 9>, (4.16) reads 
g(M) = g(L) + g/\(L Cl - s(L>II Cll; f O(ll Cll:>, 
where the expression k(c) on the right side defines the representing function 
k = g 0 VU,’ of g in fl,. By Taylor’s theorem, the second derivative (d’k), is 
precisely twice the quadratic part of k, and so the characterization (4.13) of 
the Hessian gives 
(Hess d, (rl, 4) = 2ML 0 - g(L)lI Clli>. Q.E.D. 
Bearing in mind the general case d = co, we come now to a substantial 
reduction in the generality of our basic datum, the non-negative self-adjoint 
operator h. To obtain the conclusions of Morse theory for a smooth function 
g: M + IR when the complete Riemannian manifold M has dim M = co, one 
must place some compactness condition on g to make up for the absence of 
local compactness in M. The simplest condition of this kind is the original 
“Condition (C)” of Palais and Smale [20, p.3001, [3 1, p. 3831, which can be 
stated as follows: 
w  If x,(n = 1,2,...,) is a sequence in M such that ) g(x,)( is 
bounded and I dg,. IX, + 0 (n + co), then some subse- 
quence of x, converges to a critical point of g. (4.17) 
In fact it is enough that some subsequence converge: for x I-+ (dg,] is 
continuous, and so the limit point is necessarily critical. When M is 
compact, Condition (C) is of course satisfied by any smooth function g. 
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We recall, following [24, pp. 236-237; 26, p.13, p.106; 10, pp. 7-l 1 ], that 
the spectrum a(h) of a self-adjoint operator h in Y is the disjoint union 
of two subsets, the discrete spectrum u&h) and the essential spectrum 
6,,,(h). A number 1 E u(h) belongs to a,,,,(h) just in case d is an isolated 
point of u(h) and I is an eigenvalue of h of finite multiplicity; and 3, E u(h) 
belongs to uess(h) otherwise. It is then a fundamental fact that d E ueSs(h) if 
and only if there exists a sequence ntn) E D(h) such that 
(d”’ 1 uyO = s,, and / hu(“) - AU(‘) I0 -+ 0 (n + co). (4.18) 
For such a sequence u(“), the numbers ,u(~’ = (u(“) / hu’“‘), satisfy 
l/P’) - 1 I = &P’) I hut”) - Au’“‘)~~ < I hu(“) - Au(“) I,, --f 0, (4.19) 
which, in view of (4.18), implies 
I hu(“’ -(Lb”’ lo + 0 (n + al). (4.20) 
Applying Proposition 4.1 (f) in the case p = 1 (K = identity, H, = h, g = g), 
setting S, = [u(“)], and noting that ncn) is, up to multiplication by a scalar of 
unit modulus, the very representative of S, upon which the estimate of 4.1(f) 
is predicated, we infer from that estimate and (4.20), and from (4.19) that 
g(S,) = p --t 2, I&s,ls,+ 0. 
But since the u(“) are (I ),-orthonormal, no subsequence can converge in ] lo, 
a fortiori in ] II, and so no subsequence of the S, can converge in G,(X). 
Thus: if uess(h) # qb, then (in case p = 1) g and g do not satisfy Condition 
(C). It is not difficult to remove the restriction p = I from this negative 
result. 
We find ourselves at a fork in the road. One possibility is to consider 
weakening Condition (C) in various ways, designed to allow cases in which 
u,,,(h) is non-void but has gaps, etc. For our present purpose, however, it is 
appropriate to restrict attention to operators h with purely discrete spectrum. 
Accordingly, we henceforth assume that h is a strictly positive self-adjoint 
operator in Y with compact inverse. As always, we allow 1 < d < co, where 
d = dim Y = dim X. By well-known results (e.g. [26, Theorem X111.64, 
p. 245]), this assumption holds if and only if h has a sequence 
e = (e, ,..., e, ,...,) of eigenvectors with corresponding eigenvalues 
h = (A, )...) 1 ,,,...,) such that 
e is a (] ),-complete orthonormal sequence in Y, (4.21) 
hsatisfiesO<1,~...~,~...and~,~oo(n-roo), (4.22) 
the last condition applying, of course, only when d = 00. For u E Y, using 
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the shorthand u - (c”) to denote the relation ck = (eJ v)~ for all k > 1, one 
finds the following facts by elementary considerations from (1. l), (1.2), and 
(4.8): 
u E D(h) o hu - (2,~“) and 2 A: Jck)* < co, 
k 
(4.23) 
UEQ(h)oq(u,v)=C~,ICk12 < CO, (4.24) 
k 
(4.25) 
lvltl =T (1 +&-I ICk12; 
and then from (4.22), (4.25), and (4.26): 
Ih-‘4, & c IUI-1 (v E Y), (4.27) 
where C is a real constant depending on AI > 0 and, e.g., the least index n for 
which A, > 2 in (4.22). From (1.1) and he, = Anen it is immediate that e is 
(I ),-orthogonal, with (e, II = 1 + 1,; and then from (4.24) and (4.25) one 
sees that e is 1 Ii-total in X = Q(h). Thus e is an admissible basis in X (cf. 
P-2)). 
Fix p as usual, 1 <p < d + 1. In $? =ApY, for each a E [d,p], one 
computes directly from (3.11) that e, = Ae, satisfies 
H,,e, = Lea, where I,=IE,,+...+A,P. (4.28) 
The family (3.7) of all such e,, a E [d,p], is (1 )-complete orthonormal in 
$P’; (4.22) and (4.28) imply that I, > 0 for all a, and that A, < C (any given 
constant) for only finitely many a; hence H, is a strictly positive self-adjoint 
operator in $P with compact inverse. We therefore have relations exactly 
analogous to (4.23)-(4.26), in which, for given 4 E $‘, 4 - (P) denotes the 
relation c” = (e,l$)o for all a E [d,p], and unordered sums over a E [d,p] 
replace Ck>, . 
With these preparations, we are ready to proceed with the Morse theory of 
g and g. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let h be strictly positive with compact inverse. Let g 
and g = g o K be as in (4.3) and (4.4). Then g’ satisfies Condition (C) on 
G,(X), and g satisJes Condition (C) on G,(X). 
ProoJ We shall prove the assertion for g; the case p = 1 of this, with H, 
in place of h, then implies the assertion for g. Of course we deal with the 
case d = co. 
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Since f(S) > 0 for all S E G,(X), we fix a > 0 and assume that 
S, E G,(X) is a given sequence such that 
‘w,) < a (alln> I), (4.29) 
l4%%)l,” -+ 0 (n-t a> (4.30) 
To establish Condition (C) as in (4.17), we must prove that some subse- 
quence of S, converges in G,(X). Since D(h)” is dense in Xp, the set 
(TE G,(X): TcD(h)} is d ense in G,(X). But also the function S +t ]dg, Is 
is continuous from G,(X) to R [23, Theorem 27(l), (5), pp. 117-1181; 
hence, for each n 2 1 we can find T,, E G,(X), T c D(h), such that 
I g(T,J - g(SJl < l/n, 
II&“lT, - I&s,ls,l < l/n. 
Then (4.29) and (4.30) for S, imply the same conditions for T,,, and so 
without loss of generality we can assume from the beginning that 
Sri c WI (all n > 1). (4.3 1) 
For each n > 1, let u, E Do fJ$(X) be the p-frame whose existence is 
asserted in Proposition 4.1(e), so that S, = [u,] and II, satisfies the estimate 
of 4.1(e). It will suffice to find a I I,-Cauchy subsequence of u, : for such a 
subsequence must converge in F;(X), since F;(X) is complete 
(Theorem l(b)), and then the corresponding subsequence of S, must 
converge in G,(X), since rc: u H [u] is continuous. 
We shall write u, = (ui, ,..., uj,, ,..., u,,). By Proposition 4.1(c), the non- 
negativity of q, and (4.29), we have 
and so 
(all n; 1 <j <P>, (4.32) 
l”jnIf=9(unj9 unj> + I”njli < a + l (all n; 1 <j <p). (4.33) 
By Proposition 4.1(e), (4.30), and (4.33), we have 
Ihujn-PjUjnUjnI-I-‘o (n+ ~0; 1 <j<p), (4.34) 
where, because of (4.32), 
O ,< Pjn = (“jn I h”jn)O < a (all n; 1 <j <<p). (4.35) 
We shall find a ] (,-Cauchy subsequence of U, by finding successive ( (,- 
Cauchy subsequence of the uj,, j = l,..., p, at each stage relabelling all the 
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subsequence indices up to that stage with the original label n. Accordingly, 
we fix j and write 
u" = Ujn, PCln =P. Jn 
and with relations (4.32)-(4.35) adapted to this notation, we seek a 1 I,- 
Cauchy subsequence of a,. 
By (4.35) we can assume (passing to a subsequence and relabelling) that 
pn -+ ,U (n + co) for some p with 0 <p < a. Hence, by (4.34) and the relation 
Iunl-1 G I%Ilo= 17 
which implies, by (4.27), 
(U,-ph-‘U,ll+O (n -+ al). (4.36) 
Since h-l is assumed compact from 1 I0 to 1 lo, and Ju,10 = 1, there exists 
u E D(h) = j- ‘(Y) such that for some subsequence (relabelled), 
lyh-‘u,-ul()+O (n --) co). (4.37) 
We shall work now from u, ED(h), Iu,[, = 1, (4.33), (4.36), and (4.37). 
For each it, let u, - (Ci) as in (4.23)-(4.26). Fix E > 0. Since 
h -‘u, - (Qf$J, we can use (4.25) and (4.36) to find an integer N such that 
= 124, -ph-‘u,l; < E2 (all n > N). (4.38) 
Since 3Lk --f co (k+ co) by (4.22), we find an integer K such that 11, > 2~. 
Then 
$< (l--E)‘< (l-$)2 (allk>K). (4.39) 
Let complementary projections P- and P, : Y+ Y be defined terms of 
Fourier coefftcients v - (/I~),>, by 
P-(bk)k>, = (bk)l<k<K, 
P+(bk)k>l = (bk)k>K’ 
Since the basis e of (4.21) is an admissible basis in X, and since e is (l)r- 
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orthogonal, the restrictions of P, and P- to X are also complementary self- 
adjoint projections,in X. Then we have 
IP+~l,G I40 (0 E Y), lP+4, G 12111 (u E X), (4.40) 
and by (4.25), 
IP-vlf<(l +&JP-vl: (v E X). (4.4 1) 
We shall now show that the already-twice-thinned (sub)sequence U, is 
Cauchy in / II. Indeed, we have 
flP+u&=$ F- (1 t~,)(c~l’ 
kfiK 
(by (4.25 >> 
(by (4.39)) 
< E2 (all ti > N), (4.42) 
the last estimate being (4.38). Then 
IP+w-‘%>ll G IP+@n -iLlh-‘%tII + IPt4, 
< 1% -P~-‘~,ll+ IP, hII (by (4.40)) (4.43) 
<st2s (all n > N), 
the last estimates coming respectively from (4.38) and (4.42). By (4.37), 
,uh -‘u, is a I I,-Cauchy sequence, so we can find an integer N’ such that 
lph-‘u, -ph-‘u,l,, < &(I t A,)-’ (all n, m > N'). (4.44) 
Then (4.40), (4.41), and (4.44) give 
(P-&h-Q& -ph-‘z&J, < E (all n, m > TV'). (4.45) 
The elementary inequality 
Ju-w~,=~P~(u-w)tP+v-P+w~, 
G IV-(u - WI, + P+ 01, + IP, w/1, 
(4.43), and (4.45) give 
Iph-'u,-ph-'u,l, < 7E (n, m > max {N, N’ }). (4.46) 
Bridging the difference u, - u, in three steps via ,uh-‘u,, and ph-'u, in the 
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usual manner, and estimating the steps by (4.38), (4.46), and again (4.38), 
we find 
(u,-uu,J,<E+7E+E (n, m > max {N, IV’)) 
so that U, is ] I,-Cauchy. Q.E.D. 
To secure the nondegeneracy of the critical points of both g and g, we 
have to make one more restriction on h. For the eigenvalue sequence 
5 = (A, )..., 1” )...)) as in (4.22), assume that the sums 
a,=/&+ *** + Izap, a E [d,p], are all distinct. (4.47) 
For the admissible basis e = (e ,,..., e “,...,) o ei f g envectors of h, we recall the 
notions (3.46~(3.49), for a E [d,p] : 
e, = (e,,,..., cap), S, = M E G,GO 
e, = Ae,, L, = KS, = [e,] E E(Z), 
L;=I) ]I,-closure [{es:P#a}] in 5, 
(L,); = (1 I(,-closure [{e. : /? E N(a))] in X, 
where the nearest neighbours /3 E N(a) of a satisfy /Ii # aj for precisely one 
index j. As in Proposition 4.1, a tangent vector 9 E G,(S),D is represented 
by (EL,, with ?7 E E(S)L, just in case [E (L,);; and c in turn is 
represented as in (the analogues in $Y of) relations (4.23)-(4.26) by its 
Fourier coefftcients with respect to (eo} : [- (c4), /I E [d,p]. Note that 
c”=Ofor (EL;. 
Because of the assumption (4.47), we have as in Example 3.3 an 
admissible sequential ordering a w  ] a ] defined on [d, p] by 
IaI < IPI*& -+. (4.48) 
Together with the admissible flag X = (X0,X, ,..., X,,...,) in X associated to 
the eigenbasis e, the ordering (4.48) gives an admissible flag 
S= (X,,Sr ,..., L-&, ,...,) in S associate to the ordered basis 
{el,:/?E [d,p]}. With th ese flags we have the Schubert cycles J2,J.S) and 
J2,,,($), and the Schubert cells w,(S) and o,,,(..K), as in Proposition 3.4. 
Having assembled these items associated to h, we can now give the 
inventory of Morse-theoretic data associated to g and g. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let h be strictly positive with compact inverse, and 
assume that the eigenvalue sums’ I, are all distinct (4.47). Let g and 
g’= g o K be as in (4.3) and (4.4). Then 
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(a) The set of all critical points of g is {L,: a E [d,p]}, the set of all 
critical points of i is {S, : a E [d,p] }, and the corresponding critical values 
are g(L,) = &3,) = A,. 
(b) For each a E [d,p], ly?,~ E G,(X),, is represented by [E Lh with 
[ - (c4), then the Hessian of g at L, is given by 
i(Hess gjL,(v, r) = T 
0-z 
(A, - Ul c5 I ‘, 
and that of gl E(,,‘$C) at L, is given by the same expression restricted to 
EWLe = (La);. 
(c) For each a E (d,p], the critical points L, of g and S, off are 
non-degenerate, with negative-definite subspaces given respectively by 
(q&Q)L, z I&: IPI < l411~ 
(w,(X)),,~du~l[{e~:PEN(a),p< all. 
and with indices given respectively by 
(Indg),~=dim,w,,,(~)=2OaI - 11, 
(Ind g) S, = dim no,(%) = 2d(a), 
where d(a) = Ci(aj -j). 
Proof (a) By (4.28), and the distinctness of the A,, each L, is an 
eigenspace of H, with simple eigenvalue A,; and H, has no other eigen- 
values since (e, : a E [d,p] } is )I /),-complete. Now Proposition 4.2(b) and (c) 
give the claims. Q.E.D. 
(b) By Proposition 4.2(d) we have 
twess &oL II) = 4A(L Cl - ~LMl~~ (4.49) 
With 4 w  (c”), c” = 0 for [E L;. Then as in (4.23)-(4.25), we have 
Substituting these and g(L,) = A, into (4.49), we obtain the desired formula. 
Q.E.D. 
(c) Setting [ = e4 in the formula (b) just proved, and noting (4.48), we 
find that (Hess g),=(q, q) is positive or negative according as I/31 > /aI or 
IpI < Ial. This proves the nondegeneracy of L, as a critical point of g and 
the non-degeneracy of S, = u-‘L, as a critical point of g, and identifies the 
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negative-definite subspaces in terms of the basis elements e4. The formulas 
for (Ind g)L, and (Ind& could be obtained at this point by directly 
counting the relevant families of multiindices /I. The identification of the first 
subspace with (w ,D, (A%J)L is given by Proposition 2.4(d) applied to the flag 
97 in X; cf. (3.62), and note that d(]a]) = ]a] - 1 for any sequential 
ordering a H ]o] of [d,p]. Proposition 3.4(c) identifies the second of our 
subspaces with (o,(X)),~. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position to apply the main theorem of Morse theory, as 
given by Palais [20, pp. 300-3011, to our functions g: G,(X)-+ IR and 
g: G,(x) + IR. Indeed, G,(X) and G,(X) are complete Riemannian 
manifolds, by Theorem 1 (c); the functions g and g = g o IC are C”, by their 
definitions (4.3) and (4.4), Theorem 3(b), and the remarks at the beginning 
of the present section; they satisfy Condition (C), by Proposition 4.3, and all 
their critical points are non-degenerate, by Proposition 4.4. For any real 
number a, we consider the sets 
GI(X)” = g-‘(-co, a] = {L E G,(X) : g(L) < a}, 
G,(X)“=g-‘(-co,a]={SEG,(X):g(S)<a}; 
and for any multiindex a E [d,p], we consider the homology classes []a]] in 
H,(G,(%); Z) and [a] in H,(G,(X); 72) defined by 
[la\] = class represented by L+,,(s), (4.50) 
[a] = class represented by 0,(.%), (4.5 1) 
as in Theorem 2(b) and (c), where Q,,,(s) and Q,(X) are the Schubert 
cycles associated to the eigenflags L% of H, and X of h, as in the remarks 
following (4.48). Note that the class in (4.5 1) is labelled by the index a itself, 
but the class in (4.50) is labelled by the integer Ial. We ask: for which a and 
which a does the subset G,(s)’ carry the class [la\], and for which pairs 
does G,(X)” carry [a]? 
We are using the following terminology. Given a subset A of a topological 
space G, we have a map i, : H*(A; Z)-+ H,(G; Z) induced by the inclusion 
i: A -+ G. For given class c E H,(G; Z) we say 
A c G carries c o c belongs to Image (i*) (4.52) 
By functoriality, if A c B c G and A carries c, then B carries c. 
Our question is completely answered by the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 4. Let Y be a separable complex Hilbert space of dimension d, 
1 < d < CQ. Let h be a strictly positive self-adjoint operator in Y with 
compact inverse h - ‘, and with eigenvector-eigenvalue sequences 
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e = (e, ,..., e, ,...,) and 5 = (A1 ,..., 1 n ,..., ), 1 < n < d + 1, ordered as in (4.21) 
and (4.22). Let p be an integer, 1 <p < d + 1, and for each multiindex 
a E [d,p] (cf: (2.4)) define L, by 
Assume that 1, # 1, for a #/I, and let a I--, Ia 1 E Z + be the sequential 
ordering of [d,p] defined by /a] < I/?/ tfand only 1f2, < 1,. 
Let X = Q(h) c Y and $ = Q(H,,) c $’ = ApY be the standard pairs of 
Hilbert spaces as in (1.4) and (3.12), and let G,(X) and G,(s) be the 
Grassmannians and K: Gp(X) + G,(g) the Plticker imbedding, as in 
Theorem 3. Let X = (X,, X, ,..., X, ,..., ) be theflag in X associated to e (2.1) 
and let 97 = (.&, ,K, ,..., .& ,..., ) be the flag in .% associated to e by the 
ordering ah ]a] of [d,p] (3.58). For each aE [d,p], let []a]] and [a] be 
the homology classes represented by the Schubert cycles n,,,(Z) and Q,(X) 
respectively, as in (4.50) and (4.51). 
Let g : G, (5) + R and g = g o K : G,(X) + IR be the functions defined by 
g(L) = 4*(& 4)/G I4>0 (##OE.z-,L= [I]) 
as in (4.3) and (4.4); and for each real number a, let 
G,(A-)” =g-I(-m, a], G,(X)” = g- ‘(-co, a]. 
Then, for each a E R and each a E [d, p], G, (%)” carries the class [ ( a ]] 
tfand only tf a > A,, and GPO@ carries the class [a] if and only tf a > ,I,. 
Proof We first note that g and g have the common global minimum 
A (1 ,..., p)9 achieved at 4, ,..., p) and SC1 ,..., p) respectively, and that, for each 
a E [d,p], 
M,,,rmax{g(L):LER,,,(~)}=g(L,)=~,, (4.53) 
where L, = KS, as in Proposition 4.4 and the discussion which precedes it. 
Indeed, by (3.61) and (3.63), Q,,,(s) = GI(qa,) = zF,(&,,), where 
-X;,, = Ileo: IPI < IalIl. We h ave I/31 < Ia( just in case 1, <A,, hence 
4 E qa, just in case 4 5 (co) with cs = 0 for A, > I,, with Fourier coef- 
ficients c4 = (e,l$)o as in the analogues of (4.23~(4.26) for the operator 
H,.,, which satisfies (4.28). Since 4 E 4a, belongs to D(H,), the definition 
(4. l), (4.3) becomes 
and a trivial computation establishes (4.53). The statements about global 
minima are similarly direct consequences of (4.23) and its analogue for q,,, 
with no need of any general theory. 
607/54/2-6 
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By (4.53) we have, for any real number b, 
~,,,(-@‘I = G&Qb - b 2 A,, (4.54) 
and since Q,,,(s) certainly carries [I a I], the “if’ part of the theorem for 
G,(X) is established. 
From Theorem 3(c) we recall the relation, valid for any a E [d,p] : 
q,,W>nEW)= w4dW: V-1 G lalh (4.55) 
where E(X) is the submanifold KG&Y) consisting of all the projectivized 
nonzero decomposable elements Au of X. In particular, (4.55) gives 
M,(X) cQ,,,(%), and since the maximum M,,, in (4.53) is achieved at 
L, = KS,, and S, E O,(X), (4.53) gives 
M,=max{g(S):SEQJX)}=&(S,)=A,. (4.56) 
Hence, for any real number 6, 
a,(X) c Gp(X)b 0 b 2 A, 3 (4.57) 
and since Q,(X) carries [a], the “if’ part of the theorem for G,(X) is 
established. 
Turning to the “only if’ parts of the theorem, we shall deal with G,(X) 
first. The desired conclusion can be stated thus: for any b E R and any 
PE [d,pl, 
b < I, + b does not carry [p], (*I 
where “b carries [PI” is shorthand for “G&Q” carries the class [/3]” etc. For 
b<l (J....,P) = min 2, GP(X)b is empty and (*) certainly holds. We proceed 
by contradiction. Assume that (*) is false for some /3. Let /3 = a E [d,p] be 
the index of least order ] a 1 for which (*) is false. Then /a ] > 2 by what was 
just said about /3= (l,...,p) with I/?] = 1; so there is an immediate 
predecessor p of a, defined by ]/I] = (al - 1. By the minimal property of a, 
(*) is true for this index /I. 
Since (*) is false for a, there exists a real number c < A, such that c 
carries [a]. Since any b > c then also carries [a], we can find b such that 
1, < b < A, and b carries [a] ; 
and by the “if’ part already proved, b carries [p], so that 
b carries [a] and [/I]. (4.58) 
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Find a real number a such that 
a<1,<bandL,~[a,b]forally#B. (4.59) 
Since (*) is true for p, we have 
a does not carry [a] and does not carry [p]. (4.60) 
Now we apply Theorem (6) of [20, p. 3361 to g’ at the critical value lo: in 
view of (4.59) this result gives that G,(X)b has as a deformation-retract the 
space G&Y)’ with one cell attached (of dimension d(P) = Cj Ca, -j) but that 
does not concern us). Hence the rank of H,(G,(X)“; Z) exceeds the rank of 
H,(G,(X)“; Z) by precisely 1, and this contradicts (4.58) and (4.60). This 
contradiction establishes the truth of (*) for all p and b, and hence the “only 
if’ part of the theorem, for G,(X). 
The proof of the “only if’ part for Gi(%) is verbatim as in the last two 
paragraphs, with g, G,(X)‘, and [lpi], etc., in place off, G,(X)b, and [p], 
etc. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. It will be noted that the proof of Theorem 4 does not use 
all the power of the Morse theorem, for instance the assertion that G,(L%)~ is 
diffeomorphic to G,(%)O if [a, b] contains no critical value L,. Indeed, 
considerably more information could be deduced. Since J2,,,(%) c n,,,(Z) 
for IPl<l4, ‘t 1 is immediate from (4.54) that, for any real b and any 
a E [dp] : 
~~,o,(~>:lPI~lal)~G,(~>b~b~~,. (4.6 1) 
Similarly, the argument from (4.54) through (4.55) to (4.57) establishes at 
the same time that, for any real b and any a E [d,p] : 
(.n,(~):IPII\<IaI}~G,(x)“~b~~,. (4.62) 
One could then relate the carriers in (4.61) and (4.62) of the finite subcom- 
plexes of the CW-complexes of Proposition 2.5 to the corresponding carriers 
of the abstract CW-complexes provided by the general theory, retracing the 
arguments in [ 18, pp. 14-241 and [20, pp. 319-320, 335-3361. It is amusing 
to take up a position at L, = KS, on the g-level 1, in G,(X), and to watch 
the last bit of fabric being attached simultaneously to the growing partial-cell 
w,~,(%) c G,(s)” and to its sub-part KW,(%)~, as a = g(L) increases 
through 1, ; cf. Proposition 4.4(c). One could also deduce stronger 
statements, about smoothly attached handles, etc., as in [20, Theorem, 
p. 3 191. We leave these things to the reader. 
Remark 4.2. The reader who has sensed a certain redundancy in the 
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story as developed so far might try the following experiment. Remove all 
account of the Schubert cycles 0,(s), etc., i.e., all of Section 2, the latter 
part of Section 3, and the references to w,~,($) and co,(X) in 
Proposition 4.4(c); compute the indices of the critical points by direct 
counting, as we mentioned in the proof of 4.4(c); and try to use the Morse 
theorem to reconstruct what has been removed. One can certainly recover 
the homology modules of Gi(X) and Gp(X)a, and much more besides; but 
one can not get everything. The cells provided by the general theory are 
anonymous homotopy-theoretic cells, with no character other than their 
dimensions. In the case of G,(X), the critical indices d(( a ] = ] a ( - 1 are all 
distinct, so that in passing the critical level I, of g, one is attaching the 
Schubert cell w,,,(X) in fact if not in name (cf. [ 18, pp. 26-271 for the case 
d < ao). But in the case of G,(X), one has to contend with the fact that the 
indices /3 E [d,p] with d(J?) = xj vj -j) equal to a given d(a) are quite 
numerous [ 19, pp. 80-811. Even if one acknowledges the existence of a cell- 
decomposition as in Proposition 2.5 together with the number of cells of each 
dimension, one cannot conclude from Morse theory without further ado, 
which cell with d@) = d(a) is the one attached as a increases through the 6 
level A, on G,(X). This is more or less the situation in [8, Theorem, p. 3641. 
To settle this difficulty one must appeal to something like the “if’ part of 
Theorem 4; and the reader who follows this thread will find that it unwinds 
all the way back through the parts of the exposition which were removed at 
the beginning of the experiment. For each a, one has in fact a homology 
class [a] with unique topological properties, carried by certain subsets of 
G,(X) and not by others, etc.; and one has in general a family of other [PI, 
topologically distinct from one another and from [a] but all interchangeable 
as graded-module generators. Coming back to Theorem 4 with a knowledge 
of Theorem 3(c) but without admitting its proof, one might still try to 
reconstruct the geometrical distinctions among the Q,(X) from their factual 
correlation with fl,,,(Z), which, as noted, are all module-theoretically 
distinct. But as Example 3.4 shows, this correlation is not canonical, 
depending in the present instance on the ordering among the A,, and hence 
on the gaps among the eigenvalues A,, of h. In short, I do not see how to 
establish Theorem 4 for G&Y) without prior knowledge that the specific sets 
Q,(X) are homology carriers. 
Remark 4.3. There is a slight extension of Theorem 4 which will be 
wanted in the next section. The assumption that all the sums A, are distinct 
gave us the sequential ordering /I H ]/I] of [d,p] and the nondegeneracy of 
all the critical points L, and S,. To prove the assertion of Theorem 4 for 
any designated a, however, it would suffice to start with an operator h with 
eigenvectors e and eigenvalues a as in (4.21) and (4.22), and to assume that 
A, # Ly whenever /3 # y have A, < A, and A,,< A,. In other words, we assume 
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that the partial ordering <A of [d,p] defined by “p <A y if and only if 
A,, < 1;’ has a totally-ordered initial segment induced by 
1 (1 ,...,a) < *-- <A, ( ..f <I, < a.. . (4.63) 
Then <A refines, in the sense of (3.5 I), the natural partial ordering < defined 
in (2.8), and we may in turn refine <A in any convenient manner to an 
admissible sequential ordering /I E+ I/?[ of [d,p], which of course will have an 
initial segment up to a as represented in (4.63). The arguments in the proof 
of Proposition 4.4 apply without change to give the nondegeneracy of the 
critical points L, and S, for all /? with i/3/ < 1 al. Then the proof of the “only 
if’ part of Theorem 4 for the designated a applies without change, since it 
invokes the Morse theorem only at some critical value A, < ,I,. The trivial 
computation leading to (4.53), hence to (4.56) and the “if’ part, depends 
only on the partial ordering <A, and so is not affected by these refinements. 
Theorem 4 extended in this manner will be called Theorem 4a. 
Remark 4.4. In the next section we shall reformulate Theorem 4 as a 
minimax principle characterizing the sums A,. With the result in this form, it 
is rather straightforward to remove all hypotheses concerning the distinctness 
of the eigenvalues I,,, or of their sums 2,. One ends up with an unrestricted 
minimax version, Theorem 5, and a correspondly unrestricted version of 
Theorem 4 (cf. Remark 5.3, below). 
5. MINIMAX CHARACTERIZATION OF SUMS OF EIGENVALUES 
The restriction to strictly positive operators h is not needed for the result 
of this section. A self-adjoint operator h in a complex Hilbert space Y with 
inner product (I )0 is said to be bounded below provided that, for some real 
number K, 
(u I ho), > -KC0 I oh (all u E D(h)). 
Clearly h is bounded below if and only if h + cl is strictly positive for some 
real c. One defines the sesquilinear form q(u, w) with domain X = Q(h) = 
Q(h + Kl) as the form closure of (vlhw), from D(h) c Y, obtaining an inner 
product 
(u 1~1, = q0-s w) + F + l)(u I WI,, (5.1) 
just as in (1.2). Then X is a Hilbert space, I /,-dense in Y as in (1.4). (cf. the 
references cited there); and all our considerations in Sections 1 through 4 
apply to h with only the obvious slight asjustments. 
For any linear operator h in Y whose graph is closed in Y*, the resolvent 
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(h - ~1)~’ is compact for each z in C\a(h) if and only if (h - ~1))’ is 
compact for some z in C\a(h). Such an operator is said to have compact 
resolvent. In particular, when h is self-adjoint in Y and bounded below, h 
has compact resolvent if and only if h has sequences of eigenvectors 
e = (e, ,..., e,,...,) and of corresponding eigenvalues S = (A, ,..., I, ,..., ), 
1 < n < d + 1 such that 
e is a complete (1 ),-orthonormal sequence in Y, (5.2) 
1satisfies-KSIZ,~...~~,~...and~,~oo(nj~), (5.3) 
cf. [26, Theorem X111.64, p. 2451. The condition A,, --t co (n + co) in (5.3) 
applies only when d = co; when d < co of course all self-adjoint operators in 
Y are bounded on both sides and indeed all linear operators in Y are 
compact. 
THEOREM 5. Let Y be a separable complex Hilbert space of dimension d, 
1 < d < 03, with inner product (I),,. Let h be a self-adjoint operator in Y, 
bounded below and having compact resolvent. Let X = Q(h) be the 
quadratic-form domain of h, with inner product (I), as in (5.1). 
For a given integer p with 1 <p < d + 1, let F;(X) be the set of all (( )0- 
orthonormal p-tuples u = (u , ,..., up) in Xp, let Gp(X) be the space of all p- 
dimensional subspaces S E X with the quotient topology from (X, ] 1,)” 
defined by the map z” : F;(X) -+ G,(X), u M [u], where S = [u] is the linear 
span of {u, ,..., up}. 
For each multiindex a = (a, ,..., ap) of integers with 1 < a, < ... < 
ap < d t 1, let [a] = H,(G,(X); Z) be the homology class represented by the 
Schubert cycle O,(X) where X = (X0,X, ,..., X, ,...) is the flag in X 
associated to the basis e of (5.2) (cf Theorem 2); and let ST(a) be the family 
of subsets of F:(X) defined by 
Z(a) = {A c F;(X) : no(A) c G,(X) carries [a] } 
(c$ (4.52)). 
Let 5 = (A, ,,.., i ,,...,) be the sequence of eigenvalues of h, repeated 
according to their multiplicities and ordered as in (5.2). 
Then, for each a = (a, ,..., ap), 
(5.4) 
and the inf-sup is in fact a min-max, achieved at the point u = e, = 
@ *,,..., eeP) in the set A E F(a) defined by 
A=$(X)={uEF;(X):u,EX,,(l<j<p)}. 
(I 
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Prooj Let [d,p] denote the set of all multiindices a with a,, < d + 1. For 
each aE [d,p] set I,=&,+ =.a + A,, and let m, denote the (possibly 
extended) real number defined by the inf-sup on the right side of (5.4). We 
may assume without loss of generality that h is strictly positive with 
compact inverse: for, adding a constant multiple cl of the identity to h just 
adds the constant pc to A, and to Cjq(uj, Uj) for any given u E F;(X), and 
hence to m,, and hence does not affect the truth or falsity of the statement of 
the theorem. 
We now choose a E [c&p] and keep it fixed for the rest of the proof. We 
shall first prove the theorem in the special case that the numbers I, are 
distinct for all /I E [c&p] such that A, < 1,) i.e., that the sums 1, arranged in 
nondecreasing order in fact begin with a strictly increasing sequence 
Thus we are in the situation discussed in Remark 4.3 (cf. 4.63)). Let 
g: G,(S) + IR and g’= g o K : G,(X) + IR be defined as in (4.3) and (4.4). By 
Proposition 4.1 (c), for u E FE(X) and S = [u] we have 
g(S) = t 9("j3 uj>. 
j=l 
Since the quantity on the right side is constant on each fibre of no, its 
supremum over u E A is the same as its supremum over u Ex= 
@co)-’ no(A), and th e intimum over all A E jr(a) which defines m, is the 
same as the infimum over the saturated sets A EST(a). Accordingly, 
defining the family F(a) by 
Y(a) = (B c G,(X) : B carries the class [a] }, 
we have 
(5.6) 
Choose any BE F(a) and put b = s~p,~,~((s). If b < co, then 
B c G,(X)” z i-+00, b], so Gp(X)b carries (a], and the “only if’ part of 
Theorem 4a (cf. Remark 4.3) gives b > 1,. Thus the infimum of such b, as B 
varies over Y(a), is at least I,, i.e., 
But by the “if’ part of Theorem 4a, specifically by (4.56), there exists such a 
B, namely, B = Q,(X), for which 
b = maxSE. g’(S) = g(S,) = 1,. 
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Thus Iz, = m,, and since L!,(X) = z” 2: (X) by Proposition 2.4(c), and 
S, = a’(e,), the theorem is proved in the special case (5.5). 
We shall now prove the theorem in the general case, i.e., with the eigen- 
value sequence 1 satisfying 
0<1,<1,< .*.<I,<..., (5.7) 
by a continuity argument from the special case just proved; a E [d,g] 
remains fixed as before. If d < co, put N = d. If d = 00, we have A,, + co 
(n + co), and we can choose an integer N such that 
N&a,, and &+i > 2,. (5.8) 
With N chosen, we define families X, A of nondecreasing sequences p = 
&,<+..iu,<+..), l<n<d+l,by 
-/Y^={~1:~1~~iu,;and~~~~,(l~n~N);and~,=~,(n~N+ l)}, (5.9) 
J= {CIEJlr:lul,#~u,ifp#tandp,rE [N,P]}, (5.10) 
where [N,p] denotes the set of all multiindices p with pp &N, and of course 
P’o =L$, + **’ +!Q * Note that the third condition in (5.9) is vacuous in case 
d < co. Certainly “our sequence li belongs to JF (cf. (5.7), (5.9)), and OUI 
given a belongs to [N,p] by (5.8). We claim further that for P E.M, the 
numbers ,u~ are distinct for all /I E [d,p] such that ,uD < ,ua. Indeed, by 
(5. lo), if d ( co then the ,U~ are distinct for all /I E [d,p], while if d = 00 it 
will suffice to check that ,ull < pp implies /I < [N,p]. Accordingly, suppose 
d=co and/I@ [N,p]. ThenP,,>N+ 1, and hence 
&3, > pN+ 1 (since p is nondecreasing) 
=AN+l (by (5.9)) 
> 1, (by (5.8)) 
>P, (by A,,> pu, in (5.9)). 
Hence pg > pbp > P,, and the claim is proved. Thus each p EM satisfies the 
restriction (5.5) which defines the special case of the theorem already proved. 
Because of the condition in (5.9) that P agree with 1 for all indices n in 
N + 1 < n < co (case d = -co), Jtr in any case is in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with a closed bounded subset of RN. Therefore JV is a compact metric 
space with the metric 
]v-P]=max{]vk--k]: l<k<N}. (5.11) 
The subspace M in (5.10) is defined in JV by the non-vanishing of the 
finitely many continuous (linear) functionals P -+ cl0 - ,u~ @, JJ E [N,p]); 
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hence J is open and dense in J’“, and in particular, our given I. EM is a 
limit point of y1y. 
With the given orthonormal sequence e = (e, ,..., e,,...) (5.2) of eigen- 
vectors of h held fixed, we construct for each p EM a self-adjoint operator 
h(p) in Y by setting 
4) en = lu, en (l<n<d+l) 
and extending by linearity and closure. Then h(h) is our given h; and for 
each p E-K, h(p) is strictly positive with domain D(h(p)) = D(h), h(u)-’ is 
compact, Q@(p)) = Q(h) =X (cf. (4.21)-(4.24). The quadratic forms q,, of 
the h(p) satisfy, with u - (ck), ck = (eklu&, as in (4.25): 
<IV-PI (alluwith]ul,,= 1). 
Hence the functionsf,: FE(X) + R defined by 
satisfy the uniform estimate 
If”o+f,wl~PIv-Pl (p, v E A”, 24 E F;(X)). 
Also, by the second and third conditions in (5.9), 
f,(u) a-du> (u E ww* 
With our fixed a E [d,p], for each p E JV define 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
m,(p) = inf, emn) $;J,<u>, (5.14) 
as in (5.4). For each p EM, the special case of (5.4) already proved gives 
pu, = m,(p). Since pu, + v, as p + v in the sense of (5.1 l), and since our 
b E JV is a limit point of J, to prove ,I, = m,(i) as desired it will suffice to 
prove that 
ma(r) -+ %(a> as p+l @EM). (5.15) 
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One half of the continuity statement (5.15) is immediate: for any p E &, 
and any A c F,(X), (5.8) implies 
hence, by definition (5.14), 
m,(r) & m,(s) (all p E Jlr). 
On the other hand, for a given E > 0 set 6 = 42~. We claim that 
(5.16) 
In view of (5.16), to prove the desired (5.15) it suffices to prove (5.17). 
To prove (5.17), fix p EM (or in M) with 15 - p I& 6. By definition of 
the inlimum in (5.14), find A, EST(a) 
;;ppt4 < %(P> + 42. (5.18) 
By (5.12), for each u E A, we have 
fdu> <fpW + P * 6 G-,(4 + 42, 
and hence, by (5.18) 
sup h(u) ,< m,(p) + s/2 + s/2, 
UEAo 
and hence, by definition (5.14) 
and (5.17) is proved. 
This completes the proof of (5.4) in the general case. As already 
remarked, the relation (4.56) holds for general 1, to give the subsidiary 
statement that m,(L) is achieved at u = e, in A = C:(X). Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.1. It is not difficult to deduce from the uniform equicontinuity 
(5.12) of thef, that p + m,(p) is continuous on .JY In fact (cf. [27, Section 
1, pp. 217-220]), the upper semicontinuity (cf. (5.16)) of such an inf-sup m, 
is more or less automatic, while the lower semicontinuity (5.17) can be 
expected only when the family of functions playing the role of our 
{f,: p E Jy‘} enjoys some equicontinuity property. 
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5 immediately implies a similar statement in 
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which ST(a) is replaced by any subfamily P(a) which contains the 
realizing element C:(X). For example, such a family is 
F(a) = 5 (X’): X’ . 
I 
is an admissible flag in X . 
a ! 
Since any given partial flag XL = (XA, c . . . c Bhp) with Xhj CX and dim 
XLj = aj can be extended to an admissible full flag X’ in X, this result 
extends to d = co the theorem of Wielandt [ 351 quoted in the introduction. 
Of course the case p = 1 of this (with K = identity, X=X, H, = h, etc.) is 
one form of the Weyl-Courant minimax characterization of the eigenvalues 
of h, and one can recover our r’(a) theorem from the latter charac- 
terization. However, linear-space arguments alone, in Xc Y and/or 
.Z c ApY, cannot lead to the fully topological version of Theorem 5 with 
f(a). 
Remark 5.3. Theorem 5 implies the statement of Theorem 4 with no 
assumption whatever on he distinctness of the sums A,, or even on the eigen- 
values A,, of h, excepting of course the finite-multiplicity assumption implicit 
in the fact that A,, + co (n + co). Indeed, with m, defined as the inf-sup on 
the right side of (5.4) and Gp(X)’ = i-‘(-co, a], we have in full generality: 
m, = inf{a E R : G,(X)” carries the class [a]}, (5.19) 
as one sees from (5.6) and the various definitions. In the first part of the 
proof of Theorem 5, where (5.6) occurs, we used (5.6) to deduce from 
Theorem 4a that m, = A, in the special case (5.5). In the second part of the 
proof we used a real-variable argument to remove the restriction (5.5) from 
the assertion m, = A,. Now we use Theorem 5 as it stands, together with 
(5.19) to deduce the statement of Theorem 4 about g, namely, 
G,(X)” carries the class [a] o a > A,, 
and further to deduce (case p = 1, X = Z etc.) the corresponding statement 
about g, namely, 
G,(Z)a carries the class []a]] ~a>&, 
for a general eigenvalue sequence A = (-K < 1, < ... < A, < ..a ) as in (5.3). 
Theorem 4, so extended, leaves at our disposal certain sequences which 
help to define [a] and []a]]. First there is the choice of a sequence of eigen- 
vectors e = (e, ,..., e, ,...,) as in (5.2) which can be any such sequence 
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consistent with the partial order of 1,. A choice of this sequence fixes an 
eigenflag X in X, determines the contents of Q,(X) as a point set, and hence 
determines the homological meaning of [a]. Second there is the choice of 
ordering a I-+ ]a] of [C&P], which can be any sequential ordering consistent 
with the partial order <A induced by the function /3 t, A,,, as in Remark 4.3. 
Any such choice fixes an eigenflag 5 of H, in %, and determines the 
contents of 8,,,(%‘) and the meaning of [] al]. We note that there might be a 
choice to make at the second stage even if there is none at the first: the 
operator h of Example 2.1 has distinct eigenvalues 1, = n2x?, n = 1,2,..., 
while degeneracies occur already for p = 2, e.g., AC2+11j = AC,,,,, = 1257r2. 
With these choices made at our pleasure, we have the assertion of 
Theorem 4; and of course we still have Theorem 3(c) relating the Q,(X) to 
the Q,,,(-@V. 
Remark 5.4. Theorem 5 characterizes the sums I, of the given eigen- 
values of h. A completely different situation arises when one is given any 
smooth function f. : F,(X) + IR which is constant on each fibre of 
71: F,(X) --) G,(X). Here one will have obtained the framework 
Xc Y, X cAP(Y), etc., from an auxiliary non-negative operator h in Y, as 
in Sections 1 through 3, where h might be as trivial as the identity operator 
h = 1, = l,, or h might be unbounded with o&) = [0, co), etc. The 
problem is now to discuss the critical point structures ofL on F,(%) and of 
the functionsf =f: o A on F,,(X), g. =f. o C’ on G,(X), and g. =g. o K on 
G,(X), associated to f: as in (4.1)-(4.4). To proceed, one defines quantities 
m, = m,(g.) as on the right side of (5.4) withx(u) in place of Cjq(Uj, Uj), 
etc., and one uses arguments of Lusternik-Schnirelman type to tackle the 
questions. In applying these arguments, one makes essential use of certain 
invariance property of the family T(a) which is not enjoyed by most 
subfamilies, in particular the subfamily F’(a) of Remark 5.2. The property 
pertains to the family F(a) of all no-images B = 7c”(A) of sets A E F(a). To 
state it 15, Definition (l.l), p. 71, we consider any continuous map 
D : G,(X) x [0, 11 -P G,(X) such that Do = D(. , 0) is the identity on G,(X). 
Given any B c G,(X), let D,(B) be the image of B under D, = D(+ , l), i.e., 
D,(B)={TEG,(X):T=D(S,l)forsomeSEB}. 
Then it is the case that (cf. [5, Example (d), p. 91) 
B E F(a) * D,(B) E F(a) for any D as above; 
and this deformation-invariance of F(a), or something close to it, is the 
starting point of any Lusternik-Schnirelman argument leading to the 
existence of critical points of g. on the level g.(S) = m,(d). 
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One gets results in this manner as soon as one can establish a suitable 
version of Condition (C) for g. and i. in particular for any smoothf: when 
d= dim Y < 0~). Even when f. comes from a quadratic form qH, on X, H. 
need not come as H,(h.) from an operator h. in Y, and for such general H., 
even when d < co is enforced, say, by a Galerkin-approximation scheme, the 
existence of a critical point S, of ,& on the level m,(g,) is by no means 
obvious otherwise. Also in general, K(S,) will not be a critical point of g., 
nor will the minimax numbers m,(d) and m,( g.) coincide. If L, is a critical 
point of g. with g.(L,) = m,(g.), obtained in a similar manner, then the 
relations among all these items will depend on an interplay of details, subject 
always to the ubiquitous Theorem 3(c). 
This is precisely the situation one is in regarding the items 2’ and 3” 
discussed in the introduction; and we note that Theorem 3(c) is our tentative 
solution to problem (1) in item 3 “, to find a generic correspondence between 
m,( f.) and m,( g.). Again we remark that the usual Lusternik-Schnirelman 
families [23, pp. 128-1301 
g(k) = {B c G,(X) : cat@, G,(X)) > k}, k = 1, 2,..., 
are unsatisfactory despite the fact that SF(k) is non-void and deformation- 
invariant for each k > 1. For, as we pointed out in the discussion of (I), the 
correspondence between fT(k) and the analogous family for G,(X) does not 
restrict to a correspondence between the subfamily lF(k, n) of F(k) 
consisting of sets B c G,(X,) and the analogous subfamily for G,(ZN), 
N = (g ). It is the correspondence of flags X b % induced by an admissible 
ordering a H 1 al, and the ensuing correspondence of specific finite- 
dimensional carriers 0,(X) c G,(X,) and D,,,(Z) c G,(&,) for all n > aP, 
which underlies our proposed solution to (1). 
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